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.âBSTRÀCT

In this thesis, the author, a middle school teacher, uses

her writings over a five year period to explore herself as a

Iearner. In particular, she examines her practice within

her growing understanding of the concept of teacher as

researcher by using stories from the classroom. The author

also looks at how writing helps her make meaning of the

experience allowing her to see new patterns and new meanings

with the expressed goal of i-mproving the quality of

education for students. Through reflection, beliefs and

values are uncovered. This is a self-conscious effort to

ground the norms of her practice. This thesis is a

"recommendation by demonstration" for educating as inquiry

as an imoortant research methodoloov.
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PROLOqJE

A New Image of Schooling

I stood outside the cfassroom surveying the chaotic

aftermath of a faírJy typical school day. Al-l was siLent

I gJanced out the window and sawl rather than heard, the

trees being tossed by a warm spring svind. I fel-t the sun on

my shoufder. "What is going on? lttlhat am I trying t'o

accomplish here ?n I asked,

I woke up in the late 80rs- It became of great

interest to me to find out how the notion of teacher as

researcher (Stenhouse, 1975) could enable me to

systematical-J-y study my own practice so that practice woul-d

become meaningful. Was this key to how I cou.Id make sense

ouL of daily life in the classroom?

The stories that foll-ow have shown me a method and a

manner for the reconstruction of my development aS a

teacher so that I could uncover my belÍefs and val-ues that

are a part of my phitosophy of teaching. The notion of

teacher aS researcher has al-l-owed me to become a student of

rny or¡rn practices and belief s. Inquiry and reform are now

intrinsic to my teaching and to my learnj-ng about teaching.

What I think is valuable about the work of Cochran-Smith and

LytJ-e (1993) is the visibility it gives to teacher work in



classrooms, teacher understandings, and mine that evol-ve

from making a connection to such experience. "IT]eacher

research makes '¡isibl-e the way that teachers and student

Iand parent] c-c-construct knowledge and curriculum. . . "

(Cochran-SmÍth e Lytì-et 1993' xiv) .

Standing r--here j-n the window's warmth' J-ooking back

at the 'messr in the classroom with its accompanying

frustrations, I resolved to do something. Things l^/ere a

mess, Iiterally and metaphorical. How could I make things

better?

Somehow this questíon re.l-ated to the purposes of

teaching and hou best those purposes are to be carried out.

I read a piece b1r Peter S. Hl-ebowitsh (L990) that alerted

me to the purpDses of teaching. Possibly, the part

missing for me rv-as a systematic way in which to develop a

"...reflective consideration of the moral and pedagogical

impJ-ications of teaching' (p.l-55) . I set out to futly

explore the follcwing two questions. How does one go about

'being a teache.r' ? What are the impl-ications of this new

knowledge?

This stor.¡ is more than a description of what I do.

It is an attempt to articulate what it means for me to teach

as I am being informed by the experience I am describing.

This synthesis is an attempt to articulate what it is I am



teaching, why, and how it couÌd be done better, to clarify

for myself my theory of praxis-oriented research. What I

think T now know is that my practice has improved, is

better, because of the examination I have carried through.

T am more wj-de-awake, conscious (Greene, 1-9?8). When I

stood in the warmth of the c-l-assroom window surveying the

chaos of the school- day and questioned my presence there, I

knew that things had to get "better" or I would leave

teaching. What I now think is that "better" practice for

Õne group of students might not necessarily be the same for

a different group of students at a different time. 'Better*
is not a place or destinatj-on; what I now think j-s that it

means constant refinement of practice. My understanding of

teaching has changed because of the understanding I have

deveì-oped of the methodology and phiJ-osophy of the concept

teacher as researcher. I have develoned a new imaqe of

schooling nested with the concepLs of caring,

collaboration, and community from stories from my classroom.

The narratíve as a research methodology is consonant

with my experience. ¡fy experience is that narrative holds

a significant place in my family life and in school

J-anguage. Like an observer of trees and not the forest, I
choose to embrace the significance of this story in
organizing my experience of teacher as researcher and use it
as a base upon which to learn (Robertson, j"n Chorny, 1988,

p. 57). Namative also attempts to explain the experience



with the many voices needed to construct that knowledge from

experience. I am referring to teacher knowledge as v¡hat I

have learned as a teacber in this story as it unfoldsi an

uncovering of my beliefs and values and also a greater

understanding of some technical aspects of teaching.

Gadamer (7976, cited in Fleischer, 1-994, Þp. 105-106) refers

to the dial-ogical naLure of understanding and with his

notionof,,fusionofhorizons|'-ìmnlìas*^....^ì-s meaning is created

by mediation and interpretation. Meanj-ng is sociaJ-ly

constructed; understanding becoma-s an event arrived at by

all- of those present, students, teacher, parents,

colleagues, other researchers.

visÍble for me from this context.

My learning has become

Writing, ref l-ect ing, taJ-king to others '. . .has

emerged f rorn the dialectic of [rny] experiences as both

Ipractiti-oner] and Iresearcher] and from Imy] unwil-lingness

to privilege one role over the other" (Cochran-Smith,

Lytle, 1-993). Both reflection in and on action (Schön,

1983) does not develop in isolation. Classroom research is

a methodology and a philosophy that helps classroom

teachers develop observation skilIs and a critical spirit

and is a collaborative process that does much to break the

isolation Lortie (1975) identif ies. Vnlhen Lortie writes

'. . . the ablest peopJ-e in the occupation a.re not expected

to add to the shared knowledge of the group. There is, in
shortr no tradition " (p.241,) I gasp, and know this
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need not be. In addition to a community of inquíry with

other adults, a learning community is fostered in the

cl-assroom with students gaining increasing confidence in
themselves as producers of knowledqe.

What I mean bv a critical spirit is bound to the notion

of educating as inquiry. Greene's 11978) wide-awakeness,

Schõn's (L987) " Ie] verything is practicum (p.16) , Deweyt s

(l-938) "community group' (p. 65) , Noddings (1984 ) "special-

relatedness of caring' (p.173), Coul-ter t s (1ee4)

*dialogism', John Mayher's (1990) 'uncommon sense',

Nev¡man' s (1991) "quest j-ons about teaching these insights

raise' (p. 318) are notions that have stimul-ated my thinking

in such a way that my work as a teacher has become more

coherent for me. I have learned to systematically examine

my practice to uncover "defensible practical principles"
(Smyth, 1.992r p. 298). The inquiry stance has led me to

confront frustrations and difficutties of the complexity of

teaching, Levin and Young's (1-994) 'habits of experience*

(p. 261-l,, analytically and critically. It is a stance that

invigorates.

The constraints and tensions in the process are here

as a part of these stories; the greatest is habit of mind.

There j-s a sense here of teacher as powerfulr yêsr but not

as all-powerful. Empowerment is enabled within and because

of a connectedness to others and the l-earninq from and al-onq



r^rith, others. It is my intent to show that the stories and

the context in which they are nested challenge old habits

and experience.

Learning can be enabl-ed. There is a climate' a

culture, a system of supports, both technical and

intel-l-ectual. There is a conscious ef f ort. to connect val-ues

and beliefs with actions to enrich the learning

opportunj-ties of al-l- schooJ-peopJ-e. I use the metaphor

community to put some order into the messiness of teaching.

I find myself in a particular context in a new school

division. As I look back, I am challenged to wonder whether

I would be where I know I am now with my thinking, had I not

had the intellectual supports from this particular school

division. Vühat I do know is that I started to teach

differently. This led to an unpacking of notions related to

pedagogy, curriculum, assessment, and the moral- dimensions

of teachinq. The stories will show how I came to know this.

"Do we get Math now?" is the type of often-asked

student question that makes me smile and drives me wild.

Makes me smile because I sometimes reply with "What would

you J-ike to get now?'r when I probably meanr 'What would you

Iike to get now?" And drives me wild because my primary goal

is to make them independent and this seems to be such a

dependent question. Generally , students have learned they

are at school to be recipi-ents of knowledge and they may not



accept any responsÍbility f or theír own .ì-earning. John

Mayher (L990) illustrates the metaphors of 'empty vessel',

'sponge", and "maze runner' to show how this idea of being

transmitted to is part of a tcommont vocabulary about

teaching.

Perhaps it was a "problem of elsewhereness, Lsomething

that has madel it easy for teachers to leave deliberate

J-earning behind, to become dispensers of J-earnj-ng rather

than its practitioners" (Boomer, in Goswami C Stillman'

1-98?, p. 4) . I suspect teachers and parents have usual-Iy

thought much the same. What exactly is a practitioner of

learning? What does that fook like?

On that question, Dewey (l-931-) makes me radj-cal-. I

become relentless to pursue the meaning of those words.

When Dewey describes intel-l-igence as a 'habit of mindr' I

begin to believe that I can use my intelligence, my

Ìearning, to achieve ".. . freedom from control- by routinet

prejudice, dogma, unexamined tradition ' and that this

action can become the 'wil-l to inquire, to examiner to

discriminate, to draw conclusions on the basis of evidence

after taking pains to gather al-I the available evidence'

(Dewey,1931, in Webb & Sherman, 1989, p. 25).

I am inspired and emancipated by Dewey's (1-930) words

on experience and thinking. I experienced a freedom to



explore educational- ideas. Along the way I learned about

constraints too, but at the time, on this matter, Dewey

gives hope to dispell al-ienation - Now I can choose to

leave behind the arbitrariness of the isol-ation of action

and consequences, so that ' . . . ttl heir isolatj-on' and

consequently their purely arbitrary going together, is

cancelled; a unified developing situation takes its place"

(p.171) .

A new image of schooling

To lrrêr Stenhouse's beliefs are rooted in the key

concept of personaÌ professj-onal development, that through

theory and, reflective practice I can gain control of that

practice and become a practi-tioner of learnj-ng:

...the concept focuses our attention on
the notion of research as an activity
which is educative and deveÌopmenta.ì- for
the individual- teacher-researcher, as
weLI as (or . even rather than)
informative for the world at large
(Cameron-Jones, 1-983, P. 4) .

This suggests an a.l-ternative way to think about

personal, professional development. In an important waY,

the teacher as researcher experience has al-lowed me to

become a student of my own profession, a way to l-earn about

l-earninq and to practice that, and has stimui-ated me to

rethink teaching,/learning. It has also meant that the



Iearner cannot give up al-l responsibilíty for learningr âs

kids do when they sâlr "What do we gf now?" This helps to

reconceive my ob¡n understanding and therefore to teach

differentlv.

This nevJ image of schooling looks like and feels like
a community. There is collaboratron. There is continuity

with the notion of professional development being on-going.

There is communicatÍon, dial-ogue, connections being made for
me with ideas, and above all critique. I am reminded of

Deweyr s idea of individual and social- inteJ-Iigence (Dewey,

in üüebb & Sherman, p. 26\. Within the teacher research

group that was formed because of initiatives in the

division, there was community. üle had separate and

interconnected projects, but we met for a common purpose

to discuss teacher work. Vùe joined because we were

committed to investigating practice. We we.re given time, a

place to meet, financial and technical support, and

recognition by the School Board for work thaL was valued.

[rTe were trusted that the decisions we made and that the

projects hre ü¡ere interested in urere somehow crucial- to our

own professional and personal development.

T,earning for me as a teacher, as well- as for students,

and indeed the parents in the educatj-onal- community, is more

than just the accumulation of facts; it is reflection and

al-so thinking and acting on that reflective process. The
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action part ís so important because it is in the doing that
circurnstances chanqe. It is important for me now to be

more systematic and orderly and to respect inquiry as

inherent in all that I do. As a teacher, f make hundreds of
decisions a day. Making a conscious effort to connect

judgment with the decisions and choices I make is an aspect

of this refÌective þrocess. This j-s Schön's (L9S3)

contention about the reflective practitioner, reflecting in-
and on- action.

I have always been a reflective practitioner in the

sense that I evaluate and question my work as it unfol-ds.

Learning how to put these reflections into productive

practice becomes what the term f'teacher research" or "action
research' now means to me. rt is al-so a method and manner

(Fenstermacher, L992) . This was my classroom work that I
would examine through a refl-ective process "for the express

purpose of improving the quality of educational life in that
cl-assroom" (Hopkins, 1985, p.25), or in other words, I was

learning to view my work j-n the cl-assroom as ". . . autonomous

professional- sel-f development though systematic self study,

through the study of the work of other teachers and through

the testJ-ng of ideas by cl-assroom research procedureso

(Stenhouse, 1975, p. L44).

The improvement of
of deveLopment. I
that it is not

teaching is a process
mean by this: first,

to be achieved bv a
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change of heart but by the thoughtfuJ-
refinement of professional- skil-1, ... ( p.
lJ) .

Community

This process approach to the improvement of practice

evoJ-ved partj-al-ly through meeting regularly with a group of

teacher researchers to talk about our work. We met monthly,

tal-ked about frustrations and progress' even pubJ-ished some

writing, and spoke to the Board of Trustees. I experienced

emancipation and col-l-aboration; teacher work and teacher ' s

perspective was val-ued! This fascinated me and committed

me to the development of teacher knowledge and understanding

in a way I had never thought of before.

Commu.nity is the metaphor I wiII use to describe how my

thinking was inf-l-uenced. These communitj-es of learning are

part of a spiral of events but f wilf describe experiences

with each as separate and then attempt to interweave then by

explicating the issues that bind them. Three community

influences have been mv activities with two forma]- teacher

as researcher groups, membership in a community of

inquirers at the University, and l-ess forma.l- but equaJ-ly

rewarding col-laborative relationships with colleagues in my

school-. Describing these encounters is a way of helping me

define myself i-n terms of the community efforts and

outcomes. f made a conscious effort durinq this time period
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to connect ;¡hat it I¡¡as I was doing within these teacher

groups to ro;" development toward improving the quality of

educational iife in the cl-assroom. Now you míght think this

is a great leap; however, it was not. I wanted to connecl

action with beliefs and I had to undergo educational- work in

these communities in order to understand better what it was

that I believed.

There

ref l-ection

Ref l-ection

practice is

forms -

is a strong emphasis here on the process of
;n the systematic study of one's own teaching.

Çn practice and the action taken to improve that

central The reflective Þrocess comes in manv

Reflection for me came in the form of writing' during

and after c'lass or meetingsi reflection also took the form

of teacher :a1k with other teachers. Teacher talk about an

issue also became a mirror for thought. f learned that only

through ref lect j-on coul-d structures of practice be

transformed- It was as if it was a way to see what I had

thought. I¡7hen I talked about what I was trying to

accomplish, the teacher talk that followed was often helpful

as it provid.ed a mirror but it was also energizJ-ng in that

once I had talked about what I was doing' I had more courage

and motivation to act upon it. The group provi-ded an

accountability and a responsibility. The transformation or
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chLange, including the reflective action,

fa'¿our of improvement, ís one outcome.

hopefully in

Written ref.l-ections can be founC in my journals, fietd

notes, etc. Refl-ection often goes on during conversation

when, during the ta-l-k, the ideas beccme clearer. In head or

on paper, refl-ections often fol-Iow ciialogue and even newer

ideas are created. Refl-ection accomcan.ies readinq as well.

Teacher work is vi-able. It can take manv forms.

Think of the metaphor of pJ-anting of seeds. Is a thesis, an

inquiry poised, living, developi-ng, germinating? People

in the educational- communities whose ideas have ignited my

own are people who have planted many seeds and ideas

some grew and some did not. These many good j-deas are

conmon property in the community group and f have taken a

few special ideas, planted them, anC cared for them myself.

Planting and caring for is part of the image of my cl-assroom

research as I l-ook back on it. Refl-ecting in writj-ng and

conversation has a-l-l-owed me to work with ideas those of

others and my or"rn. For some ideas T have had to dig deep to

be able to make them clearer to mvsel-f and for others.

I think Stenhouse (7915) | Hopkins (1-985) , Barth

(1991), Sizer (1984,L992) , Mayher (1990), Dewey (1930, 1938,

1963 ) , Nei"¡man (1991 ,1993J , Coulter (198 9 , !994) , have gone

planting educational- ideas and invited others al-ong. They
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have offered the metaphor of educating as inquiry,

transaction as opposed to transmission, no prescriptions of

course, and the image of "community" is an important part

of this understanding.

Hopkins (L98?) is also very clear about an inquiry

framework in which to theorizer reflectr to understand the

classroom experience, and "to create meaning out of that

understanding' (p. 1-1-2 ) . Kemmis and McTaggart (1-988 )

propose how action research in the classroom can be planned

and carried out. Such framework is at all- times however,

subject to the teacherf s interpretation. The central

question for me being, what am I trying to do' to

change, and what is involved in changing it? In this view,

I am to be cast as * ... the developer not in the role of

the creator or man [woman] with a mission, but in that of

the investigator' (Stenhouse, 1,915t p. 125) .

I feel- very much an investigator and also a

"facilitator" (Rogers, 1-969) . In Webb and Sherman (1989),

Rogers is described as a person onot interested in teaching

anybody anything but is rather concerned with helping

individual-s l-earn what they want to know" (p. 2 3 ) . These

efforts are facilitated by individual and group efforts.

And so I find rnyself within a viable community. The

community of learners metaphor suggests a conscious effort
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made by all learners to be actively involved in the making

of meaning, in the communication of goals and

accomplishments. The teacher research group I was a part

of provided this opportunity. It was up to us as

indj-vidua.l-s and as a group to provide the richest and most

fertile opportunity to learn from and with each other.

Caring

Stenhouse made the connection between teacher

development and curriculum development. In this reading I

found an ethic of respect in the development of self as a

teacher and the relationships to those being taught. It is

this ooint i-n the communication of ideas that interests me.

Some seeds have started to grovr for me. In addition. to

looking at my 'activity' in the classroom dÍfferentJ-y, (I

\^ras beginning to talk about "IRy work"), I started to make

some connections between the noti-on of curricul-um and the

whys and hows of decisions I was making for kids. The

notion of caring invol-ves words l-ike trust, respect, freedom

to explore ideas, expectations to reflect, synthesis, think

through carefuì-Iy, and articulate what has been Iearned.

Caring also means a trust in and respect for where the other

learner, a student, another col-leaguêr is coming from. lVhat

is going on in the lives of my students creates for them

their ways of knowing and they bring that to the
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rel-ationship that we develoP

a respect for relationships

importance of re.l-ationshíps

classroom.

in the cl-assroom. Caring means

and an acknowledgement of the

in the learning process in the

Currículum takes on a different meaning something

separate but connected to what is in the student or teacher

text books. Stenhouse makes a distinction between the

intended currj-cul-um as a guide with -i-mages, the what and

how, and the actual curriculum or what actually goes on

between teachers and students, which is the context. The

what and how are my decisions. The context is how the what

and how play out in the course of the teaching-J-earni-ng

relationship for each student and myself. Students are

expected to respond, refl-ect, and be conscj-ous of theír oi^¡n

learning for, in that, their oactivity" becomes conscious

learning for them. Curricul-um becomes the creation of

individual meaning within a context. In defining the

curricul-um probl-em Stenhouse emphasizes,

The gap between aspirat.i-on and practice
is a real- and frustrating one... [whichl
can be cl-osed only by adopting a
research deveJ-opment approach to one's
owrr teaching, whether alone or in a
group of co-operating teachers 11975'
p.3).
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Curricul-um development rested on my deveJ-opment as a

teacher where I could put "ideas into classroom

practical-ities " (p.25) and strengthen my practice

systematicaì-ly and thoughtf ully by testj-ng ideas. I was

trying to involve students in this way of thinking about

"their work" too. It seems that our development as -l-earners

in the c.l-assroom depended on this understanding. It r^/as

innnrr=nf tnr me that StUdentS had an nnnnr{.tni{-r¡ tO bevyì/vr ç ur¡r uJ

encouraged to become wide-awake, to be free to see choices.

Stenhouse was committed to the 'emancipationr of

students and teachers in the Humanities Currj-culum Project.

There was a movement away from the teacher-dominated

classroom to teacher as facilitator. The term "teacher as

researcher' u/as intended to Iiberate the teacher as well

from hierarchical bureaucratic control to encourage

initiative and to have teachers take increased

responsibility for work that they do. This shift from a

hierarchical- notíon to a notion of equalj-ty u¡as one I was

making and experiencing. In my view, he believes in the

idea of teacher's research j-nto her own teaching situation
and is concerned with the development of a sensitive, self-
critical-, subjective perspective (pp. 15?-l-58). As part of

this teacher research "community' I felt a sense of
equality. We teachers \^/ere in conversatj-on monthly with the

assistant superintendent, who in the "hierarchy" was the one

who showed the utmost respectr âs does Stenhouse, for
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teacher work. The school Board of Trustees was also acting

as if this was a partnership. They had committed funds to

the group.

Col-laboration

I had of ten fel-t a-l-one and struggling with teaching

j-deas and sometimes found it hard to be taken serious.l-y when

f wanted to talk about aspects of practice I fei-t were

problematic. There is a sense of caring, but no tradition of

acting. The problem r,lfas' how to make refJ-ective action

f ruitful-? In his book' Dan Lort j-e (197 5) describes

teaching as an isol-ated profession in which an outstanding

career can exist "without being thought to have made a

single contribution to the knowledge of teaching in genera.l-;

the abtest peopJ-e are not expected to add to the knowJ-edge

of the group" (p.2 I). Thj-s was not onJ-y depressing for me,

but made me think about al-I those other teachers who l¡Ie.re

al-so needing to communicate with other teachers. How rare

and wonderful to have time to talk about teacher work when

not in a rush over l-unch or on haÌl- duty with its

interruptions !

In his writing, Garth Boomer (1-987) also speaks of

this a.l-ienation. Boomer speaks of "big R Research" as

opposed to "action research" which he sees as something
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keeping theory and practice as separate entities; butr âs

ideas germinate, as something that need not always be so.

He writes: n Three tiers of education have progressively

alienated many teachers from their own craft, the craft of

teaching and l-earning" (p.6)

I was beginning to be active and conscious about what I
was -Learningr in this process and how that learningr coul,d

inform my practice, heJp me to make systematic al_terationsr

in order to 'isnprovet, at Least from my perspective, what it
was I thought I was trying to accompl. jsh.

Boomer continues: * It is as

through which they work is invisible
inaccessibl-e to theorizing" (p.6) .

if the medium in and

them and therefore

I was beginning to see the cLassroom picture as if it
were a photograph jn which f was abJ-e to step in and out.

To become a part of the learning when stepping inside the

frame, and an o.bserver of the activíty as I stepped out.

He continues to say: t'The established acts

education have become taken for granted' (p.6) .

?here was much about teaching: that I was simpTy

accepxing and not challenging. Why had I continued for
years to strügg:Je with those things that were niggling at me

of
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without â way to work with them productively?

not challenging notions.

Then I was

And also in the same paragraph : "Such teachers tend

also to have been alienated from their ov/n heads, having

been so constantly challenged in their schooling to

accommodate other people's heads" (p.6).

ft. is depressing and scary to thjnk that aLL we do äs

teachers is to teach what we have been taught in the way we

have been taughtt especiaTJy if that has been a styLe that

does not chaLlenqe, Às a preservÍce teacher I had -been

depressed by the joke 'Those who can do, those who can't

teach'. How dare anyone I joket aboux the profession I hel-d

in such high regard. It was a long time before I heard

the educational- Leader in my community sãy, 'tthose who can I

do; those who understand, teacht'.

"They are, therefore,

alienation" (p. 6).

chronically prone to teach

I was no Tonger aLone.

But let me go back.
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CEAPTER ONE

The Cl-assroom as A Community

It is first thing after lunch. I am reading a novel to

this cl-ass. f've chosen it because Nathan has asked me to.

He came in the other d.y, excited, his face lit up, ful-I of

words, although he rarely talks, clearly excited about the

storv.

"Mrs. Thompson, you have to read this book to the

c1ass. t'

"IrJhy ?" I asked him.

"Because it is just like usr " he replied.

So I'm standing here reading to this sixth grade class

thatrs drivino mô ôta2\r As I begin, they settle down, in a

very uncharacteristic way. That surprises me. Anna,

usually unable to stay still for a minute, is sitting with

her chin in her hands, her eyes fixed firmly on Írêr

attentive and quiet. David, the high strungr argumentative,

logical lawyer, is loungj-ng silently, but watchful at his

table. There's Mark, fidgeting, tapping his feet, fiddling
nervously with a pencj-l, but he is the only one of the l-ot

and I am simplv amazed.
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This c.l-ass is usually so rambuncti-ous, constantJ-y

arguing with each other and with me. I canrt seem to get

anything going that doesn't erupt into controversy. And

here they are. Engaged. Focussed on the story.

I rm at my wits end. I marvel at their rapt attention
for they have taught me that Ì am sitting on a powder k"g,

on the edge of a volcano and any minute now things are going

to erupt in a squabbler let another cl-assic battle of i¿ilts.
I feel like the cobra being mesmerized and mezmerizing the

audience. What is going on here? To further compound my

tension, I see the principal looking into the opening of
this open area classroom. He stands quietJ-y f or a f ew

m-inutes and I am not sure whether he is listening to the

story, is in a trance due to shock over the quiet and

control he seesr or if he genuinely wants my attention. I
panic, and keeping the panic out of my voice j-s no smal_l

task, because I don?t want to break the spell.
to read and the chil-dren continue to listen.

I continue

This is not the first battl-e of wiÌls. My first year

as a teacher was a battle with unruly, bright, challenging

kids who were eager to question, Lo argue, to squabble, to

struggle with who they were. And they we.re all in motion,

j-n front of my face, al-I day longr with no chance for me to

come up for air to give one thought about who I was and what

I was trying to accompì-ish there. The tremendous struggì_e
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r^/ith books and .l-esson pJ-ans, equipment, cl,assroom supplíes,

not to mention challenges from other teachers who thought I

wasntt "doing it right" was almost more than I cou.l-d bear.

I was surprised by some tremendously supportive parents of

the brightest students who seemed to understand more than

other teachers did. They did a lot of smiling and nodding

and sighing.

What really took the cake that first year was a year-

end comment, naturally, from a more experienced teacher who

said, "Wel-I¡ w€ wil-l- al-l- be glad to see the ass end of that

class." I stared. She lounged with her cígarette, an arm

loosely flung over her chair back, Ìike some grey-haired

Joan Crawford.

"What?r I said, my incredu.l-ous jaw hanging.

"Oh, yeah! That class is the worst class to come

through this school-. We have aII had them and can't wait

for them to be qone. "

SHE knew. THEY knew. The entire time. And at no time

did they ]end support. There \^¡as lots of criticism, yês,

Iots of what I wasntt doing right. But no one, not one of

those experienced teachers had stopped to say, 'Here, this

is what works for me."
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T ,,^^r wdJ

they were

showed me

ready to quít. Tt wasnrt the kids, aì-though

difficult enough. It was the other adults who

Lhat I was on my own, sink or swím.

The next yeart thirrgs \^¡ere better. I had overheard the

odd cornment that my work was "ímproving". I was sharing a

classroom with another new teacher again that year. Sharing

meant that when I was with the class, he was teaching

elsewhere. Someone said the term "team teachj-ng" buL that

was a quizzical remark. One day, the principal requested a

meeting with me and my teaching partner. ?rie we.re tol-d that
the classroom "was less messvr'. Did he mean that what was

happening for me as a teacher must be coming more coherent

for me because it was for him, or did he mean that the kids

were putting away their things now?

I looked at my partner and wondered how we had

accomplished a tidier room- I wasnrt consciously avlare that
that was one of things we v¡ere trying to accompì-ish. As a

matter of fact, I was struck by the fact that we seldom

discussed anything. The principal al-so commented that I
took criticísm well and that I learned from advice. I guess

that was how to 'improve'. I l-earned to survive on such

crumbs.
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Things didn't realì-y get better. My next cl-ass v\¡as an

equally unruly bunch at a new school and the battle started

alI over agai-n. Then there was Greg.

He was expJ-osive. I was constantly on edge wondering

when he would hurl the next object, in whose back he woul-d

land the next punch, and what new combj-nation of obscenitj-es

he would gush out. He was taII, muscular, and had pale blue

eves that cut throuqh me. What made him hate so much?

I was coming into the school for my afternoon class

with him and was taking a short cut through the back hall

that l-ed to the gyrn. I noticed the quiet as I opened the

door to the dark g1nn with only the dim stage lights

glowing. I started through. The stage door, partialJ-y

hidden by the stage curtains, burst open, slammed against

the waII. A taÌÌ, l-anky figure rushed onto the ste^o lra

stopped still at the edge.

"Fuck You! " he wailed,

haÌf-l-it by the soft lights,

head thrown to the roof, face

his body twisted in agony.

I f.roze.

Just as quickly as he had

and he left silently. The

whisper. Yes, it was Greg.

burst onto stage,

door shut with a

he wheeled

swish and
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I came unstuck. My body moved me forward. I entered

the bustle and light of the central portion of the school

filled with co.Iours and bodies and tal-k and laughter. He

was nowhere to be seen.

My mind was whirling as I propelled myself forward to

the staffroom. trdhat had I witnessed? ?!hat was going on for

him? Something was happening I had no idea about. I

di-dn't know what his lif e b/as }ike. I didn't know the

community, nor the parents very well. tr{hatever was

happening in the classroom between Greg and ftê¡ this battle

was larqer than both of us.

Vdhat was I going to do?

I met Joanne seven years ago. Then she was an

educatj-onal- consultant from the Department of Education and

now she is retired, probably without the knowledge that she

changed how f think about my work forever.

I lj-stened to every word she spoke to our Language

Arts Study Group about kids and how it was possible to

organize for learning for and wíth them. I heard her tal-k

about a notion of examining our work as teachers and how we

coul-d l-earn from that examination. I heard her describing
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deliberate, purposeful actions of wel--l--informed teachers. I

accepted the invitation to talk to her more over the summer.

My work began to take on a different l-ook and feel.

August, 1990 With model-Ling: and practice, resul-ts shouJ-d be
more cooperative behaviour studen t wiJ-l- show she has
l-earned skiLl-s. There is a probJem here. Johnson modeJ-
too compllcatedT Too many steps? Are al-l- rol-es necessary?
Re-read Johnson and Johnson and re-think model, deveJ.op my
own?

Another probLem: [ñhat exactly is cooperative Jearning?
Learning more facts and retaining them longer? the social-
process? the ¡>roduct? What do I concern myseJf with? --
see if process gets the product? Is the product higher
marks?

September 9, l-990 ,Students sel-ect their own seating
arrang:ements this morning. Groups of three, Students seeln
content with this new l-ook. Groups of three sjt sjde by
side. ÀIot much oracy. Is it because of changinq the
furniture around?

Students reJ-uctant Xo speak freely. '[¡le are working on
a writing piece and the kids are asked to interview each
other but have difficulty. I offered interview guestions to
get things roJling. Groups a bit stiff in their reactions.
What is makincr this so hard? ShouLdn't this -be fun?

I want to seaL these interviews jn separate enveJopes
âs Letters to be re-opened next June by each student It
wil-l- be a l-ookinq back on the wav it was.

September 13, 1990 New cJ-assroom tables for centre
activÍties. Groups in four, in pairs, face each other.
Face to face works better. More xaJ-k. l've decided to try
homogeneous groups, opposite of what the book says.
DifficuLt to cooperate/ cannot make the banner together,
Arguing:. Loud. I don't think this qroups of kids l-ikes
each other very much. Too much homoqeneitv?

October 2 , 1990 Wil-l- togetherne.ss at camp soLve thjs
problem of getting along with some harmony?
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Groups are resisting this quad arrangement of
furniture,Feudsgoingon.Isitthehomogeneity?

october 5, 1990 Tal-ked to Linda, the principal, after
schooJ- aboutÇ rru"trations with cooperative Jearning and

the kids, WZt too coherent' Her comments about

cooperative learníng are encoÛraging. Just having someone

to taLk to heJps *á to find enthusiasm agairt' I heard her
say something about dif ferent model-s . she I l-L observe a

cfass.

Joanne t.alked about keeping my own reflective journal

aboutmyschoo.]-day.ThisisagJ-impseofthefirst.I

told my students what Donald Graves had told me about not

knowing what he had thought until he had l-ooked at what he

hadwritten.Thehugedifferencewasthatnowlwas

experiencing that for mYself'

So began the first few

project that was to change mY

to be a teacher-

months of mY first research

understanding of what it means

withcooperativeJ.earningtheorylwasbeginningto

Iearn about goal structures, clearly described tasks, and

outcomes. I was begj-nning to ]earn with action research

methods that there was a way to organize my thinking so

that ï cou-l-d see the cl-assroom picture, and not just feel-

the emotional turbulence. The mirror reflection was

becoming refracted. Hamilton (t973, cited in stenhouse,

1975) speaks of this 'refractionr as opposed to

transmission: " the rel-ationship between a teacher and
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taught j-s best understood as a refracting rather than as a

transmitting meilium" 'different individuals learn

dif f erent things f rom the same event" (p. 1-54 ) . I had a

sense of'the compJ-exity of the matters ahead. I wondered if

I wouÌd find a coherent concePt?

Somewhere, I had read that accordi-ng to cooperative

learning theory skilful group rnembers are made, not born.

It was becoming clearer to me that skil-f ul- teachers are

made, not born. Experiencing what is important, however,

takes time. I would learn patience.

Becoming Reflective and Watching Kids

I wanted to know it students trained in cooperative

learning with demonstration, insxruction, modelTing and

guided practice, with opportunities for practice in specific

conxexts with appropri-ate teachíng ski-ll.s (listening,

sharing: information and ideas r) wouJ-d stay on task,

encourage others to participate, refLect on group ptocess?

l¡louJ-d they demonstrate by some type of product ( oraJ,

wrÍttenr cooperative presentation/ an understandingr of the

process of groüp work by meeting some specific criteria?

The críteria needed to focus on -behaviour such as courtesy,

polite interaction, respectr attentive Listening.
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I didn't know that important parts of the problem would

be the thinking through of social-emotional factors that

woul-d hel-p the cognitive, or what teaching strategies woul-d

be used to help the students develop skills such as brain-

storming , prioritizLngt categorizinq, note-taking, etc. T

did know however, that my fact-finding techniques would

incl-ude observation, interviews, some surveysr and audio

and video tapes of classroom activities. I start.ed.

Vfhen collecting and analyzing what I had, I hoped to

do some networking with other teachers. Then I woul-d be

ready to present my conclusions and recommendations about

how to proceed the next time I attempted to Iook at my

practice. The complexity of the task at hand was

overwhelming.

This is an excell-ent exampJ-e of what Kieran Egan

(1990) means when he says we have no coherent concept of

practice. There may appear to be a logical relation of parts

in this problematic aspect of practice that T have described

above; however it was the experience of teacher as

researcher that allowed this logical and orderly relation

of words to evol-ve into a cohesi-on of parts that permitted

comprehension.

I drd.

learning.

d

I

Iiterature search to learn about cooperative

{1-986) bystarted with Circles of Learninq
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Johnson, Johnson, and Holubec as weLl as Group Processes in

The Classroom by Richard A. and Patricia A. Schmuck. I read

every recent article from Educational- Leadetship and

Cooperative Learning The magazine for CooPeration in

Education. I attended after school- workshops conducted by

people well-trained by David and Roger Johnson, from

l4inneapol-is, and by the similar work of Kagan (1990)' now

working in California. These workshops were especially

interesting since they \^/ere made up of teachers who came

from such different backgrounds, yet we were aII together,

interested in the same toPÍc-

I was active in the workshops where we talked about

our classes. My class that year was busy and bubbly. A

fascinatj-ng group of individual-s; sj-milar to the chaotic

group from the previous year in the sense that there vras a

Iack of harmony and the feeling of not getting al-ong.

Friendships and alliances were always changing and there was

an unusual- amount of squabbling. How was I going to foster a

togetherness, a family feeling, a "community"? I also wanted

to engage them in academic concerns (higher marks) but I

didn't think I could do that until there was some

cooperation within the cfassroom-

The workshopping v¡as a 'stuff it in' kind of probJ-em

approach. We were stuffing our back packs. I was

learning 'stuffo but when it came to employing what came out
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of the back pack, making meaning with these facts in the

classroom, I began to really struggle. I think this is
what Boomer (198?) means when he says that minor "stuff* can

be told, transmitted; what is of major significance needs to

be experienced, to be acted upon so that one understands Ít
well and does it effectively (p.12). f needed to chew and

digest the backpack stuff.

That's the point of it al-l. Why didn't I see? I
spent a lot of time gathering facts and information but had

absolutely no idea of how I was going to use that
information. What good is going to workshops and learning

"stuff" if it can't be made useful in the classroom? Also,

what I didn't see at the time was that in order for me to be

able to teach cooperative l-earning theory better, I had to
understand it weII rnyself.. Oh, I thought I understood it.
I had an arml-oad of handouts, diagrams and notes, did I not?

I was starting to "tj"nker" (Huberman, 1,992) spontaneously to

test a few things, v¡as f not? Not. The frustrations \^¡ere

many. Until I started to grapple with my own learning I
was stil-l- "transmitting" and not transacting.

The educational research surroundi_ng cooperative

Iearning theory was very positive (Johnson, Johnson &

Ho1ubec, l-986; Slavin, Dec.89-Jan.90; Maeroff, 1990; Kagan,

1990; Sapon-Shevin & Schniedewind, Dec.89-Jan.90). But what

exactly did it all- mean? What exactly was cooperative
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learnj-rrg theory? I was stÍIl- strugglíng. Could I recreate

the astonishing claims that had been made in the literature

for mv own students? I abandoned the books for a while.

I started questioning other Leachers around me and

found much material already in use in other classrooms.

This amazed me. i¡'lhen I asked, teachers were hapþy to share

-resources and stories of their own experiences. This al-so

amazed me. I was surprised and comforted by Ìearning that

other teachers were working with the same "problem".

Comforted because I liked the feel-ing of being connected to

what we were aII doinq.

This was an atmosphere of sharing. We shared teachi-ng

materia-l-s and the experiences that go with such materials.

I was new i.n the school, didn t t know teachers very welI,

and it gave me a common ground for talk. I enjoyed

experimenting along with colleagues. One teacher talk
helped me reach a better understanding of the theory behind

cooperative learning because we shared moments in
practice. Working col-Iaboratively gave me support and

encouragemenc. Maybe this same experience would be

important for kids? T think this is what Huberman was

saying about the state of the art of teaching. What works

is colJ-egia1 activitj-es and simil-ar goal-s. It is not that
simple, but I was making a start.
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Back to the books again. The detair about crassroom

structures in David and Roger Johnsonr s work is
comprehensive. The theory suggested that chi-rdren woul-d

perform like clockwork if they were properry trained with
these structures. Everything was laid out step by step. I
perceived from this recipe-rike book that el-ements of
positive interdependence, face-to-face interaction,
individual accountability, interpersonar and smal-l_ group

skiÌÌs, and procedures for processing at the end of the

J-esson, were simple. rt was simpry a matter of cause and

effect, was it not? rf r did this and the students did
that, then this would happen. I¡louldn't it?

I genuinery started to tinker in the crassroom. r had

books, notes, colour-coded charts. r explained to the

class a whore rot about what working co-operatively coul_d

look Ìike. r made a chart explaining the rol-es students

courd take when trying to work together to complete some

work. The chart consisted of what the role l-ooked l_ike and

what the rore sounded like. lrle moderl-ed what the 'recorder'
and I materiars pe.rson did and said, and the f acial
expressions that the tencouragert could use. we also made a

list of words that people who were the rencourager' coul_d

say. r tried to give the kids the globar idea of what this
manner of working together l-ooked and sounded l_ike. r kept

the charts on the warrs through out the year for easy

referral-. Kids needed reminders and so did I.
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I assigned ro.l-es to each of the f our people in the

groups of four, assigned a task, and observed the

interactions that fol-Iowed. At the time, Ï believed the

task was not as important as the practice with the roles. I

am not sure this was cl-ear for the students. It was the

task that they seemed to need to see as important. Getting

involved intrigued them. They liked the puzzle and mystery.

I observed that they were quite unconscious of the new roles

they ü/ere supposed to be playing. They were involved with

the puzzLe because the puzzle, not the new ro]e, v¡as the

rwork t .

The learni-ng of the cooperative manner in which to work

did not appear to be their goal yet. The roles they were

enacting were quite new to them and they needed practice. I

told the kids that some might feel a little phoney in the

new 'role' to be played, but that that was okay. I assured

them that soon, when they were more comfortable with their

rol-e in the groupr this cooperative way to behave woul-d seem

more natural. Vüe needed to do a lot of practicing' I said.

I observed an interesting thing as the kids were

'acting I out their rol-es assigned. Amy \"/as assigned the

role of tencouragert and could not say the words out loud

that woul-d encourage others to work. Even though she had

taken part in the talk and recording on the chart of what

encouragement sounded like, she coul-d noL say the words to
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the other kids in the group. Al_though she had in front of
her the written visual aid, she was frozen. I could see a

bl-ankness in her eyes. she l-ooked terrified. r teased and

struggled with examples of words she could say and finally
got her to say "AJ-J- right I "

This was the same student who was .l_ost at the

Halloweren party when it came time to play party games

with other kíds. Amy simply did not know what to do

socially. As encourager, she did not know what to say. Was

this a f ear of something new? (I coul_d re.l_ate to that ! )

Did she not have the vocaburary? [¡Iere the words not inside
her? Had she had no model- in her mind about encouragement?

Had anyone encouraged Anry as she was learning to do new

things? T began to think of her sense of self-worth and

wondered where the esteem words fit in her tife. rf they

h/ere in her life, what coul-d r do to enabre her to speak

them? If they werentt in her life, then what? Was it
possibre that everyone in the class needed to hear these

words more frequently and practice them more?

I decided what the class needed was a model. I was

certainl-y more attuned to practicing out l-oud arl- the serf-
esteem words r could. could r be a model? I^rith practi-ce, r
wouLd become more comfortabl-e saying these things without
making them feel as if r was insincere. r tried somethinq

new.
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During a l-ate night television show I was fascinated by

the comedy skit about "daily affirmations". On the late-

-l-ate show, these comments were a bit saucyr but the idea was

a great one. The next day I wrote out small cards , one for

each child, \^/ith a short positj-ve message. I wrote words

such as rrltm glad you are here", 'You are wonderful", rrl

noticed how you helped with Martha's reading yesterday"r

'I'm glad you are in mY class", "Keep up the good work" r

"That's the first tj-me I've had anyone think of those

helpful ideas in class discussion. Thank You". I wanted to

personalize the cards, Yet pJ-anned to reuse them. My

intention was to shuffle the "deck" and each morning, place

a card on each desk; intending simply to add to their

cheerful morning opening exercises !

I tried the cards the next day. I watched the kidsr

reacLion when they discovered the cards on their desks. Some

were pleased. Some were sceptical. I had intended to

col-l-ect the cards, reshuf f Ie the deck, and do the same

routine the next morning. No such luck. The kids kept the

cards ! That night I made a new set and once again

distributed them. The kids came in to class, noticed the

cards againt

giggled

though I wasn'

lnnÞinrr in T!vv^¿rrY !¡r.

to tel-] them I

picked them up, shared them hesitantly,

and kept the cards againl I felt it was

t in the picture; at those moments I was out,

chose not to step in. I never had the heart

wanted the cards back. They l-oved the daily
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aífirmations that they were wonderful- and cared for and

trusted. Their feelings of self-worth needed all the

support they could get. The next and }ast set of cards for

that week had their names on them. And yes, they kept

them.

Another teacher and I were shari-nq some talk about

encouraging a cooperative attitude and very early in our

investigatj-ons, she saj-d the one thing that struck her was

this: 'SeIf esteem is everything". The cards had proved

J-L.

I thought of the good-looking tough kid, Brian, who

had to win the game with the chocolate candy kisses as the

prize. He had to win. He had to win more candíes than hÍs

partner. He boldly articulated why. He said if he did

not win, he woul-d '.1-ose face'.

In Brian's worl-d the important thing to do to gain

favour was to be the strongest. So I guess when the game

Þras designed around an arm wrestle, there b¡as onì-y one

pattern of behaviour that would work for him. Games were

competition, and competition meant Lhat there was only one

winner. Important learning for me was Brianrs openness and

understanding of competition and Ìosing face. Thís was a

self-esteem issue with him.
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It gave me a cl-ue about this kid's toughness. He was

the tough guy on the play ground, the leader in the games.

The other boys appeared genuineJ-y to l-ike him as I observed

that he was a fair person but not averse to backing up his

decisions with a threat if needed. The other boys usual-ly

did not challenge his leadership but at times a girl woul-d.

The boys tended to treat such challenges for control by the

girls in a chauvinistic manner even though in this

particular case, Brian knew Jul-ie packed a big punch. What

probably complicated the challenge for the girls was this

chauvinism at a t j-me of PubertY. This was probably no

ordinary muscle-flexing. Brian was a rebel and some of the

girls were noticing.

I saw Brian from a different point of view. I also

knew he was the most gifted wriLer of stories and poetry in

the classroom. He v/as a sensj-tive and inspired writer. He

was intelligent when intelligence was not the standard of

excel-lence in his social group. Tn this way, the

confusion

beginning

I

to

was feeling about his rstreet' behaviour was

clear up

It is the talking with students and observing them

during these learning activities that is so intriguing and

informative. Watching kids took on a new meaning. I felt

I knew that student 'betterr. Not surprisinglY' as this

paraJ-l-eì-s the val-ue I place on teacher talk time. Tal-king
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about real things in common changes relationships in an

important way. such encounters certainly informed future
practice.

Things get messy

L was anxious to try some more comprex cooperative
activi ties in the classroom and corlected some lesson prans

used by other teachers that 'worked.'. The next thing r did
was to rearrange the furniture for face-to-face interaction
of students. This r^/as one of the rul_es. students need to
be locking at each other as they tatk and negotiate the
task. There was a big probrem of getting the students to
listen to me when they were arranged to face each other. so

much for switching the locus of control_ and not being cl_ear!

Much rater r rearned to use the furniture differently.
However, these physical arrangements continued to plague me

because the furniture and the shape of the open area space

was noL conducive to this kind of interaction. rt was not

onry the difficulties with teaching the strategies of
cooperative learning to the kids, but the difficul-ties with
the physical set-up of the room that was causing me concern

now- Putting kids face to face is not easy in some

settings and does not automaticaì_ly guarantee that there
wil-l be any interaction whether productive or positive.
There is more than just being face to face; what if thev
hated each other ?
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We tried a task in groups of four. There was something

magic about four. Students were asked to create a design,

banner, or logo that incorporated something from everyone

in the group. This class of students had been in the same

groupj-ng, with very few people changes, from their beginning

school days in this building. This was their fifth year

together as more or Ìess one group. I was surprised that

small groups could not agree on a few ideas to finish a

task.

There wasn't a lot of progress to complete the banner.

They didn't seem to need to look for me for clarification of

directions. What v/as happening? Was it the phase of the

moon? Was ít the directions? hlere they sJ-eepy? But then,

I saw thi-nqs start to bubble.

There was a l-ot of talk in the groups. Some looked

quite emotional. Sorne were bossy with their ideas, some

were angry because they didnrt feel listened to. Some were

silent. And a few were alreadv skilfullv capable of

working co-operatively towards designing the artwork. I

observed things other than the incomplete assignrnent.

This was a very complex thing that T was expecting

them to do. The social skills the students needed to

practice were much more basic than the strategies I was

attempting to inculcate. I was beginning to believe that
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the sense of self worth was the most important and most

basic building block of aII. I didn't want to coerce the

students into 'acting' out a rtaskt. I wanted them to

stretch their belief systems to value the accomplishment of

a group goal. Finding ways to help them get in touch with

their belief systems, with their av¡areness of themselves as

unique and wonderful, needed as much work as the

'practicingt or racting out' of cooperative roles. And of

course, this was a huge matter in itself' adding to the

complexity of any work with children and life j-n school.

My teacher friend had said, "self-esteem is

everything". A strong sense of self can contribute to a

cl- rnnn aôn qô r'rf /^f ra\'rrl"ì anrl a strong group can certainly help

to make stronger a person's sense of self-esteem. ü7hich

first? I decided I needed to work at developing both at

the same time.

Early in that school- year our outdoor education

experience was something I was counting on to create a

differenL sense of togetherness than the one I was observing

and thought I understood. Changing the milieu changes ways

of thinking sometimes. We would be physical-J-y closer f or

longer and 'school work' woul-d be different.

something did come up?

I¡lhat if
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I wasntt happy that not al-l the students in my class

were taking part. Kenny had isolated himself from the group

for several weeks now and was determined not to go to camp.

He tore up his camp letter, he refused to talk to me about

it, and it seemed he didn't want his mother to even know

about it. lrlhen I phoned his mother to talk to her, she was

surprised. She had received none of the school

comrnunications about camp. She was wilJ-ing to go along with

his strong resistance not to go on this three day outing in

the Whiteshell. I told her I needed him there. I coul-d not

understand his stubbornness' I said. His mother told me

that she thought she did and that he wouldn't be going on

the trip. Later she disclosed something tragic that had

happened to her son when he was av¡ay f rom her for a sulnmer.

I was renj-nded that chil-dren's agendas deserve respect. I

was resisting his resistance because of my agenda; I wanted

the student group structures to be ideal-.

perspective. There is no perfection.

Idea] from my

I also wasnft happy with the way we decided to

structure the student groups for camping. The kidsr groups

were mixed according to gender and classroom groups. This

meant that kids would get a chance to get to know other

kids. This school was sornewhat unique in that there v¡ere

cl-asses of heritage language students and cl-asses of

students who lrrere not in a heritage language program. The

streaming caused by the heritage language program
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segregated the students

Cultural and curriculum

were social- barriers for

a chance to change that.

to be considered.

f or much of the schoo.l- day.

as well as groupings and timetables

friendships. Camp organizatlon was

There were broader goals that need

We attempted to expand the students sociaL network. I
believe that reorganizing student groups may work towards

the broader school goali however benefits may be short

lasting. There was little in the daily practice of the

school l-if e to mi-x kids. The school_ l_eadership was av¡are

of this and putting some changes into place. But the

streaming continued. Did this teach the kids that expanding

their social circle was less than desirabJ.e, simply because

we did not model it?

Home room groups did have time in each camp day to
meet. This was the best part of the day for me. trrÏe sat

on the floor. We talked about the day and spent most of the

time laughing about funny and scary things that happened to

us. We did some writing. There was something to

collaborate about. there was this big-as-all-outdoors
experience to tal-k about. It touched aÌL of usr one uray or

another. I wondered how to capture this magic, transport it
back to the classroom that seemed so far behind ?

I intended to think hard on that.
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Group processing that goes on at the end or during the

task is crucial. This is Schän's contention about

reflecting in- and on-action- I¡üe were talking about our

experiences and we were laughing and makíng connections with

each other. I tried to recreale the magic of the camping

evenings later in class.

At camp we raised our hands and drew an imaginary

string from our lips up into the air for a silence signal.

The kids were taught this trick and we loved to watch each

other as it worked for a group of one hundred hungry people

before meals. The next week I tried it back in the

classroom. There were some giggles and tentatíve

compliance. Then someone said with a sneer, "That's dumb.

I¡üe don't have to be quiet. That's just for camp."

"Why?t I asked.

"Because it just i-s."

I didn't know what to do next. I f el-t I had l-ost

something. How to retrieve that authenticity?

Julie showed me what real meant. Group process pages

b/ere hal-f sheets of chart paper tacked to the bul-letin board

and stored there chronologically, with the most recent

record of what went wel-l-, and what we could improve upon for
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next time. These charts became the J-earning Iogs for the

groups. I was surprised one day to see the kids clustered

around the charts before their next SociaÌ Studies cIass.

The leader in this cluster was Julie who also had so much

difficulty making social- and friendJ-y overtures during the

Hallowefen party. She got up out of her chair and led the

group to use the charts to see what they had done the day

beforel It was not necessary for the teacher to focus the

class. She was already doing it, standing in command,

jabbering and leafing through the chart paper, organizLng

the others. When I saw teachable skil-Is enabl-inq the

learning I was thrill-ed! She had rvorked through this new

technique and made it personally meaningful, makíng a tool

out of it. There was an interdependence developing and an

independence with learning. My knees were weak.

The one thing Julie was good at was organizing. She

was the student who always asked if she could stay in at

recess to organize the shel-ves. The shelves certainly

needed organizing! The shelves needed to have someone in

charge who v/as ân expert. And I guess Julie needed to

practice what she was good at. A year l-ater, Jul-ie would

stíIl return to this classroom and ask if she coul-d organize

the art centre, or sort the books and papers. Her

contribution v/as valued and she coul-d recognize a job that

needed doingl
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One day I needed to ta-l-k to her about her homework and

I found her alone, in tears, in the classroom at the end of

the day. A story spÍlled over that was not predicted. She

was an only child. Her two parents were always "at work".

Ju-l-ie needed to get home to the apartment before the end of

her mother's v¡ork day. Mom would always be tired and

grouchy. Julie tried to have the housework done so that

when her mom v,'ou1d come home her mom would be happy with

her. I askei Julie if she ever talked about her school

work or the school day to her mom. She said oor that her

mom was ' too busy". Mom came home , made supper and Julie

would be in another room, watchíng TV or reading. She

wanted to talk to her mom but her mom was 'too busy'. This

was a child whc had difficulty making friends at school and

had so little friendl-iness from her mom at home. I asked

Julie if she ever helped her mom make supper. She said that

she had never thought to do that. I suggested that maybe if

she helped with supper, this might be an easy way to begin

to talk. Maybe her mom woul-d have time to tal-k to her then?

I asked her if she was willing to try this and if she would

Iet me know how things went. She said she woul-d. The

homework issue was set aside for the moment.

Soon it was Parentst Day and I met Juliers mother. I

can never forget Jul-ie and her mother that day. We talked

about Juliers excellent progress and I invited the mom to

look at some of Jul-iers work. The mom commented that Julie
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al-ways had school work at home, that Julie v/as al-ways

doing school work. When I asked her if she ever looked at

any of the work, the mother said no By this time Julie

had collected her work and was eager, if not frantic' to

Ieaf through her blue Social- Studies binder with her mom.

I watched as the mom started to take over the book by

putting her hands on it and pulling it close to her. Julie

regained possession of the book by pulling it back and

started to proceed, page by page with an explanation of the

writing and the diagrams and pictures. I was intrigued by

the physicaÌ struggle with the book. The detail- and recall-

of the assignrnents astonished me as did the pride and care

with which she spoke about her work. This was cut short by

mom jerking the book away and flipping ahead with only a

half gJ-ance and what Julie had created. Another tussle ove.r

the book ensued with mom announcing that she "didn't have

time', there v/ere 'things to do', 'Mrs- Thompson was busy"

and that they had "better get going" - Julie showed

frustration and disappointment. The mom \^¡aS uncomfortable.

Julie appeared hurt.

Julie wasnrt particularly popular with other kids

because she was bossy and she physically pushed others

around. She didnrt know how to approach others any other v¡ay

and didn't appear to have any consideration for how anybody

else in the group felt about things. She had learned that

behaviour.
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Later in the spring of that year' Jul-ie seemed more

at ease with herself. She talked about her parents' plans

to move into a house, something that the family was

anticipating with happiness. She also mentioned a few times

that she had been camping with her famiJ-y. Just the three

of them at a lake near by. She had loved the school

camping! I notj-ced the change in her.

Two years }ater, I met Jul-ie in her nev/ school-. I b¡as

there with a girlsr basketball team from the new school- I

h/as teaching in. I smil-ed when I saw her but she shyly

avoided me. She was not on a team, but was observing from

the sideJ-ines, cheering the team on. I was startl-ed to see

that when one of the players on her school team went down

with a twisted ankle, it was Julj-e who bounced off the

bleachers onto the court to scoop the girl up and carry her

of f the f loor ! Jul-ie had the strength to carry a cl-assmate

and the quick actíon to beat the coach to the job. There

she was again, not actually part of the team, taking care

of a job that needed to be done, recognizing the need before

anyone, peer or aduÌt, coul-d acl. I never snoke to her

that day. Later that same year I had a chance to see the

band pfay from her school- and there she was! Part of a

school team! I talked to several kids after the

perf ormance, at l-east seven or eight who v¿ere members of

that grade five class so long ago. They were quite shy but

I coul-d tel-I they \,rere happy to see me. She didn't speak
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then and she never got back to me about heJ-ping her mom with
arìnhôr Rrri- She did SmiLe.

Time and circumstance, context, is compJ_ex. This

realization struck me near the end of December that Vear

and has continued to be reinforced. Each chitd has so

much going on in his or her own life that become factors in
this mix. I was beginning to learn some patience with the

process of learning about teaching and learning about

individual students. I was beginning to va.l-ue the

importance of permitting time frames to al_ter. Timetables

used to be the primary consideration instead of the student

and the task. I knew it wasnrt working well when I found

myself rushing through lessons. When I decide to compress

time frames for J-earning, r am aware that the compression of
the time will only be useful for some learners. Now I was

trying to expand the time frame, to give permission to the

fearner to explore and removing that time barrier that

al-Iows the naturalness of the investigation to unfoÌd.

Relationships are allowed to develop. It is these

relationships with kids and the remembered rel-ationships

months and years later that are so important. I was

learninq that.

I decided that what it is that I want to learn more

about is central to the inquiry approach to learning. Tt

begins with a 'critical incidentr, somethi_ng problematic in
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daily life in the classroom for me. I make observations,

develop a hypothesis to help organize the thinking,

experiment, experience, and then assess/eval-uate. It is a

spiral. The deliberate, purposeful attitude combined with

the reflection when practiced during a cooperative J-earning

activity or during an ind,ividual investigation can be

practiced until it becomes a habit-

There is more than one way to go about learning what

it is that I choose to investigate. A tool I find useful is

sociometry to try to understand the social patterns. I

had never worked with sociometry before and when Jane

mentioned its usefulness in one of the teacher researcher

meetings, I was eager to read the book she offered and try

the technique. It showed me ways to design heterogeneous

groups. or at least I thought it did. In a confidential

guestionnaire, students were asked to write the naÌnes of the

kids they wanted to work with on a project. They were also

asked to identify peopl-e in the cl-ass that they did not work

with or ptay with often, but with whom they would like to

work wj-th more if they had the chance. They v¡ere al-so asked

to write the name of someone whom they felt they could not

work with.

information

I

tro

told them that I woul-d use this confidential-

help me make groups for them.

I told them that sometimes I wanted to make the groups

rather than all-ow them to aì-ways choose their ov/n groups.
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I¡ùouldn't there be a lot of anxiety if one thought nobody

would pick her? I told a personal story about feeling

lef t out when I was in school- and tol-d the class that T

d.idntt want that to happen to them. There was another issue

niggling at me. Something was teJ-ling me to be careful-

This is a part of cooperative groups that I have not

resolved. How ought groups be organized? I was assumj-ng

because there were groups, kids r¡¡ere 'in'. How to avoj-d the

"out"? I tried to keep in mind that the purpose for the

group dictates the design of the group. once the purpose

for the group was clear, then it should be easy for the

groups to be formed. whose purpose? Are there more than

one? There is more to the unification of a group than the

group goal. There are many social_ skills that make the

accomplishment of a group goal more successful. It is .the

teaching and l-earning of these social skills that is as much

a part of the 'curriculum' as the task.

Wíth sociometry I was able to identify the student in

the class with the least sLatus, the one always picked l-ast.

Donny was the "cry baby". He was usually complaining- He

had temper tantrums, although these were not directed in

harmful ways at others. His parents complained that other

kids picked on him. He was always 'in troubl-er at recess.

He often cried because he told me he was being picked on-

I also ]earned that he had a record number of broken bones.
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One of those 'accident prone' kids his parents said. In

addition to all these ways that others seem to reject him' I

found myself rejecting him. Not that I consciously found

him unpleasant to be with; indeed he was bright, artistic.

It was just that usually when he was coming towards me with

a crumpled. fac,e, close to tears, I got that weary feeling

akin to "Oh, Do¿ here we go again.n He must have sensed an

aggressive, "Now h1hat?" that was a spìJrn or discredit.

This really struck me out of school hours. There was

more than once when f was correcting papers at home in the

evening that I knew there was a paper missing. I did not

have the right number öf assignments with me. I coul-dn't

think of the name of the missing child for the missing

paperl This chil-d had no name and no face when I was not in

the classroom. The missing paper was Donny's. Ï was

thunderstruck by seeing Donny as the isol-ate in the

sociogram because I realized that I had been regarding hirn

in the Same iday as his cl-assmates. The sociogram showed me

something I had intuitively felt but had not connected to

some purposeful action. When I saw what the sociogram

showed, I could no longer not do something to repair Some

damage that had been done. I started with a renev,/ed belief

in this kid and a determination to change my ovtn behaviour.

wtlen I started treating Donny in a more inclusive

manner, so did the others in the rest of the group. Ï went
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out of my way to srni.l-e at him, to recognize his talk in the

group, and to be vJarmer and friendlier. The "Now What?"

became 'I'm sorry to hear that. How can I help?" I gave

.l-ess attention to his throwing of papers and books and more

attention to his high quality written work on those papers'

Donny had a reputation for being bright. I hadn't rewarded

his quality l^¡ork before because I was expending so much

energy on sorting out the 'troublet he was always in' He

had been getting a l-ot more attention for 'being bad' as I

of ten heard hirn ref er to himself ' I purposefully

emphasized the positive and observed him more. His sel-f

confidence in his work vras growing stronger because his

competence in something he was'goodr at

celebrated.

was being

There was a lot more .I could do to celebrate the good

things these kids were doing, rather than to given attention

by mopping up after aII the ttroubler. I was stuck on the

weaknesses and failure and that was the focus. Tf the

intent is competence and. confidence then that should drive

my purposeful action. Raising the status of just one group

member had an amazing positive effect on everyone else, the

teacher inctuded. I¡fhen I started to make efforts to make

him feel valued, others did as well. Everyone is good at

something. 1 needed to do a l-ot more exploring of the

positive stuff kids are good at. As in this case with

Donnlr it leads to rnore good stuff berng discovered.
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studerrts wel-l- is important. Caring

essential for children and learning.

Cooperatíng on a class proiect - things get messier

I designed a social studies unit with cooperative

structures to give the cl-ass the experience with the

processes as weII as content- I expected that such a

pro j ect wou.l-d make cooperative learning lessons

understandable. I was convinced that the way to learn about

group process l^/as to involve onesel-f with group work. f

Iearned by doing, observing, reflecting, adapting, doing

again. I wanted to create this for the kids-

Designing cooperative l-essons improved when I better

understood the theory and the practice; after reading,

talking to other teachers, trying actj-vities with students

and asking them to group Process- There is much to be

said about refining the process. I've l-earned noL to give

up, and especially not to give up too sÒon. I decided to

trust my instincts that it is okay somet.imes for things to

get worse before they get better. By thís I mean that I

found my seì-f 'backing up" in the teaching process at times

to design smaller steps. For example, there is much

observing, monitoring and teaching of the social ski-l-l-s

needed. Usually short, simple games, activities were the

way for me to undersLand the steps, the teaching of the
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stepr and the understanding by the students of the steps. f

Cidntt know, and couldnrt know, what step was needed, nor

how short or long, untiÌ the work was in progress. Dewey

{1938) said that we learn bY doing.

Some children are skilled socially in the way that

iohnson and Johnson describe the skil,ls: they can encourage

and praise, recognize and acknowledge positive efforts in

others; they can disagree wj-thout becoming hurt or hostile;

they can sit together and talk face to face. Many children

cannot. I was struck by how less-than-skilful- I was with

the social actions I said I valued. Inle were a1l getting

oractice.

In this Social Studies project with the kids' I used an

audio tape recorder as an aid to understanding childrenfs

thinking and action. It vüas noL possì-ble for me to observe

or conference with all the groups all" the time and I hoped

the audio tape woul-d give me a dif f erent as well- as an

additional perspective on what was happening with the kids.

I also used the audio taping in a group interview

around a large round table when the students had parts of

their project to talk about. I wanted to verifv

observations I had made about the cooperative manner in

which they had searched for information for their projects.

There we.re some disadvantages and sorne advantages.
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I was usinq the tape with them for the first time. It

inhibited the discourse, in my view. I started the

interview with a set of questions that I thought woul-d get

me where I wanted to be. As soon as the students would say

somethi-ng unpredictable, instead of pursuing those thoughts

with them, I kept on with the questions in front of me. I

refl-ected-in-acti-on on this and the decision I made was to

stick with the script. Looking back, and after more

experience with the technology, I would be more open to the

unpredicted twists or turns. But this was a first. It was

noveI.

ideas.

I was nervous. I discovered some interestinq

I learned that there was more cooperation,

negotiation, and sharing amongst them than I had thought.

It was only the noisy behaviour I noticed as I walked around

the groups. I did not pause too J-ong to actuaì-ly listen

and observe. The groups spread out in many of the open

area spaces and this became a big concern for lrêr mostly

control. But when the tape was played back to Ílêr I was

struck by the number of times the kids explained how they

helped each other.

Teacher t Ðid other peopJ.e help you?

Student; From our group?

Teacher: Or from other groups. Any
other people.
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Stu,lent: No, not f rom other groups,
But !.¿¡e al-L helped each other a l-ittl"e
bit. The teachers heJped. Mrs. PauJ-

did. And you did. Yes, the -Li-brarian.
.She showed us l-ike where books were and
al-l- that.

Teacher: Ðid other people stop you from
working in the group?

Student: In our qrou7? Kids from our
g:rouP?
to find
word js,
that.

OnJy when they needed heJP or
something, or to teJ-L what a

J,ike or something J-ike

Sometimes the word J-ooks J-ike you
can'x understand ít verv wel-l-.

Or later

Teacher: What made it hard?

Student: Just cerXaín thingrs that yot)
couLdn't find. The tidaJ- bore. Yes,
there wasn't much Iinformation]
aboux the tidaL bore. One person wanted
to do this, and one Person wanted Xo do
that. Then they started arguing. But

after awhiLe when one Person got
somethingr to do then and we didn't
argùe any more,

Teacher: Was there anything that you
really l-ike about doing the project
together?

Student: AccomplíshÍng something.
Helping each other.

Teacher: How did it make you feeJ-?

Student: Right, Important.
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Teacher: t¡,lhat happened that made you
feel- thjs way?

Student: By working together and
accomplishing,

There was more difficulty caused by inadequate

resources than lack of a cooperative spirit. There were

some expectations placed on students that were almost

impossible for them to fiII for a varíety of reasons that

I had not thought through in advance-

Teacher: Could you find the egulpment
or books or information You needed?

Student; Sometimes I never found
books on lobsters, population. I didntt
get enough heJp. Some information we
got there was no books just on those
guestj.ons by itsef f , ?here was book
about l-ike the whol-e worLd. Like the
part about the forestrY, Úle had it
was J-ike so smaLL.

Teacher: What woufd make it harder for
you to do work l-ike this al-L on your
own?

Student: It woul-d be a Lot harder.
'Cause you wouJ-d have other peop)e to
heJp you Look and bY Yourself You
woul-dn'X have anyone eLse to heJp you
l-ook. And you'd have to do aLl- the work
ourseLf instead of splittíng it up into
separate groups.

Teacher: Splixxing it uP makes it
easier?

Student; Sometjmes. Like when Kenny
wanted to colour the ÅIova Scotia tundta,
we af L, Jike Jay wanted to col'our it and
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so did Renny so we just J,et Kenny do it.
tCause he didn't want to do anything
el.se,

tP^^^L,^-.
I gAUl¿EA .

b."t?
Whax part did you fike the

Student: Colouring. The maps and the
painting, Modelling, And the time in
the library. We got each other, and
we have l-ot of information in the books
so we didntt have to go back and forth
Like to the l-ibrarv and to cl-assrooms.

Teacher: What was the hard part?

Student: 'Cause we were only just
sitting down and working away. Can't
take rests really hot in here
real- boring in here. Sometimes we
we have to do the comments , like l-ook up
forestry, make up the guestíons, do the
nâps , provinces and al-L that, and it was
hard.

This was an incredible perception check! I was placing

very high expectations on them. This projecf was on the

Maritime Provinces. There wasntt much prior knowledge.

The class was divided into five groups of four. Each group

was to look at a different region of the Maritimes. I

provided the categories for each region, categori-es that

were similar in all five groups. They practiced the social

skills of encouraging and check-i-ng for understandíng. They

had some choice over what subtopic to research and the group

had control over how to best present their work to the rest

of the class. I provided maps of the regions and art

materj-als and paper for their final products in attempt to
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facilitate what they tol-d me they needed. I anticipated

some needs, but some things the kids needed help with vrere

qu.i-te creative, things I had never suspected they might

need. I provided sorne research material. A big problem v,'as

finding material- appropriate to a wid^ rãndô aF reading

abilities.

The content was challenging as weII as the manner in

which they were asked to work. Students needed to be able

to make decisions in the group, share work, research

information, read it, understand it, record the information

and organize it, and prepare the informaticn for
presentation. Groups of four were not neh/ to them but the

management of the large amount of work during a longer

work perÍod was difficult. Some kids found the act of

researching for information somewhat difficult because they

were beginners with this type of activity. Some found the

reading hard because it was expository. They found the

decision-making about dividing up the work \,!ras not always

easy or fair, but they did settle on something workable

This aspect of fairness and everyone doing one's best

ef f ort f.or the group was a key issue, one I arn stiÌl
struggling with.

I noticed other things that gave impetus for
refl-ection. The project desi-gn could have j-ncl-uded more
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student choices to give them more control over how they

wanted to get involved with this topic. The kids were

somewhat 'forced' into the cooperative structure as wel-l- as

the geography topics. The narratorrs meanings of the words

on the audio tape are open to interpretation. A video tape

may contribute to the quality of the interpretation of a

speaker's words by recording body language Lf tìre camera

person was expert enough. The dimension of language could

be problematic if I considered how the language and

communication was shaped by my directive questions, what T

chose to respond to or not. The questions \^¡ere stif f . I

was nervous and I think the kids picked up on this. I also

think that some students may be fearful that t.hey wil-l- say

somethinq that the teacher thinks is incorrect.

I wanted to keep the aspects about this design that

worked. I wanted to shovel- away what \^¡as useless. I

decided to explore independent studies, something I was

reading about r âs a result of my refl-ection-on-action of

the use of this audio tape. I would open up the

'curriculum' to encourage exploration on topics kids were

interested in, personally. To some extent this woul-d give

an opportunity for those who were more dependent in their

learning to receive more teacher-time and for those who were

more skil-led and independent with their learning to fly

with it.
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Students were making choices about their learning.

Some students could manage larger amounts of information and

research than olhers. Some were better readers and some were

rnore interested in the topics, perhaps. Indívidual

Iearning styles were being accommodated without my planning

for this in advance. I could see this in choices and

expertise, but was not sure at the time how learning styles

are so important. AII students were active participants

in some aspect of the work of some reading, writing,

Iistening, and sharing. I v¡as, however, expecting them to

demonstrate what they knew in the same way. I noticed there

reallv wasntt much choice for them.

I saw divergent thinking. I¡lnrÞinn in ñYì,-oups, many

creative ideas started to qet tossed about. This was evi-dent

in the final products. That some students had speciaÌ

preferences for how they wanted to represent what they were

learning about surprised me; some artistically, some

verbalJ-y, some three dimensional-Iy. In the beginning I was

so worried that this might not go "according to structures'

presented in the cooperative Ìearning l-iterature that I

spent a lot of time over-organizing and directing the

Iearning. The work of Johnson, Johnson and Holubec (1,9841

1qR7\ - c-onz--onf¡ates on a method that is curriculum free. ILrv I L vv¡¡vv¡r

knew lots about structure. The work of Kagan (l-990)

concentrates more on the social interaction as weII as the

orqanization of it. Later, Il-earnedadifferent
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perspective from the work of Slavin (1-985) which is more

curriculurn specific and talks mostly of teacher behaviours.

The students were skilful in ways I had not previously

observed and were quite capable of researching and learning

about topics of their own choice. As I observed this, I was

remínded of parenting. As parents we teach "skil.l-s' and

values, the stuff of what we think it is important for our

chj-ldren to l-earn. Then we l-et them practice. We are there

to encourage and support and reassess. I was convinced

that these were a]I good observatj-ons to support independent

studies. I was learning to l-et go. The tape is evidence

and documentation of thís learning for me that I now keep in
my teacher portfolio, my personal, learning collection.

A few years later, when I was much better at

understanding and faciÌitating independent study in the

classroom, I was struck by the naturalness of the

cooperaÈ.Í-on that goes into the completion of the topícs.

Not all- students need all skills. They l-earn a lot of
cooperation with a cÌassmate just by their own choosing to

work on a topic that interests them both. The purpose of
the task drives the design of the g.roup and the manner in
which the task is accomplished. Where had I learned that

before? Cooperative Learning became more f.l-uid and naturaL.
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However...now it is l-ess messy

f^lith cooperative learning I started by thinking I could

apply a model to a classroom situation to fix a problem. I

learned there is no programr no prescríption. There are

only a wide variety of informed decLsions upon whích to

draw, a repertoire of strategiesr that deveJ-op from a sound

theoretical and practical base. The theory and the

practice are intertwi-ned. Before I started to examine

practice deliberately, things seemed to be a constant fight.

I soon turned this thinking around and no\^r perceive

classrooms and schools to be places where there are many

important things worth fighting for. Let me explain.

I used to think that cooperative learning v/as a band-

aid solution to a problem. Apply the remedy and the sore

wil-l- heal. Thatrs not how it worked. Now I think that

this as a studio tradition, the }earning in action that

Schðn (198? ) tal-ks about. This meant f or me a l-ot more

Iearning by doing, experiencing, reflecting on the action,

reassessing, doj-ng again.

I used to think that there was one best way. There

was always rny agenda, ahead of everyone elsers. There is no

teacher-proof model to foLLow that is anything l-ike slapping

on a band-aid. There is problem-solving to be done, but it
j-s important how to view the probl-em with all its
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understandabl-e and yet to understood parts. If there is a

model, it is in the modelling of acting on beliefs and

understandings about the problem. I Ìearned to practice

these cooperative learning ideas at the same time I was

reading and talking to others about the theory. The ideas

stopped being a recipe and took on a l-ife and a look al-l

their own when the cl-assroom started to work }ike a

workshop. I learned a great deal about the workshop

perception when refl-ecting about the camp experience and the

social studies unit. I changed it, and made it more

useful.

I used to think that teacher intervention was

Ieadership. Positive interdependence need not be

artificial-l-y constructed by the teacher. Students are able

to create this for themselves, but at times they need help.

I¡that kind of hel-p? The help they identify. I observe this

when a small group is interested in learníng more about the

same topic and they decide to work together. They search

out resources together and find ways of sharing the

resources. Their individual- learning styles accommodate

each other. One group wants to learn the work by making

picture flashcards; a second group designs a card game

that turns into a board game with definitions on each cardi

some students want to write and write; and there are some

that just need to talk and talk and talk some more about the

facts at hand. Some even find ways of working alone with a
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group. I'm there as mediator if needed. Sometimes the kids

know there is something wrong but cannot say exactly what ít

is. Maybe they donrt know. Maybe theyrre shy. I observe,

ask questions. Sorne situations are not ideal. T coach with

learning styles and offer suggestions and alternate ways to

think about getting the job done.

When I started to teach thern about learníng styles,

mosL students thoughÈ this v¡as the most fascinating work

they had ever done. They loved learning about learning.

I bel-ieve that giving students inf ormat j-on f rees them to

decide on their own what it is they want to do about it. hle

reflected. What would that new knowledge mean? How would

they work with thelr partners now? Differently? They

started to look at each other through different lenses,

with more factual information. Another person wasn't simply

popularr or unpopular, smart, or dumbr as they also

learned to separate emotions and facts. We looked at how we

aLl went about getting the job done best for us. There was

a sense of wonder. I liked the interdependence when it made

them independent too.

Learning about how they l-earn gives students control-

over how to challenge themselves. It also works towards

inclusivity. There is a group carì-ng and a nurturi-ng. I am

reminded of Donny who was so much an outsider in l-ife that

he ended up with broken bones. He was on a different path
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when he .l-earned to care for himself and that he was cared

for. The care is articulated and the care ís shown. There

is a group or community feeling. It provÍdes a goal.

Everyone is stuggling with their best efforts toward a goal.

?Ve are collaborating about Ìearning theory. There is no

need to compete with each other There is the idea that if

b/e know ourselves better viTe can help in the group when ü/e

are working together. What we want and what we need is

openly discussed. The spÍrit is certainì-y less competitive

if not cooperative. It is interdependence.

I am reminded about the camp experience and how I was

unable then to articulate or to show how this trip had the

power to change the way we thought about and worked with

each other. I didnrt know that Kenny coul-dnrt leave his

mom. I didnrt know how to bring the special zero noise

signal- back into the classroom. I didnrt know the ì-asting

effects of pleasureable camping for Julie and her family. I

didn't know that I dj-dn't have to control- everything. Nowt

reflecting in- and on- action wlth the students throughout

the learning process there is a sharing of the

responsibitity. It allows us to self-evaluate with a new

vocabulary. There are words for what v¡e are doing and in

that way the describable becone the discussable.

I used to think that face.-to-face literally meant

facing each other. It is a metaphor for communication and
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exchange. Face-to-face usuaLly looks and means something

different in each collaborative opportunity. Students

chose to work side by side and knee to knee and elbow to

elbow at tables and on the floor. They work together at

home during the evenings. Parents give me feedback on this

many times when they unwittingly become involved. Face-to-

face also means their own mirror images when students

produced video skits on a topic. At one point I had

everyone in the cl-ass hand in their "homework' on a video

tape. There is lots of productive talk. Negotiation is

on-going as is assessment and eval-uation.

I used to think that I was the one who could evaluate

aII the learning. Now, individual accountability looks

like something other than a pencil and paper test. Students

demonstrate their understanding of their research by

building models and dioramas, creating postersr conducti-ng

personal and telephone interviews with primary sources'

writing journalistic accounts, and presenting their work to

peers in a variety of ways. They also demonstrate their

understanding of working together in the process of

completing the task, not just in the final product. My

record-keeping has become a combination of marks and a

separate notebook for anecdotal remarks as I assess on a

daily basis, task by task. Thj-s one separate coil--bound

notebook has been the most efficient management tool I have
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discovered and saves me time when it comes to communicatinq

with kids and parents about goals and accomplishments.

Group processing and individual reflectlon on work has

a dj-fferent Look. Vle have moved from l_arge chart paper as a

single classroom focus to individual learning logs. I
conference with individual- students and small- groups working

on the same topic; we record progress, successes, talk. about

goals, and discuss what all- of us can do to help to

accomplish those goals. Student goal-setting and personal

as wel--l- as group refl-ections are strengths of this process.

My work of assessment and instruction is part of the on-

going student work.

We work on interpersonal skill_s constantly. Students

usually are helpful. If they are not, I deal with the

speci-fic problem at that specific time. rf students are not

cooperati-ng, there is a reason. The reason is usually a

short-Iived hurdle; if it isn't, h/e just keep tatking it
over. For one squabble, I called on the schoolts peer

mediation grouprs help. The two students at odds in my

class agreed to this, although reluctantly at first. I
wasnrt privy to the resolution of the conflict nor did I
need to supervise the learning of 'the ner¡r skills. I didnrt
need to be in charge of solving everyone I s probrems al-l- the

time. Young people are quite capable of handling life's
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p.robl-ems in this way.

harmony!

simply enjoyed the resul-ts

I started by thinking that there was something not

working, there was something out of focus in the classroom.

There was this battle, constantly. What was causing it?

What b/as wrong with them? Now I think it is not a rnlar

zone, it is a place to build relationships. I learned that

getting to know students weJ-I' nurturing caring

relationships, is essential to my planning and

facilitating carefuÌly and wel-l. It also helps them

understand thernselves and their world. The tensions and

conflict and power struggles amongst themsel-ves and with me

are natural. This is what stimulates thinkinq and

change. This is not to say that there is no harmony or

humour. There is plenty of that. We are learning,

questioning, chalì-enging' and growing and negotiating al-l-'

every moment. Classrooms are alive!

If a group doesnrt seeln to be working collaboratively

on most important thingsr I stand back. ft is an inquiry

stance. I observe for awhile. I stimulate conversation

about what I see when it seems appropriate. I donft go

'out', bring back 'in' a recipe, and apply it like a band-

aid. Although I do consult with coJ-l-eagues from tj-me to

time. I design activities and plan discussions but no

longer with a view to providing the single sol-ution. It is
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mo.re to find out more about the problem. What is

with the kids? What are they saying? What

actually doing? What do they think about what is

Vrlhat are their perceptions of why things aren't

Maybe they think things are working! Then what do

is an investigation. Not a rush to fix things.

golng on

are they

going on?

working.

I do? It

Sometimes I have to just let things be. Cooperative

learning theory can be intrusive. There were times when the

control I was keeping and manipulation I was creating made

me feel l-ike a monster. It made me want to burst. This

was the witch that Judith Newman (L993' p. 40) talks about

in her poem. This is a moral diLemma. Deciding on who

should work with whom in groups is never perfectly worked

out. The worki-ng out that I canrt do in terms of designing

group numbers, matched up with group skills is usually

rounded out sj-mply by the students deciding who can help

them get the best job done. The confidentiality with which

I have to handle some situations turns into rare, unique

reJ-ationships with kids but I have to act sensitively and

very caref ul-ì-y. I cantt remember readinq about moral

dimensions of cooperative learning. This is odd. Choosing

cooperative learning is value-laden. Choosing to cooperate

is a moral decision.

The control moves back and forth between me and the

students, it is a more negotiated curriculum. This is a
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moral stance. I bel-ieve that I do not control all, that I

have all the answers (especially anything like a recipe) '
that I am always right. This is a democratic stance.

Students have a right and a responsibility to make their own

choices and somewhere, somehow, they need to be taught how

to choose and have time to reflect on the consequences of

their actions, and have opportunities to re-negotiate, re-do

works and behaviours that they decide need changing. School

ought to be one of those places that can happen.

I started by expecting learning to be automatic and

instant. What I saw was that learning and learning to be

an independent learner just doesn't happen accidently'

although in some cases, it does tacitly. It is okay to

work through mistakes and failures. Learning occurs step

by stepr bit by bit, over time. And it is not always

forward movement step by step. Sometimes there is a wide

plateau. Students "restf'; sone learning is being processed

that needs additional- time. Learning to do and to

understand things takes a lot of practice and time.

Just as I was beglnning to feel quite smug about my

Iearning and accompl-ishments about what to teach and how to

go about it, Pat, the paraprofessional who was working

closely with me at the ti-me, asked, 'Donrt you ever give

them tests?" We both paused.
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"How do you know they are learning?" she asked

seriously.

Another hard question. My assessment practlces had

already started to change. But how? I needed to be cl-ear.

What were the implicatlons of these changes?

Just when I thought I had it figured out, things

started to gret messy again.
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CIIAPTER .ltlÍ{O

fmpl-ications for Assessment When Practice Changes

"I'm trying to make them more responsibl-e for thatr"

spoke softly.

'Wel-1,

discipline,

They need the

I sighed. How wel-l- r^/e both knew that they needed to

i-mprove behaviour. I also thought how testing is used

to control- students, Èo keep them quiet, and possibly make

them fearful and anxious. What really intrigued me was her

question, "How do I know they are learning?'

My gaze shifted to the cooperative .learning projects

tacked on every available waII and bulletin board space. I
spied the audio and video tapes I had recorded.

Demonstration was all around me- I was beginning to put

into a clearer shape and a sharper focus some of the

principles that I found essential for learning reflection,

self-evaluation, and the ability to set goals. They were

cooperating in sma1l groups but they were also rnaking great

strides personally, in their individual efforts and

willingness to risk-f-ake within f-he interdependent group.

ï
lf

think they need more tests.

Pat said with convÌcti-on.

This contributed to the success of the class.

reconceptualizing my notion of curriculum.

I was
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Being more sensitive to the foregoing made me rethink

exactly what v¡as worthwhile teaching and how it was to be,

taught. If this 'curriculum' was something worthwhile

teaching, then it was worth learning.

demonstrating their cooperatj-ve J-earning.

Students were

It was time to step back and l-ook at the larger picture

of assessment. It made 'uncommon senset (Mayher, 1990) to

explore assessment further.

I stepped j-nto another classroom.

"Jan HeIp! "

"Hefr Lady. How 'ya doin? l{hat 1s up?' And she

flashed me that gigantic smile she is famous for. Jan has

un uncommonJ-y clear way of getting to the heart of the

matter.

Jan was working with her students to present

collections of student work to parents as evidence of

accomplishnents and as the basis of goal setting. Her

motivation for designing this type of reporting with parents

was driven by her need to clearly communicate progress.

She san^r this as a move toward accountability for student'

parent, and teacher.
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What hooked me was the vísual- and graphic demonstration

of the learning. It was a tool that could be used to

communicate the J-earning. I saw paral-Iels with the work I
was doing after reading Donald Graves (1,983) and Nancie

Atwe.l-I (l-987) to produce student writing portfolios; dated

sarnples of the drafts of pieces in progress, final copies,

peer editj-ng, reflections, check-Iists. Students in my

classroom were already growing comfortable with a workíng

structure j-n writing. Vthy noL put together a cooperative

learning portfoli-o?

Jan, sparked by a workshop on children as se.l-f-

evaluators, deveJ-oped a series of questions for students to

help them develop self knowledge, a sense of self- worth by

knowing and writing about their strengths, and ideas about

things they would like to improve. She also wanted their
plans for accomplishing their goals. She wanted students

to decide, to take ownership, and to control. She íncluded

parents. Students vrrere asked to identify how they thought

they could be helped at home as well as at school in the

accomplishment of the goals students had set for themselves.

Parent comments and signatures were part of this student

document. Jan also gave the students a legitimate
opportunity to write a report about her.

Jan was putting

build sel-f-esteem and

into action some

i-ncrease student

powerful measures to

control and decision-
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making. I coul-d see a pol¡/erf ul- conìmunication tool- for

Iearning belng created here and I especially liked the

parent connection. I got to work thinking about what

cooperative learnlng portfolios might look like.

The work in the student folder would be the way I

could show and tel-l- parents about group worki reveal tasks,

goa1s, self-evaluations, RY assessments. In the

cooperative projects group 'marks* became contentious. How

to evaluate without summarizing the learning with a grade?

How to 'evaluate' social- skitls learning and the

accomplishment of individual learning goals by "grading"?

'Grading" connotes comParison. I had no intention of

comparing one studentts progress with anotherfs. How might

a student compare her improvements to her earl-ier efforts?

How would I do the same?

T¡lhat, then?

Certainly not by a 'grade".

I began by handing folders to the kids and teJ-ling them

that these folders v¡ere for particular pieces of work to

share with their parents. As the kids were focussed at

their painting and illustrating I couldnft help but wonder,

what were we going to show and tel-I?

"I¡ühat are hrre gonna put in?'

brush strokes across her folder.

sometimes one step ahead.

Carrie was painting broad

There it was. Kids are
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"What do you think we shouJ-d put in there?" I wanted

them to explore this idea with broad strokes of a dlfferent

kind.

'We could put tests in to showr' someone else spoke.

"Narn¡. We have to get rem signed. Theyrve seen rem

already.' This voice from another serious painter.

"We could put stories inr' another contributed.

"?rÏe can't do that. What is our wri-ting portfolio for

then?* queried another, rather impatiently.

'I never show my writing portfolio to anyone. That is

privater' Jason said with emphasis.

My eyebrows shot up at that onel News to ne- Ï

continued to listen and }earn. The ouncooperative and

d,isengaged" class was actually problem-solving coherently

and respectfully with each other about school work? What

h¡as going on here? In a short time, however, the tlmbre or

tempo of the group shifted away from talk about theÍr

folders. Things deraíled. I was sorry to end this short,

intel-Iectual- interlude, sorry that we might not be able to

recapture this moment, and had no idea how to extend this to

draw further on their abitities to explore and clarify.
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As I l-ook back in my journal- writing, the writing

seems to jump from one idea to another as well. Without the

j ournal-li.g, I might have compJ-etely lost some of these

early important connections. My reflecting ln action led to

my making a declsion to take away the control from the

students in those moments, to go with their restlessness and

change the work focus. There had to be a way to do a much

better job of responding to the 'curriculum" as it was being

negotiated. I was reacLive and had a sense of running

behind them to catch up. There was no sense of "leading",
either from behind or ahead!

For the parent evening, I made most of the decisions

about what the folders were to contain and did most of the

talki-ng to parents about the contents. In Jul-iers case,

she had believed what I had said about a show and teII of

contents and took quick action. She capitalized on the

chance to show her mother her blue Social Studies binder.

I handed the folders to the parents as they sat down

with their chil-dren. Twice, students took possession of the

file. Students were part of the talk and sat side by side

with the parent. I sat opposite. Most of the kids were

quite shy when the talk turned to the contents.

I asked aII students to be part of the di-scussions with
parents but some students did not come to the school-. I
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worked hard to be incl-usive with students of this c.l-ass and

to convince the parents that this discussion was of most

benefit when we r¡¡ere al-l- together. Wtren parents said that

they didn't want the child to hear some things, I said that
we coul-d arrange private meetings anytime.

Jan felÈ strongly that the student work samples and the

triad sltuation with parent, teacher, and child demystified

the evaluation process for kids. I coutd see that aL work.

I could also see a demystification process over- taking me.

When parents and students were absorbed with the

f older, I coul-d observe and l-isten. I sah¡ how the parent

and child acted with each other. The pieces in the folder
reflected progress, strengths, and gave visual- ímpact to the

discussion points. I saw some pride and taking of control

of Lhe evaluation of the contents by some parent and student

comments.

?f I see you could use some extra practice with
handwriting. I can help you with this at homer' one saj-d.

I al-so saw that some parents were uncomfortable with
Ìooking at a col-Iection while I was siÌent. This was new

for them. Most often teacher tal-k dominated. I saw it as

something that we all- could learn more about
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I felt a shift of. the responsibitity for assessment

from my shoulders alone to include the parent and child and

I fel-t a physical relief that evening. When a parent

l-ooked at the childrs work and talked about the assignment,

parent assessment was taking place. This was authentic

collaboration.

The only documentation in the folder about the

cooperative project was a finaÌ quí2. Around the room

there was plenty of evidencei

student writi-ng and art,

final product posters,

charts representing the

cooperative methods, including the powerful group processing

chart was there, front and centre. There vrere no grades on

the projects. If the parents noticed, they didnrt say

anything to me.

I continued with the practj-ce of student coll-ections

throughout the year, but I lost the threads of this as an

assessment tool for awhile. My focus vJas social- behaviour

and I didnrt see further connections to incorporating this

into the file folder collections of student work that we.re

in the room. I was still not quite clear about what counted

as learning and therefore worÈh assessing. I hadntt made

too many connections with goals and accomplishments as Jan

was demonstratinq.
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I had experienced designing my own home reporting

before this. I learned that it was solitary, labour

intensj-ve, valued by the parents. When I was j-n a previous

school, I included "my" report card along with the school-

form with letter 'grades' such as VG, S, NT.

I asked the students, ''[nlhat did your parents think of

the new reþort card?"

"Oh, they really like it.

report card, is it?'

But that isnrt the real

Some parents told me that they liked the anecdotal,

the reference to student work. "Thatfs a lot of work for

you. ï couldn't expect you to do this ai-Ì the time.* Now

that was confusing. How else could they know about what

went on in school-? They seemed to be satisfied with the

information they thought they had.

There v¡ere right about time. I spent late evening

hours and many weekends preparing. I was reporting to

parents on several months activities and goals as well as

writing an evaluation of the child's progress during this

time. Anecdotal comments on student progress were added to

activity summaries and objectives set by the teacher.

There was much repetition on these Iengthy individualized

statements and I did not have computer technoÌogy to help
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fiLe and sort information. This reporting was definitely

more real. I felt it was honest, clear, detaíIedr and could

provide a sound basis for discussion with parents. But'

how to make it manageable?

I worked with a group of teachers from a number of

different schools on desJ-gni-ng a divisional- report card. It

was gorgeous, multi-coloured and multi-layered with carbon

paper and tear-off portions. The format was based directly

on strategies and concepts from the Provincial Language Arts

Curriculum Guide. Hours of work went .into this and lots of

money. ?rÏorking with the report card put me into a different

worl-d. It seemed lqe had designed the ultimate.

Theoretically, the forrn should have worked well. Back in the

classroom, it looked a horror. Practically' it raised many

questions for me. .Do I teach to the report card? How was I

going to check of f all- these boxes if my currj-cul-um was

dífferent? How best to explain boxes not ticked? After all

this work put into the formr how r^/as I going to report on

what the learning activities were in the particular context?

I was really back to where I had started. And so were many

other teachers because we had a few laughs about the

incongruency between our labour over the ul-timate report

card and the fact that there was probably no such form. We

never continued the conversation about why there was no such

form.
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I knew there were other teachers aLso designing their
own report cards in our school and this was encouraged by

the administratj-on. I don't know why those of us working

with our own designs did not get together, share ideas and

the work. Diane and I were both designing our own report

cards and we never once looked at each other I s work. VrIe

were recreating the wheel, alone and j-n isol-ation. Breaking

this tradition was for another time and place. Jan and I
talked more and shared j-deas that really made a difference

in my thinking, that nudged me along the way. Efforts were

to become even more coll-aborative.

Student portfol-io coll-ections

It was ApriJ-, 1,992r âR ideal- time and place to break

with.traditions. We were sitting around the large table in
the Teacher Centre. There were pl-atters of deLicious

cheeses and fruits, plenty of freshly brewed coffee. inle

h/ere the teacher team dreaming and planning for the opening

of the newest school. hÏe were rneeting once a week, after
school- hours, to begin to puJ-I some ideas together. Each

meeting had a different theme. The therne for the meeting

that day was assessment.

Helen said, "Vilouldn't it be neat if we didn't have to

have marks?"
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I said, 'Irve been doing some work with portfolio

collectíons. Let I s look at that. "

I wanted to look more cJ-oseJ-y at the rel-ationship

between studentsI portfolio col-Lections and assessment and

evaluation as it had begun for me ln the fall- of 1989.

there seemed to be agreement in the group that traditional-
report cards we.re inadequate. Average marks were quite

meaningless. The principal tol-d a startling story about

her son and school-:

"His first term mark in Math was 52t . He was finding

it dif ficul-t. This was troubl-ing since he knew his mark had

to be much better than that to be accepted into University.

He worked even harder. Each test had better and better
marks until it carne to the final when he finally achieved

the 'A' he wanted he got B7t on that exam. He r,ras so

happy and of course at home we were very proud of hi¡n

because v¡e knew how hard he worked. lfhen the report card

carne home, his mark was a 'C'. The report card only had

average marks for the term recorded.

this, what do they teach kids?"

When school-s do

hle did some research, shared some articles, started
plan some prof essional deveJ-oprnent days on the theme

alternatlve assessment. There seemed to be no shortaoe

to

of

of
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reading material- and v/e found co.l-leagues in other school_s

and in other cities to share their experiences as wei.l.

we learned so much frorn each other that first year.

we were challenged by the new approach and v/ere wiJ_ling to
take risks. someone wourd share a terrific idea that worked

f or her or him, eve.ryone e.l-se wourd crowd around, take a

rook and risten, then start thinking about how it courd be

adapted for themselves. rt v/as very much a recursive
process as we worked through many notions together.

We were learning frorn each other everyday. The

photocopying machj-ne became the main neeting prace some

days: 'r found this great idea by the machine! whose is
it? Anynray, this is what Irve done with it for my group!

trlho wants to have a look?il V{e crowded around.

[¡[e did a lot of reading. vrle started with educational
phílosophy for middle years students. rt was a comfort to
read much that made a fit with what r had already learned

in ny past teaching and was presenÈJ-y learning with the
cooperative learning experiences. r started to tinker with
a variety of other teaching strategies from which developed

unique assessment strategies. There were many aspects of
practice that r wanted to continue with and some neu/ ones to
explore.
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I continued with the student sel-f-evaluation and

reflections. I had to think how to use reflections
throughout all subject areas now, not just speclfic lessons

designed co-operatively or with writersr workshop and the

keeping of writing portfoÌios. I tried somethinq

differently with goal-setting when I observed a coJ-league at

work in her Science class. I wanted to understand peer

critique; although the peer critique that I found in the

literature looked somewhat al-ien to the critique that

evolved from cooperative group processing, the notion was

simil-ar enough and I was curious. I f elt very strongl-y

about becoming more skilful with independent studies as a

teaching strategy; this made a nice fit with the educational_

philosophy I was reading for middle years students. I r¡/as

reading a lot about increased decision-making for students.

I wanted to develop oracy skills with more emphasis on

debating, student presentations, class discussions. I was

led to some research on the use of rubrics when the

question arose about how r^/e woul-d define excellence in
tasks. I also wanted to improve my skills with conferencing

with students about their work. the importance of talking
to students about their work was one of the most powerful

things I had learned with cooperative l-earning. My record-

keeping took on a new look. The reality shock was, that
in a few months the students woul-d have a portfoÌio that

reflected all this to share with their parents.
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I gathered data on student J-earning from muLtiple

sources from my observation notes, personal Journals,

student writing, parent writing, video tape to fuse some

horizons (Gadamer, tgJ5, p. 348, as cited in Coulter, L994,

p. 81). Þfy purpose for data gathering became a combination

of re-ínforrning by notions of instruction and research, and

forming my own fusion of theory and practice diaì-ogically

constructed in the classroom. In a practical sense for

students, data in the form of selections for a portfoJ-io

needed to be collected. I knew I had to do this' but was

not sure what decisions I woul-d make.

But I am getting ahead of myseJ-f. Letrs go back a bit.

Working together

To contribute to the reading our staff was doing, we

also made a connection with the University. On June 18th,

we met with Ken Osborne, member of the faculty of Education'

Universi-ty of Manitoba, who co-authored the Middle Years

Sourcebook for the Manitoba Department of Education and had

a keen interest in being part of the Leila North Schooi-

process as it was developing. He rnras speaking about

assessment and Middle Years educational philosophy. He

spoke of portfoÌio collections of student work as an on-

going record of what was happening, an opportunity to

explore the creative and critical aspects of teaching. The
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more autonomous side of teaching woul-d be a characteristic

of this approach. That was a hook for me; Stenhouse uses

this word. Curriculum and teaching strategies woul-d be

reflected in the portfolios that the teacher and students

prepared together. This woul-d be goaJ--oriented. He

highlighted some of the tensions in assessment including the

importance of communication with parents. At this meeting

I was forced to step out of my reverie of educational ideas

and consider some practícaì- thoughts.

The principal asked if we were stil-l- wil-ling to

have monthly parent-teacher meetings as first suggested?

Preliminary discussions about student assessment made us

think that we needed to see parents more frequently.

Concreti-zing was risþ business. We were committinq

ourselves to somethíng about which we had insufficient

knowl-edge and didn't know how to do. Vüe took a plunge.

Our first meeting in September, the day before the

students were to arrive, was another reality shock. The

first item on the agenda was "eval-uation'. Could we come up

with a common statement of what this would mean for the

school? We had read parts of Theodore Sizer's (1-984)

Horacers Compromise and were inspired by performances of

learning. We wanted portfolios to demonstrate J-earning and

to represent how lnstruction and assessment mesh.

Eva.l-uation would no l-onqer be an 'add-on' to assessment of
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progress. We were being asked to be articul-ate. Wkrat we

needed to be able to say was that evaluation would be

systematic, an integral part of the instruction, on goLng¡

and effectively communicated. I would learn to make my

work visible (Boomer, 1987) Ín ways that aÌlowed me to study

and improve what I was doing. The describable becomes the

discussable.

SmaII teacher group meetings were our i_if e-l_ine. Five

months had passed since our first meetj-ng as a group. Not

much time to dream big educational- ideas, complete the

school- year in our o\^¡Tr schools, read, read and read some

more. Now that our ne\^r school year had begun with the

kids, things started to fal-I into place. During our first
year v¡e had grade-group meetings during the school_ d.y, one

each six day cycle. These were of enormous help in
providing time to get to know each other better, share

resources, identify issues we wanted help with, and to plan

curricul-um. We often talked about portfol-io col-l-ections and

what thev could look like.

hlhat would we put in the¡n? !{hat counted as evidence

for Ìearning? what woul-d make student portfori-os visuaì-l-y

meaningful? What pieces ought students select? How would

they decide? How to coach the students in the manner in
which they were to present their porfolios to their parents

at home? How woul-d we incl-ude curriculum summaries and
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evaluation from all- aspects of the curriculum? !üoul-d this

be done arranged subject by subject?

Co-ordj-nating all- staff members and their anecdotal

contributions to each student portfoJ-.i-o v/as a massíve

undertakj-ng in logistics considering the fact that some

teachers had fifteen students and some had all three hundred

and sixty. Teachers were cutting and pasting and

photocopying in a maníc rush toward 'P' day. I¡te called this

time of the schoo.l- vear P.M.S. : "portfoli-o mental stress'.

We al-l suffered from it ! The management of such

coÌl-ections and the time commitment required of lengthy,

comprehensive anecdota.l- reports was almost too much to bear.

How to become more efficient?

!{e were attemptj-ng to impl-ement a complex j-dea as we

were learning about it. Managing it was difficult,

inefficient, and guzzling gallons of personal time.

Students did their share of complainj-ng about al-l the

thinking and writing they had to do to put a portfolio

together.

'This is so much work, Mrs. Thompson, " was aLways

punctuated with groans of compliance in the cl-assroom. Yes,

J-earning requires a l-ot of effort. I'm not sure they saw

their effort as taking more responsibitity for their own

learning. I sahr it as a }iberation, an emancipation, but
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had no idea how I coul-d nudge them toward this
understanding. They were certainly doing a lot more writing

and at times I stood back and remarked on how much their

writing had improved in all aspects. It is significant

work.

Parents were fairJ-y patient with this neü/ process

called portfolio assessment and continued to ask irnportant

guestj-ons. The most persistent questions were about

standards and worries about the high school world and the

work worldr about their childrenrs futures. Some of these

questions we attempted to answer and atternpted to address by

makÍng shifts j-n our thinking about the communication of the

collections.

However. . .more questions

The words "educating the reflective practitioner' were

looming large. !{hat began as a band-aid sol-ution to a

problern of unruly students became an investigation into the

Iatest educational research on cooperative Ìearning which

was interwoven with practice on what it meant to be a

teacher researching my own actions and thoughts. I was nou/

exploring in more depth the notion of integrating assessment

and instruction. It was also crystal- clear that I had to be

able to communicate what it was that I was learning. But

how?
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I was beginning to understand what it meant to assume

responsibility for creating an educational climate;

meani-ngf ul "curricul-um", student choice. ï was al-so

learning about putting responsibility with students for

J-earni-ng. The responsibility was no longer all mine to

assume. Students needed to enter the conversation about

Iearnino and needed to make some decisions. They were

demonstrating what they knew, were abl-e to talk about it,
may have indeed been asked about it for the first tíme, were

able to reflect on what went weII and what they thought they

needed to do to improve.

differently.

Parents were connected

In the new school with a new group of teachers, T.

welcomed the col-l-aborative opportunity because I knew it
could be exciting. At the same tirne, I was findlng that

talking about my work as a teacher was risky business.

Sometimes I couldn't get the words right and of course the

risk of sounding fool-ish or stupid was tough to handle. How

was this _-go.ing to work-?

In the new school, I was making connections with some

remarkable teachers who offered me ideas and chalÌenges

along with friendship. What were other teachers doing in
their classrooms about the same problems? I¡fhat motivated

them? How was the context in room 1,34 different from my

context in room 140? Jan and I had manaqed to become
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friendl-y and share our ideas in the old school. Now in the

new school there was a school-wide collaborative effort.
We were all working on the same notion toward similar goaJ_s.

What would this interdependence look like and feel- like? It
was a littl-e scary when I thought back on what Jan and l
had being asking our students to do. I realized I had

done this without actually experiencing that for myself.

What would be the differences between working with a close

friend and a whol-e staff?

There v/as never any guestion whether or not I shoul_d

be trying out new Ídeas, taking risks, being willing to

share the fail-ures and successes about the issues of
portfolios as alternative assessment too.l-s with other

teachers. We knew there was no magic report card form that

would satisfy all contexts for all time. ble were working on

an al-ternative. The investigative stance was given status

and legitimacy by the creation of a group of teachers for a

nev/ school who wanted to approach educatj_on differently.
Tensions surrounding co1legiality, trust, and time, were yet

to surface.

And no\^¡ here I was. A new school_. A neh/ group of

energetic, creative, people with a mandate to create a

lighthouse on the prairie. Collaboration was a given. We

met as a group once a week and shared delicious food and

intel-Iectual- conversation. We dared to dream. ?Ve took
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risks. We l-ooked at educationaL research on a varj-ety of
themes that were to drive our work in the new school. We

sifted "MiddLe Years PhiJ-osophy" from educational

philosophy. We made enduring connecti-ons with the

Universj-ty and peopJ-e who were researching teacher practice.

The drearn was quickly becornlng a reaJ-ity. Íle were soon to

meet for a social evening with parents and students who

would be enroled in the new school. hle would have a chance

to meet , even Lf only to share a few quick anecdotes and

see what each of us -l-ooked like. And of course an empty

building to fiJ.J-. Yes, j-ndeed, many more questions! I¡üirat

books? What teaching resources? What science lab

equipment? Wrat f urniture? What co.l-ours? How b¡ere we

going to organize the classroom groups? What needs to

anticipate?
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CTTAPTER TIIREE

Portfolio Stew

What was happening for all of us in the classrooms was

the attempt to arrive aL a clearer understanding of teaching

differently and assessing differently. I was developing

curricul-um and integrating that with assessment and

evaluation. For some of üsr vre'were teaching new subject

areas and a new grade for the first time. We were reading

similar research articles and talking about what we had

read. There was some comfort in knowing we were al-l- in this

together, like vegetables, boiling and simmering and coming

up for air every now and then to savour the individual and

group tastes. There was less comfort in the swimming up

stream.

I was attempting to make sense out of "the stew" just

Iike I think we all were; taking some time to retreat to

our individual classrooms to try to put some new things in

place, think about them. hÏe were boiling down some ideas so

that they coul-d begin to l-ook less messy' aL l-east f or

awhile. I was learning that I could hold on to a new idea,

at l-east for awhile, before it started to change again.

Sure enough, our retreat was temporary. There was a lot of

popping j-n and out of each others' cl-assrooms to observe and

talk about what was simmering for us. hle had small group
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meetings to heJ-p us with col-l-aborative ef f orts as wel-I. I
relied on the investi.gative techniques of planning and

gathering j-nformation much as I had done with my first
teacher as researcher project. I needed something that
worked.

What instructional activities needed to be in place so

that students could present arnple amounts of evidence?

Cooperative l-earning theory had a lot to offer. I woul-d

start there. I wrote observations about behaviour and

accompJ-ishments in a small- coil--bound notebook and my

journal, which became the life-line for my record-keeping.

I continued to keep anecdotal comments during conferencing

with students, marking assignments, oral testing, checking

up on homework. WeekJ-y quizzes helped me diagnose who

needed help and what kind.. I expected students to reflect
on progress, set goals for learning and foll_ow through.

Students took an active roll when they didnrt do wel_l on a

quJ-z; they vüere expected to refl-ect why not. They knew.

The could write about what went wrong, that they knew what

they needed to do to j-mprove, and that they wanted to

improve. Our goal was mastery.

I started to use peer critique as a component of
eval-uation for crass presentations" This would give extra
practice with evaluatj-ve and reflective J-anguage. It woul_d

involve the cl-ass in working with the criteria for
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excel-.1-ence thev had establi-shed. I felt the more they

worked with the criteria, the better they would understand

them, and the more conscious they would be about st.andards

of excellence when they were putting together their own

presentations. I thought it was a way to l-earn from each

others opinions and a way for students to support their own

opinions. I sa\^r it as a way to buil-d community and

interdependence with its emphasi-s on respect, sensitivity,
hel-pfulness. This decision created quite an adventure.

I decided to use the three step response v¡e had used

for peer editing in the writing process. It would be a

famil-iar model, theref ore .l-ess threatening. We cali-ed it
SAS: r¿hat struck you duringr the presentat jon ? Write it
down. Ask a guestion based on the content or the form.

Make a suçrçrestion. Keep in mind that the presenters want

your heJp. Be as helpful â.s you can. Letrs emphasize the

positive I said. I distributed a response form for each

member of the audience.

I mentioned this classroom work to my psychoJ-ogy

professor and got quite a shock when she sai-d, "Oh, no.

You canrL do that. Never ask students to eval_uate each

other. It is much too threatening."

Here I was, in the middle of it. Now what?
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I gathered up al-l- the student responses and asked my

friend, a reading specialist , to look them over and give me

a reaction. 'This is neat! Hmm this is good. Oh,

this is an interesting comment. Oh, I can see what you mean

about Joey's thought processes here. Maybe we shoul-d do

some reading testing with him okay, so what's your

problem?"

"Is this threatening? Is this a destructive thinq to

be doing if my goal is to create interdependence?"

"No. The questions are not threatening. And students

have to give a reason for what their opi_nion is. This

should be a confidence builder. hlhat j-s Vour sense?"

"I did think in advance about whether or not this would

increase the anxiety of the presenters. I thought there

would be anxiety. I thought more about the potential for
student empowerment and interdependence. "

"What have the kids said?"

They had plenty to say. As a class of sÌxth grade

students, they v¡ere quite confident about speaking their
minds. Yes, the peer crítique made them nervous. Sometimes

the answers others gave them were 'dumb". If his voice was

sof t and one student wrote TAT,K LOUDER, that v/as hurtful_.



Some comments made them feel-

ï didnrt think there would

esteem, but I knew I had

Ianguage.

good. FANTASTIC

be any damage

to do a l-ot

did that

to their

more work

10L

trick.

self-

with

"What is the most helpful
asked.

about peer critique?" I

"When people are honest.

Karen sai,d.

I¡ihen they say things nj_ceJ_y, "

vüe did more rarge group and smarr group brainstorming
about what helpful words coul-d be used. we worked with the
dictionary and thesaurus to find every adjective and adverb

we coul-d. we aj-phabetized the words. I¡le made charts and

hung them al-r around. Tnte tarked through the hurtful things
and it was the J-arge l-etters that gave the tone of
disrespect more then the observation. I tal-ked about

artistic impressions and how graphic artists design words

that mean heat or fire with frames or fl_ashes, col_d words

with icicles. They werentt convinced. There was hurt that
no artist could persuade otherwise.

communicated this wel_l_.

One student

'r know r have to talk l-ouder. " (shourder shrug)

"so, big deal-." (pencir tapping) " rfrÌ try next time
maybe. " And he responded to my grin at those last
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words. Yeah, this js not easy

he had my sympathy.

I was saying, and he knew

About this time, another teacher noticed that there was

no rating scale on this peer evaluation and wondered why I

chose not to do this. I cringed. "Please donrt ask me to

use numbers. T hate numbers. I'm trying to not work with

percentages or averages or anything to do with numbers." He

thought I should try a scale.

Then I thought, 'Okay.

something. I I l-1 see. "

I 'm no coward. I t l-I try

The next time around using the same format, I included

a ratj-ng scal-e of one through five and a space for a written
justification of the number. This small section caused a

rebel-Iion. When I probed the mumbling and rumbling'

students told me that the numbers were unfair.

"She rated me a 2 because I rated her a 2 even

though my project was better than hers.'

'I dontt care what she said on the line'

number ! "

l-ook at this

"People are using the numbers to be mean. "
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" Yeah. We shoul-dn't use numbers. "

lty worst fears were confirmed but it was fun to pick

away at the dilemma. I was beginning to trust there was

al-ways another way to l-ook at this. I checked all the peer

critiques again. I noticed that a range of numbers, from

two to five, u¡ere given when a stronÇr positive
justification was given in the statement part. one student

received a two and another a five when the comments were

similar to: "Good v¡ork." "Hard to hear but I Ìiked your

project.' I summarized this information on chart paper with
multi-coloured felt pens and presented it for class

discussion. rt was a good time to talk about subjectivity
and evaruation. The students saw the similarities of
written comments and judged them fair but the wide range of
the use of numbers was not. What was going on here?

"Are you sure that you think the words mean something

that the numbers do not?' I asked. Was this report card

residue? Probably. What if it wasnrt? I interpreted this
discussion as support for my misgivings about numbers and

rating scales and the hurtful possibilities numbers had for
ranking and grading. when r mentioned this to corJ-eagues,

they had a good laugh, thought I'd made a gigantic 1eap of
understandS-ng, but didntt present me with any other

considerations.
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I felt a l-ittle bit more secure with using this

strategy another time, without the scale of course, but was

sure I would do some more thinking. We modifÍed the

response forms; sometimes they were much less formal. That

year, students compJ-eted six independent study projects so

we varied the style of the peer critique with the goals each

time. For example, we had a very detailed response form for

one Social Studies project on Exploration. Another time'

the forms \^/ere scraps of blank recycled paper and students

copied a brief model I had sketched for them on the

chalkboard. During some presentations, only a smal-l- group

in the audience wrote evaluations while the rest of the

c.l-ass responded orally with questj-ons and comments to the

presenters and also to my questions. I made sure everyone

had a chance to respond and tried to mix the groups by

gender and ethnicity. This was to cut down on the use of

paper and photocopying, teacher preparation time, student

writing time, and it did rnake the response process faster.

Some students asked if they coul-d critique more than one

presenter. I allowed that. I wanted as many voices as

possible here. I also wanted to show that five or six

quality critiques could be as helpful as twenty-seven.

Presenters received , read, and signed the critj-ques before

handing them to me. I read and signed each one. As we

became more skj-lful-' we became more effj-cient. I stapled my

evaluation of the presentations with the peer critiques and
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students had envelopes in their portfolios to store these

forms.

students varued these responses. parents were very

interested in them as wel-l-. There was a communication

problem with parents about this once. parents rooked at the

teacher evaruation as summative and felt it to be

inadequate. They did not notice the conferencing notes,

written editing remarks on the several- drafts of the

individual and group work, the goal-setting between teacher

and student, and forl-owing through during the process. They

were used to looking at the end, the final product, what my

finaL comments were. Parents complained that there was l_ots

of self-evaluation and peer evaluation and not enough

teacher eval-uation. They did not read the process and see

the continuous coachl-ng by the teacher. As the teacher, r
did not see the pedagogicaJ- need to be eJ-aborateJ-y summative

when r felt that r had been exhaustively formative in my

coaching. There was a confrict. r knew T was assessing and

evaluating more authenticarry and documenting that with
conferences and quick notes more than r had ever done.

rntegrating assessment with j-nstruction had a different
look. r was back to the problem of how to communicate with
the parents as this hacì rrrnFn,rnrì impli-cations for a

portfolio.
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r saw class presentations as a way to assess and

eval-uate more than the student abirity to use a clear voice

and captivate the audience. students woul-d have some rea.l_

pou/er here. They would have a chance to talk about v¡hat

interested them, what they hrere curious about. r see this
as student decision-maki-ng. rt is a way students control
curriculum. rt is arso an "eventn that builds on research

skills, organization of ideas in writing, exploration of
diff erent ways to present j-deas with an emphasi_s on the

multi-media possibilities, critical J,istening skitls,
evaruatj-ve ì-anguage development. r video-taped a series of
crass presentations so that kids could view them and enjoy

them; r arso wanted them to see themsel-ves and use the tape

as a basis for reflection.

The day the class viewed the tape, there was a lot of
J-aughing and tarking. r did not ask the students to refl_ect

in writing on what they saw. r considered that as a first
experience, this might be quite inti-midatj-ng. we did some

oral large group processing. I asked the cl_ass two

questions and students vol-unteered their ansv/ers. The

questions were: r'considering arl- the presentations, what

coul-d we improve?' and 'twhat did you like best about the

presentations?" Students could not always hear the

presenter well. This was one way that rAl,K LOUDER became

I tark l-ouder I - a l-ess emotionar and more factual- look at
the problem. speaking cì-earl-y r^ras an issue. one student
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conmented this seemed to be a technicaj- probì_em with the

video camera and this also was a balm for some residual
hurt. one student commented that the audience was not

always polite; they were tarking when they should have been

J-isteningl r think they were recognizing how important

respect was by experiencing the rack of it and having the

chance to tal-k about it. Al-I students liked the choice and

control they had over the topics. They wanted to do more

independent studj-es.

r chose noL to have them ref l-ect personal-ly on their
individuar efforts after they had viewed them with the video

cassette. ït reminded me of the two video tapes r had of my

teaching. My first attempt was a risky business. r didn't
have a problem getting the taping done. rt was part of the

research. viewing it was an entirety dífferent matter.
rn both cases r had asked a student to video tape me and the

crass. r didnrt prepare myserf or the class in advance.

Libby and the camera \,,/ere availabl_e one day. I said, "Let I s

go!'

I wasn?t sure what I was going to find, but I wanted to
have something to refl-ect on. when r viewed the first tape

for the first time, I waited until my house was empty. It
was l-ate at night. when r put the video on r was shaking.

!{hat would r see? r hid the tape away for a l-ong time

before r viewed it again. r v/as j-ooking for something
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specific thÍs time. Much l-ater T viewed it again with yet

another and different reason because I was researching

myself, my movements, my voice, my attitude. Everytime I
looked at it I was home alone. I didn't want anyone ín my

famil-y to view it. It was two years l-ater when I had the

second tape made and it was much easier for me to confront

it as a professional development tool-. I was amazed at the

time it took me to deal with this. I was incredibJ-y self-
conscious, nervous. My comfort level with the mirror was

risins.

There was so much laughing and talking going on during

the viewing of their class tape, I couldntt have stepped

into the studentsr conversations even if I had wanted to.
There was a lot of J-aughing at themsel-ves, not each other.

This r^ras a mirror for them too. I never heard an overt

critical- comment, but I did feel- their nervousness in the

loudness and the l-auqhter.

nervous too.

I was proud of them, but I was

After that first experience with wanting the students

to reflect on their video performance, I have used

evaluation forms for every instructj-ona.l- video I show. Tt

is a technique that helps students develop their analytical
ski-Ils, ì-istening, and summarizing of informatj-on. Students

know in advance of viewing that I want them to be able to
tel-I me what the main idea is and what some of the details
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are. the goal is to continue to deveì-op their language for
evaluation. Sometimes I ask that a web of ideas be built
after the viewing and as a group process. This type of

evaluation is kept with their notes on that topic. If I ask

students to sel-ect something from their work for their
portfolios that shows they have improved listening skills,

or can summarize information, they might choose to put in a

video evaluation as an examþIe of that.

I used rubrics to provide ways for students to learn

the standards of excel-Ience. Initiaì-l-y, the class discussed

what made a good presentation, what rnade a good project. lrle

brain-stormed detail-s, a student acted as recorder, l-aLer I

tlped this in a formal way, then each student received a

copy. The criteria we identified varied according to the

assignment. There was room for teacher goals and individual
goal-setting so that students coul-d see what they had

accomplished and what they still needed to work on. The

rubric was used for students to plan how to begin the work.

It was used for peer evaluation .and peer editing. It was

used when they were conferencing with each other on work in
progress. I used it to guide the one-on-one conferencing

and al-so f or a f inal- evaluation. A fi-nal mark i-s no

surprise.
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r rearned how difficult a rubric is to design. r did
a rot of experimenting, revising, and polishing. rt made me

work hard to design assignments that were purposefur and

meaningful and goar oriented. since evaruation is so mul_ti-
dimensional-, r learned to r-eave a J_arge space on the
evaruation form for comments that r had not pranned for in
advance. r canrt think of a time when something didnrt
arise that we hadntt expected. This format was alwavs
more difficult when giving a mark. r emphasized to the
students that any mark is to be questioned and that r would
aJ-ways discuss any discrepancies that arose. r wanted to be

careful about numbers. students do compare answers and the
numbers have to be fair. There were times when r pred-i_cted

ï wourd be chalrenged on a number, and r was, and that r
would have difficul-ty expraining it, and I did. Fairness is
probably the singre most important thing to them in
eva-l-uation. This rubric is stapted to the assignment and if
that piece was chosen for the portforio, then the reference
for the student or mysel-f was at hand when giving and

expranation for the parents. parents were terring me they
needed to see numbers.

One parent said, 'Give me an A or a B.

somethj.ng to me"

said, "My frame has changed.

meaning for me now.'

That means

I

nohave

Letters and nu¡nbers
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He was patient and he was intrigued. r didnrt want to
lose him in the conversation. r told him the cl-assroom

story about the peer critiques and the subjecti-vity with the

rating scale of one to five. r got the feeJ-ing he would be

more comfortabre if he heard something el-se. He wanted a

standard for comparing. r cal-r it an 'out of body standard"

when a dad says, 'Now, Heming'way ! There I s a standard ! "

Yes. Your son js tr,øe-lve years ol-d. Right now he js just
himseJ-f , not a Hemingway; but, some da'y he may be, Rig:ht

now he is trying so hard to please you, sir, Recognize him.

Discussj-ng education with parents is fascinating.

conferenci-ng with students became another important

evaluation strategy. side by side with goar-setting and

reflecLion, it facil-ítates learning. r l-earn as much as the

students do j-n this process. r diagnose difficurties and

coach Loward the final- goa]-s. students know in advance that
it j-s conference day and they sign up for a time when they

think they can be ready.

r l-ike to sit at my desk during a conference because r
have my records spread out on my desk. students tike to sit
on the high wooden stooL which is close to my chair. rf it
is a group conference they bring extra chairs. They show me

their work in progress and come with their learning ì_ogs and

conference notes. The conference starts when everyone has

work, a fog, and a pencir. They talk and r l-isten and sive
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supportive feedback. Their conference notes keep us on

track. There is a prace for the date, the main ideas of the

conferences because they a.re organized in advance, time

J-ines, a space to make quíck notes of what was accompJ-ished.

I help them write their conference notes. I also keep a

record of my own. Their conference notes need to be handed

in with the finar project because they are part of "the
mark". when the conference is over, students are cl-ear

about what they have to do. Assessment is very much a part
of the instruction during these information sharing

sessions. vlhen students talk to their parents about this
work, parents may see how the process has developed by

reading the conference notes. My evaluation for the proiect

is a summarv of these notes.

conferencing helps to buird the teacher-student

relationship because it is conversat j-onal- and social-. rt is
a charlenge for me when students are intense and

intell-ectual about their learning as much as when they seem

disengaged and without a plan. we are togetherr wê talk,
and there is time to herp. r l-ike to pran conferences when

r have another adurt in the room so that if r need to spend

more time with the more dependent studentsr the other
teacher can rend a hand. rt took a year of triar and error
to design a comfortabre form to use. r need the visual
concrete form to keep me on track. r think kids do too.
For students who make the connection, it flows. For
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students who don't as easily, I use it to tug them back to

the task or to me: rrlf you are ready to conference, bring
your form!" Of course there's a mad scrambl-e.

"What form? Whatrs she taJ-king about? Ohhh. That

form. Oopst ... Okay, here it is." Or sometimes, "HF{mmm

I musta' l-ost it . '

I can J-ead, arrange, support, even 'do' for students

whose abilities or self-confidence with more independent

ì-earning needs more time to develop. Those who have

acquired independent skills can be more independent with it.
Those who need it, get more supervision. Conferencing is a

tremendous enabling process.

The new school had been open for a year before we

committed ourselves to student-led discussions. I saw this
from two perspectives. The first was student empowerment

and student voice. In a discussion with their parents and

the teachers, the student vrould present the porfolio of work

sampJ-es and be prepared to answer questions. Together,

goals would be assessed and new goals would be identified.
I also saw it as a move away from the horrendous toad of

cornprehensive anecdotal reporting in a summative way.

Teacher evaluation would continue to be a part of the

assessment and instruction process on a daily and weekly

basis. With aII the extra effort I was putting into daily
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and v,reekly eval-uation, sure.ì-y this woul,d be adequate for the

parents ! I had not yet learned to be more efficient with my

record-keeping but it had come a long way. Not quite

livable yet, but it was right around the next curve. With

some more thought into portf olio corrstruction, coul-d the

portfolio "speak for itsel-f"?

The stew oets hotter...

The next curve became the first sr-udent-Ied discussions

which took pJ-ace in early November. Students came into the

classroom with their parents at the appointed tirnes and

arranged themselves in smaIl groups at tables. At one time,

there v¡ere three or four families in the room. The

dj-scussion time lasted about thirty ninutes. T circulated

among the tables. We discussed goals based on the student

work and the goals h/ere recorded. I asked the parents to

set a next appointment time before they left.

It was a Thursday. This event was another first for

our schoo.l-. Most students arrived on time wi-th their

portfolios, writing portfolios and agenda book. Often the

whole famiì-y came. Family groups sat together around tabl-es

grouped to increase the privacy. I think some of the kids

were as nervous as I was. I¡ül:en the students opened their

portfolios and started to tal-k, I sat quiet.ly and observed

or circul-ated to see Lf there üÍas any assistance I could
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over to her table and

face was furrowed.

terribl-e happened.

said, "Is this all
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A mom cal-Ìed me

there is?" Her

"What do you mean?rr I asked.

ttDo

how weII

doing in

I not receive a

Dawn is doing?

a]l- sub j ects . '

report or a

ï want to

growth commentary

know how well she

on

is

"No. There is no sunmary statement in the portfolio
for each subject. You will- see my evaluation comments on

each piece in the portfol-io. Dawn, what questions does your

mom have that you cannot answer by showíng her your work?"

"WeII umnnrm What do you want to know, Mom?"

"WeIl, I can see by your work that you are doing very

well. But what does the teacher think?"

I sat down with them. 'Let's go back over Lhe goals

\^re set in September together. "

Dawn turned to the goals set.

the front of her agenda book. At

our first meeting with parents

encouraged to work ahead in l"lath,

She was keeping this in
the goal-setting meeting,

in the fall, Dawn was

to set her own pace, and
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we woul-d monitor Math progress with conferences. She was

interested in different ways to present her independent

studies and wanted more mul-ti-media experiences. I wanted to

encourage that. She was a voracious reader and wanted to

do more writing. Over the six week period, Math progress

was good, she had mastered the essay format and presented a

final piece of writing based on three novels by the same

writer. She had kept a comprehensive log on a moon watch.

She was fascinated by the night sky, aurora borealis, even

U.F.O.'s. and her first independent study presentation was a

pfay, foil- costumes incl-uded, about comets and planets. She

was independent and creative. The portfolio had drafts of

her writing, math work samples and tests, her Science log, a

video of her independent study presentatj-on. She had also

been working hard to establish a relationship with another

student in the room who was choosing not to speak; who

responded with slights nods of her head or when spoken to.

Dawn was caring and was expressing a great deal- of social

responsibility when she spoke to me some days after schoo.l-

about her worry and frustration with this friendship. Did

mom know about this aspect of school- life? Some very

important aspects of school life may not be as easily to

record in a binder.

There was a change in the mother when she heard me

summarize the accomp-ì-ishments of her daughter. By not

having this summary written down in the portfoli-o, I had
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created some

wasn't doing

anxj-ety f or her and

rny j ob.

the f amily. She f el_t

Another family called me over and I saw

faces and furrowed brows. 'Oh, no. What now?"

more cJ_oudy

The mom said, 'Why are

changed? Is this the way it
doing this? Why have things
going to be all year?"

we

is

r smired and said, "As you recalr from our meeting in
september, r stated that r wanted to see you in the school_

more often this year because it is important that r am with
you when candace tal-ks about her work with you so that if
you need crarification from me r am here to give immediate

feedback. It is my goal to work together with you. "

'Are we going to do it this way next time?'

'Yes, r hope so. pr-ease note any concerns on the
response sheet and r will get back to you by phone or by

l-etter. Tf you want to arrange a pri_vate meeting with ftê¡

we can do so next week. ?rTe wirt see this goar-setting sheet

in the front of candace r s agenda book right next to our
september meeting summary. r hope to see you again in six
school- weeks from nor^Jr. we wiÌl- have time to tal_k about the
latest work in the portfolio and how it is evidence of the
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attention we have been paying to the goars we have set. rs
this same time, Thursday, January 13t|gg4, good for you?"

"Yes, this is a good time for us. Actuallyr w€ i-ike
this type of meeti-ng. we wish our son in the (other school)

had these arrangements. Then we could keep track of what he

is doing. The teachers never tal-k to us unt j_l it is too
late-' That made me feel r was accomplishinq a l-ot.

The time went on and the groups in the classroom

changed and quiet conversations contj_nued as r moved from
group to group. Earlier in the day my class shared their
portfolios with sixth grade students for a practice run.
They whipped through the pages rike maniacs. This time, the
harf -hour set asj-de f or each f amiJ-y of ten was not rong

enough. Some family groups stayed as long as an hour.

There u/ere parents who were waiting for uncomfortable

periods of time to speak with me as werl-. This would have

to be fixed- r observed the students taking charge of the
discussion in most cases.

r was sad to see one mom in charge of the portfolio
pieces by having them in front of her. At first Miranda was

sitting across from her mom. r said, "Miranda, move around

to this side and sit beside your Mom so that you can l_ook at
your portforio together." Miranda moved but did not take
possession of the portfolj-o. Mom corrected all_ her mistakes
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with a pen and was critícizing something every time I
circled by. In l'liranda t s daily diary where students are

asked to write a question about their learning for that d"y,

Mom pointed to one question and said, "This is stupid. 'How

can they l-ive?r These peopJ-e shouldnrt be here."

I coul-dn't let that one oo!

' Mrs. Brandson, on that duy, our cl-ass spent quite a

lot of time with the special needs kids. trle were in their
cJ-assroom, we sang, we l-istened to other students present

stories about arl of the interests of the kids who we.re

confined to wheer chairs and we depended on others for
cornpJ-ete hearth care. Miranda was struck by their quality
of life compared to her own when she asked, poignantly,

"How can they l-ive?' I understood and v¡as touched by her

question. "

l'{iranda

live?"
had written in her dail-y log, 'How can they

"Yeah. What are those kids doing here anyway? They

shoul-d be in hospj-tals. And al] that money they are costj-ng

the tax payers! rt is not right, " Mrs. Brandson continued

forcefully.
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"Are you thinking about the articles in the paper

recentJ-y? In this school we belj-eve that ai-l- kinds of kids

shoul-d l-earn together. Maybe the media could Ìook at what

we are doing here. I think the news stories would look

different, " I answered. I coul-d tell by her face that she

was not very happy with the situation.

One family was particularly rushed. They arrived late,
sat absorbed while their child presented the portfol_io and

then rushed out in such a hurry that the dad did not even

make eye conlact with me. The mother phoned me after school_

the next week to shout her frustration that I had not

provided a written summary of accomplj-shments and that I was

not doing my job. !{hy had I changed things when they were

so happy with what the l-ast year's teacher had done, and was

I going to send home a written evaluation, or did they have

to rtake this higherr ?

I knew she was threatening me with a call to the

principal and superi-ntendent, but I could only reflect, "lrlho

could be rhigher' than I? I was the one who knew her

child's academic life better than any other school person."

And I was confident that if the administration wanted more

inforrnation, there would be a conversation about this, nor

accusati-ons.
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Several- parents wanted to take the portfol_io home along

with the response form and promised to return the work the

foll-owing Monday. I had asked everyone to respond to some

questions. About a thírd of the group wrote on the form and

handed it back to me the same night. Most wanted more time.

They wanted to think carefully through the response form and

to respond from home. I thanked them and tol_d then that I
would phone or write a letter to them next week, based on

their feedback.

The portfoÌio evening struck me as "other-dj_rected".

Students brought their parents in, sat down , and started to
share. Parents focussed on the student work and listened
and ask good questions. For the first time, the

appointments took place on time. Tn the pastr parent

interviews often started l-ate and ended late, or parents

felt ushered in and rushed out.

For the first time I fel-t like a faciÌitator with
parents. I spend all day and well_ into most nights

responding to their children's work. ft was good to be able

to arrange an opportunity to see the parents respondi-ng to
their children and to the exhibition of J-earning in the

classroom. I was so exhilarated by the evening that I
coul-d not sleep when I got home. My husband and I sat up

late. I was shari-ng some of my insecurities about the

even-i-ng and he said, "Look Zo'e. You have another life.
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report card, why donft you

1.22

If the parents want a check-list
just give it to them?'r

'I don't think there is any going backr, I said.

what T had faired to do was make the portfolio "speak

for itsel-f" more independentì-y of the chi.l-drs voice. r was

depending on the student voice because that vras what r

thought was very important. r needed to coach them more

with what r saw as a new power for them. r arso had to
readj ust my view to see this as a parent woul_d. My

reflectj-ons that night however, were so positive. over the
next few weeks, r was to hear parent voj-ces that were not

r rearned some important things about portfolio
construction that year.

Another parent was ve.ry angry. He phoned the day after
and demanded a private meeting with me before the winter
horiday. He ü/as threatening to place his daughter in
another schoor because he fert our schoor was not

communicating about her progress in a way he coul_d

understand" He was not happy with the portforio as a

'report card'. r asked the principal- to sit in the meeting

with me.

Both parents arrived. He was bothered by the idea that
his daughter's friend came home with a report card and over



the phone she coul-d telÌ everyone

girlfriend asked how his daughter

daughter was at a loss for words.

know where she stands. What is this?
go to a school- where she knows where

I¿J

her grades. I¡lhen the

Carol was doing, his

'My daughter does not

I want my daughter to
she stands ! "

For rì€r thÍs meant that the ol_d vocabulary and

patterns of tark had not yet been replaced by the new ,"/ay

carol- was rearning to understand and tal_k about her
portforio correction. The parents were in a panic that the
chird did not know 'where she stood'. I spoke to them about

the skills their daughter had and reminded them of the goals
we had set in september to make improvements. Dad was arl_

in favour of goal--setting. He saw that as important in real_

life- But what was the standard? How courd her progress be

compared to that of others? He was concerned. about her
future.

r wasntt sure that the parents went away with what they
r¡rere seeking. They seemed more at ease with the information
we shared. r promised to make some changes they feÌt they
needed to make the portfolio make more sense to them. r
admitted that my first effort that fal_t could stand a l_ot of
improvements and that r would think about what they had said
very carefuÌÌy. ?ve agreed to meet in January for a fol]ow-
up discussion.
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The principal- tol-d me later that r was articurate
about pedagogy and that r had communicated a detailed
understanding of the student. she was impressed. The

portfolio had not. Lle decided that working so cJ-osely with
students to demonstrate J-earning resul_ted in a closer
rel-ationship with them. Carol stayed in our school-.

Friend]-y relations continued throughout the year with the
parents.

r hoped that r wourd not rose track of my idea that
student voices v¡ere critical- in this dialogue. r was

resisting the idea that the portfor j_o coul_d "speak for
itsel-f ". rt was the diaì-ogue that made the portfolio
distinctive, authoritative, and authentic. Teaching

students how to tark about their work was a definite qoal-

for me.

r learned a lot from the parent taLk and the response

form. some parents objected to being j_n one room with other
family groups and some asked for private time to meet. some

b/ere perf ect]-y comf ortable with this and liked the
opportunity to see other families and sociarize. some

parents objected to "rittl-e kids running around.'whire r
riked the siblings there and thought it v¡as true to rife.
some parents didntt want a meeting at alr. parenLs who did
not see the need to come to school told me that the
regurarly tal-ked about school- work with their child. some
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of the parents who worked shifts-work wanted regurar phone

carrs. There were two parents r kept in touch with by

writing notes in the child's agenda book"

The January 1,994 meeti-ng with parents and portfolios,
the second student-led discussion, had its own specj-ar

characteristics. The portfolios had a different look and we

had made some schedule changes as well_.

students had worked hard from November 18, i-993 up to
the christmas break making organizational and content

refinements to the portforj-o corrections. A tabre of
contents was added. This represented work during that time

period and a note to parents f rom me outl-ined curricul_um

goars. This wourd guide the choices of work sampres that
students woul-d enclose. 'Do we have to include al-t those on

the rist, just because you say so?" r answered with my

reasons for wanLing samples from each category included.

"Just suppose you chose not to put a work samp.ì_e j_n

from one category on the list. vühat would that mean to your

parents? Woul_d you be ready to expl_ain that?n I wanted

them to think ahead, think through consequences of their
choices. r was to arri-ve at a different understanding of
what this could mean for student sel-ections at a later date.
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them. rf something missing meant work not comprete, then

the lack of evidence provided a point of discussion about

decision-maki.ng or work habits and homework.

students had also done a rather rengthy serf-refrection
on the september to November work which became part of the
portfolio col]-ection, just before the christmas holiday. r

also planned to continue the student

reflections/evaluations weekly in the new year.

Friday morni-ng r woul-d summari-ze some of the week r s

activities and ask the students to respond to those

activitj-es by describing them and then commenting on goals

and accomplishments. This would provide more practice with
ref lecting, self -eval-uation, and evaruative vocabuJ_ary.

Parent comrnunication would be enhanced by knowing what the
J-earning activities were that week. "lVhat did you

learn?" was the object of the writj-ng. on that weekty

correspondence there wou.l-d be a place f or me to make

comments as well as a place for parents to respond to me and

to the child.

At the end of the first week in January, r sent home

the December refrections including my comments. r also
incl-uded a second ref l-ections/serf -eval-uation f rom the
students that represented the work from the first week back

to school- in the new year. r attached a retter to these
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Every
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writings that explained some of the changes in the

portforios that the parents coul-d expect to see during thej-r

nexL visit.

Schedul-es were adjusted so that there were fewer family
groups in the room at the same time. Some parents had

requested private time in the cl-assroom as they v/ere

uncomfortable speaking in front of others, no matter how

quietì-y hre spoke. This v/as a pJ-us for trtêr as things

unfolded¡ âs r honestly fert r had more time to tark with
each f anil-y. The down side h¡as that this took three

different evenings to complete all the meetinqs.

one dad v¡ho worked for a multi-national comþanv said

that this system in my cl-assroom was not rerr"ctive of the

"real' worrd. rn his view the worl-d grades and sorts people

and this wâs not preparation for the cord real-ities of a

life they would meet about eight to ten years from now. He

is graded in his work. He has targets to meet. How r/,,ras

this preparing his daughter for the real world? This was

'baby stuff I I

My eyes sparked. 'These are twel_ve and thirteen year

ord children, not adults. r do not bel-ieve that r ouqht to
grade and sort chil-dren. During a time when their
abi-lities, their understandings about themselves as

l-earners, their potentiaÌ, etc. is just beginning to b]_oom,
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they need opportunities to make decisions, opportunities to
share their ideas, to gain serf-confj-dence about their
accomplishments . They need encouragement to become

independent and critical thinkers and to l-earn how to
probrem-sol-ve. Every chird is different. Each chird needs

to be understood for her/his own strengths and needs

encouragement to build on those strenqths. Learning

difficulties need to be identified and worked on tosether
with parents as part of this knowledge and ot".,nino. i ï
was really on a soap-box.

'r knov¡ what you mean by that. My own two kids are as

different as night and day. And hre tend to treat them

differentry, too, " He admitted. okay. someone Trras

l-istenins.

"Do you taJ-k to your chil_dren about that ? Do they know

that?.n r wondered about this to myself. r contj_nued to
expJ-ain. As teachers we were trying to model_ with sel-f-
evaluation and reflection practice that self-knowledge was

important. was serf-knowJ-edge not important in his work?

Did he not have to make his own pran about how to meet his
targets? Did he not have to coÌl-ect evidence of his work

and his accomplishments so that he courd argue his case

before his boss for his next raise, or with his next

account? Did he not have to have the skilt to speak

confidentÌy and well- about his o\dn ideas, his work, and the
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companyrs interests? Did he need only his bossts opinion,

or did his own opinion count, in order to improve his

performance? InThrat other opinions vrrere significant in this
process? his familyrs? his friend's?

I explained by referring to the portfolio that I was

attempting to design instructional- activities in my

classroom that would lead to self-knowledge, would promote

co-operation and more importantJ-y col-Iaboration, that would

alert students to the importance of setting goals, and would

encourage self-refl-ection and sel-f -eval-uation. This h¡as

Iearning for real life. He just stared at me.

One parent asked me if I would write down my

explanation of portfolio assessment. Listening to my

explanation was clear, but she needed something to take

ah/ay with her to read and to respond to at anoLher time.

She laughed and said that perhaps she was a "visual learner"
l-ike her daughter. She was referring to the learning styJ-es

work in the portfolio. Vle shared a laugh over that! She

was J-earning from her daughter and about her daughter's

learni-ng style. I said I would. I made copies of what I
wrote for a few other parenLs I thought might be interested
but never received a personal reply.

There is a connective tj.ssue in the portfolio
development with my students and that I have found to be
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patience with the effects of j-ntended behaviour. the most

recent student-Ied discussions offered even another chanqed

view. In my journal I wrote:

Student-T'ed Discussions- November 1- 994

ttlhat struck me about the studen t-Led was a Link to
three ideas; credibility, caring, and curricuLum. This is â
credibLe, worthy, vaJ-ued process and I feel a credibility
that is mine, âs much as the students, because I am abl-e to
facil-itate this process in their Lives . What smal.-l things
am I doing now that may have Jarge impLication for their
futures? I o-bserve'a caring, concerned rel-ationship between
parent and chiLd; I feeJ- connected to that. I am sitting
here, they are over there ín their family groups, but we are
connected. I know the kids weJ-J- and this gives a new
understanding to the word partnership, I actuaLly hesitate
to use thjs old vocabuJary; it wouLd be useful to include
the antitheticaL - I am not a strang,er, not an adversary. I
feel- a connection with parents, They seen relaxed,
definiteLy in a mode to Ljsten to their chiJ-d. I have tisne
to get to know the parents. These taLks are taking a Jong
time. One mom stayed for one and one-hal-f hours this
afternoon. When we taLked about her chil_d, s Jearning she
said more than once, uThat's Jane ! You,ve got that
right!'t. We are buil-ding rel-ationshÍps and the focus in on
goals and plans to accomplish those goals and we focus on
what is worth J-earninq. Better than that, there js
agreement, a consensusr about what appears to be
worthwhil-e. ?here is a c-Zearness about what it is we are
doing: here. The 'tcurricuLum" we are actually talking: about
is what we are doing for and wixh the chiLd as parent and
teacher and what the chiJ-d is doing for herseLf , nRightu
procedures have these t'good't ef fects. The connective tjssue
js the jntentjons, wê câuse the future.

My writing was interrupted at that time by a teacher

walking into the room who needed cl-arificat j_on about a

project we were working on together. What is val_uabl_e for
me about the writing is the completely different perspective
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and mood I was feeling that date, compared to the anxiety
and tension r was feeling in previous student-Ied discussion

encounters. I had l-earned something in November, and no\n/,

January 1,995, r use this journar entry as a springboard from

where r am now to be abl-e to outl-ine some chalrenges r stil-r
see.

A meal to digest...

There are times when

tness1rr for me to think about

is becoming clearer, less

work in school-.

ir
my

Portf ol-io assessment implies exampJ-e and argument. It
is ilrustrative of three important educatj-onal issues

assessmenl, pedagog,y, and curricul_um. Student portfolio
collections as alternative assessment in method and manner

(Fenstermacher, 1-992) are non-competj-tive and descriptive;
show schoJ-arly respect for evidence; represent an openness

to ideas from all- stakehotdersi is a dial-ecticaL process of
interdependence of teachers, students, and parents; includes

skil-ls of. sel-f-reflection with goa]- setting and the follow
through; and symbolizes theory in practice. portfolios

have the power to instruct teaching, to establ-ish defensibre

"practical arguments' (Fenstermacher, 1986).

r am rearning about collaboration, what makes education

transactional as opposed to transmission, when r worked
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with cooperative J-earning theory. The tj-mbre and tempo of a

collaborative classroom is not always an easy f low.

students have taught me that a shift in tempo or timbre is
usuarly a signal of a frustration level and not necessarirv

a signaJ- that they want to switch activities. r started to
trust this aspect more and be patient with that frustration
that is being creaLed, give it more time, so that some ne\^/

learning will be an outcome. The disequiribrium, tension,

confl-ict, usualry means that some new ì-earning is being

worked out, and that disequiribrium ís a positive signat for
a teacher and the class. Not necessarily a negative one. r

let them stew more. r'm not so quick to rescue them from

the simmering and bubbling.

when teacher tal-k time becomes part of the teaching

d-y, it may become part of the teaching curture. rt is not

an add-on to the teaching day. Teachers need time to
establísh a relationship, to share, to trust, to organize

their ideas, to change thingsl rt functions in a simil-ar
h¡ay as peer critique and group processing, the give and

take of power, and the tal-k needs to be part of J-earning,

during the action, and after the action. This process needs

to be individuar reflection in- and on-the-action as wel_l as

group reflection. student talk time needs to be part of the

teaching d"y, the student culture, the schoor cul-ture, with
a view to improving on what has gone before. I'm quite
certai-n that there has to be more tatk time with þarents. A
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ref .l-ective school- culture is guite

traditionalr "empty vessel" metaphor.

chanqe from the

I am learning to be clearer about expectations and

standards of excel-Ience usíng the rubrics. The criteria
for assignments are something that students are more likely

to take responsibility for when they help negotiate them and

use them as a basis for setting goals. Rubrics are usually

in a state of chanqe from one work to another. Thev

represent goals and standards.

Conferencing has tremendous power. It works very well

in a co-teaching time. Having another teacher in the room

to be there in a multitude of ways for the kids who are not

conferencing is an enabling condition for learning. I have

experienced some wonderf uI J-earning in co-teaching ti-me.

Teachers need adul-t learni-ng buddies too ! Co-teaching is an

opportunity to coll-aborate to j-mprove the quality of

education for kids that I am just beginning to l-earn more

about.

There are no recipes, there is no one right way.

Ideas are not applied, they are negotiated in context.

Practice becomes visible because it is shared with an

overture to trust and exchange. Learni-ng is more process

than single event. During observation and discussion there

is reciprocj-ty as al-l- shareholders become resources for one
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another. There is no detachment but invoLvement and

divorced fromresponsibility-taking. Method cannot be

manner.

Curriculum becomes visibl-e because it is shared and

has been Iooked at systematically by such processes as self-
reflection, goal-setting, and the dialectical
interdependence of teachers, students, and parents. The

teaching medium becomes visible so that it is accessibl-e to
theorizing (Boomer, 1987, p. 6). One can revisit the theory

after working with the ideas and refJ-ecting on the

understanding of those ideas. Understanding change is then

understood as l-earninq and chanqe.

Kemmis (1-987) asks what makes one's practice

educational and I find an answer in. the enactment of my

bel-iefs and val-ues in order to do a better job of realizing
those values. There is a realization that teacher knowledge

is not just about pedagogy, curriculum, and assessment, but

about the moral dimensions of teaching (Goodlad et al-.r1990;

Fenstermacher, in Goodlad et al., l-990; Coulterr 1994;

Noddings, 1984 ) . Sergiovanni (1,994 ) employs his powerf uJ-

metaphor of community to al-ter perception, language, and

actions. When our language changes, the way we act on the

meanj-ngs of those words also changes.
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How has my Ìearning changed? My practice has become

praxis, I write a personal journal, student observation

journal on behaviour, and anecdotes of conferences. I
expect students write about learning activities weekly in
corfì.menEartes ro þarents. I think more deliberately about

designing lessons with built -in evaluatíon of goals and

accomplishments . Sel-f -esteem is built bv of f eri-no more

student control over curriculum decisions, and giving them

the authentic, significant work of learning. There i-s more

dialogue with students and parents. And naturally, there

are more guestions.

I have yet to settle, with a greaLer degree of

satisfaction, the notion of student voice that is still_
niggling. It must mean more choice and control-. But what?

hlhat more can we do .with co-teaching time to make the

classroom more meaningfuJ- for the students? Vlhat other

possibilities are there for the portfolio as a structure

that informs teaching? What indeed are the possibiJ-ities

for my own portfolio? And of course, there are many

questi-ons that I have about the notion of curricul-um

The next chapter turns to the explication of some of

the "howevers" that keep being stirred up in the stew. It
continues to be of great inLerest to me to find out how the

notíon of teacher as researcher wil-l continue to enabled me

to study my or^/n pracLice so that some of the implications
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education.
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al-Iow me to be a part of guality
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CEAPTER FOUR

Teacher as Researcher - A Changing View

why should teachers bother with teacher research?

Because it is a b¡ay of knowing and learnj_ng about teachi_ng.

r have learned some varuable ressons about teaching and how

r go about being a teacher. Now, schoor is l-ess messy and

yet at the same time it is more complex. Now, r have a

language for a concept of teachÍng that is becoming

crearer. Now, my monologue is charrenged, pubtished, open

to scrutiny as r have come to bel-Íeve teacher work should

be open. At the same time, r am al-so av¡are of an

oversimplification in this writing in the expÌanation of
this work in my pursuit of the ideats of caring, community

and col-Iaboration.

Nonetheless, this writing is an attempt to articurate
adequatery the principres behind teaching (smyth, tggzr p.

296) that characteríze my practice. A concept of teacher as

researcher provided the framework for an J_nvestigation that
has led me to a deeper understanding of four aspects of
teacher work curricurum, pedagogy, assessrnent and a moral

dimensÍon of teaching. Norms uncovered incrude carÍng,
community, and collaboration, and the central role of
reflection in this research effort. My initial question of
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how to ímprove my practice or be better at what r am doing

as it is tied to quarity of education in my crassroom,

became a matter of undersLanding better those four aspects

with caring, corraboration, community and reflection as

the connective ti-ssue.

The description r have given of my teachi_ng is not an

end in itserf "[r]t is a precursor to uncovering the

broader principles that are ínforming (consciously and

otherwise) [my] classroorn action" (Smyth, p. Zgl) . I am

seeking to develop 'defensj-ble practical- principles" so

that r may move "beyond intetlectualizing the issues to
concrete action for change" (p. 2gg). By taking a teacher

as researcher stance, my practice has changed in ways that r

bel-ieve improve the quarity of educaLion for students. By

being refrective, criticar, and by working corlaboratively
with others, I can take the power to decide what

educational aims should be and how schools should be

operated. r have become crearer about my philosophy of
education.

t'hlhat is going on? what âm r trying to accomplish

here?" are the initiar questions that r-ed to an increased

understanding of teaching that have led me closer to being

abre to say, "This i-s good practice. " r recognize that r

have been seeking what is good practice the essence of which

is dialogic j-n naLure.
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As I -l-ook back on the cl_assroom stories, I see they

represent a way for nre to make a connection between

betiefsr purpose¡ and the way r act as a teacher. Alr of
this can be understood in re.l-ationship to coJ-leagues,

students, and parents. The conceptuar l-ink for arl- my

teacher work is the understandings about relationships
with peopre that r have derived from such stories, about

the ways in which r learned to organize curricurum to
understand students, thej_r parents, colleagues, and

activities. Caringr collaboration, comrnunity, and

refrection represent touchstones of my way of knowing and

acting; I organize curriculum, pedagogy, assessment, and am

mindful of the ethicaÌ ideal_ , in J-ight of these norms.

The words of Hlebowitsh (L990) remind me of my own

experience that is part of my stories. Hlebowitsh argues

for an integratì-on of curricul-um and instruction and

reflective consideration of the morar imprications of
teaching. when r stood in the chaotic aftermath of that
school- day in the prorogue to this writj-ng, r knew r needed

to examine what r was teaching and why, and how it coul_d

be done better (p. 156). As r embarked upon a deriberate,
purposeful- journey as teacher as researcher, school- work

became even messier. Curriculum knowledge involves a

justification of aims I ã deveÌopment of teaching and

learning strategies and content.that puts all members of the

rearning community in tune with the subject maLter and the
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val-ues and aims of society. curricul-um knowledge develops

through refrective consideration of the moral and

pedagogical- implications of teaching. I l_earned how

incredibly complex arl of this is and have decided that
al-though the tensions are many, the effort is worthy because

the reward of the learni-ng is worthwhile.

School is also less messy. The norms of caring,

community, and col-l-aboration are clearer to me, and are now

part of the ranguage r use to describe what it means to me

to be a teacher.

Caring

At some point al_ong this journey f l_earned that good

teaching is caring. Establishing a humane relationship with
students and their parents is the basis of understandings

with them, about them, their goals, and how r can facii-itate
their learning. There are times when r feel- r have l-earned

more from students and parents than they could possibly
learn from me. But then r smj-le to myseJ-f and think of the

word "transactional". when r ref]ect upon these stories
above that show the importance of a carj-ng rel-ationship in
the social- organization of the classroom, r am reminded of
the words of Noddings (1984) when she speaks of the "means

of nurturj-ng the ethicaj- ideal- " (p. 1S 4 ) . Finding and

putting into practice the means and more fully understanding
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the means of nurturing the ethical_ ideal began for me the

day r decided to set about exploring cooperative rearning

theory and what that could possibJ-y mean in the l_ives of my

students.

Then, I was motivated by the claim that student marks

woul-d be higher on tests if students coul-d rearn to work

productively and cooperatively in their studies. My goal

was to increase test scores. rf r coul-d i-mprove marks on

tests that would mean r was a good teacher and the quality
of education in the c.rassroom woul-d improve. r assumed

students and parents and my prÍncipal would be happy about

my decision , if r could repJ-icate these astonishi-ng cl-aims.

Then, r was also motivated by the observation that students

rearly didn't exhibit much cooperative behaviour. r val-ued

harmony and wanted to see if deriberate, conscious effort on

my part courd create that value in students. r was stiÌI
thinking that this rearning could be transmittedi it was

something I had to 'do' to someone el_se. In the

transactional process that unfolded, r learned much more

than T expected.

One of the things I learned is that good teaching is
grounded in caring. Deriberatery and purposefully setting
about to improve the quaJ-ity of the rerationships between

rnembers in the cl-ass brought me closer to an understanding

of the students. r came to understand them as human beings,
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with separate wishes, fears, curiosities about the world,

that I had never imagined, and I continue to be intrigued
by their ways of thinking. How much conversation is needed,

over and over, to heJ-p them with big ideas such as truth,
and honesty, and fairness never ceases to amaze me. I was

teaching for about ten years before I began to see this more

clearJ-y as a oresponsiveness' and "receptiveness" as I now

use the language from Nel Noddings (p.2).

I also learned to ask a lot more suestions. I used to

assume I knew what a student v¡as thinking, fearing,

wondering about. Now when I want to know something about

what is going on in the classroom, I ask. It's quite a

simple practice even though the responses usually aren't.
However, when I find that questions such as "whaL r s going on

here? what am I accomplishinE?" popping into my mind, I ask

those around me about how they perceive that. The skill of

group processing, derived from the cooperative learning

story from the classroom, is a reflective action that

makes public for the consideration of others, the work of

the group that d.y, at that time. Students are expected to
discuss what went well, what the group could improve on for
next time, and come back to these goals. Then one student

reports to the class as we all- l-isten. lrle talk in the

classroom about thei-r l-earnincr in other forms; other

process logs, theír reading-writing-response journals, in
their self-eval-uations before and afLer a test, in l-etters
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to parents. I need to see their faces, hear their words,

and "receive what they are feeling" (p.3) about their work

to f acil-itate next steps.

I observed that good teaching as caring plays ouL in
the af fective .responses in the classroom. I not j-ced this
when I taught about learning styj-es. I wanted to find a

way to give students information about some educational

research on how we learn. This information intrigued them

as I hoped it would. As we learned about learning styles in
my classroom, I facilitated opportunities in social- studies

projects for students to choose from a variety of

activities that would hel-p them learn more about their
preferences and judgments. I worked with my class about

learning styl-es af ter much tal-k with colJ-eagues and was

encouraged by the responsiveness of the students when they

started to ]earn that there r^¡ere a variety of styles.

Students learned to study in different ways. V{hat intrigued
them was that there was in fact a variety of ways to study -
not just one way. One group of kids got together to make

fl-ashcards to help them study for the tests. Just because

they needed flashcards in their review to help retain
information they vJere released f rom the l-abel of "dum.b".

There was a myth in the group that because one group of
students needed visual pictures to help them understand,

rather than just facts from a written page, that they were

"dumb". One group, the students who needed to taJ_k, just
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wanted to discuss what they had l-earned they questioned

each other from their notes. Another group designed a game

to be played with the facts. Two students in Lhe group

ç¡anted to rewrite their notes.

r care that students have information that makes a
difference to them in their lives. student responses, their
interest, and even their rerief in some cases, showed me

that sharing information about how we fearn is important.

rt varidates choices and val-ues those choices as a "real_"
part of the work. I was fascinated when students saw

learning style informatj-on as important to their "work". A

different group of students at a different tj-me did noE see

that rearning the rores of encourager o.r materiars person

was a "rea.l-" part of thej-r work. Both groups l-earned to
work somewhat differently, however. rf the result of this
exchange of information about learning styl-es oï cooperative

roles is increased tolerance and understanding among usr

then the decision r have made to teach about "differences'
becomes a means of nurtur j-ng the ethical-

Noddinqs writes about.

ideal- that

r l-earned that rerationships in the cr-assroom improve

when r teach this way. sharing information about rearning

styÌes, teaching about cooperative roJ-es, exchanging our

ideas about assessment, establishing criteria for what makes

an excel-l-ent piece of work, involving students and parents
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in goal-setting and the f ol-i-ow-through; alJ- this l-eads to

knowing students well and enriches the relationship. Recall

the story of Donny, the isolate. Once I understood clearly
that I was also treating him as though he was not really in
the class, our relationship improved and I know other

students started to see him differently. How the teacher

acts is crucial.

In some ways, I l-earned that I was al_so cared for.
Throughout my experience with the teacher research group in
the division, I v/as J-earning that teacher work j_s valued as

unique and important to educational dialogue. The

superintendentsr team, the School- Board, other teachers,

many authors cited in this reference list, value thoughtful

research that admits to being on-going and incomplete. I
was given the freedom, the opportunity, the time, and the

moral support to explore my own learning and make

connections with that learning to students with the

expressed purpose of improving the guality of education for
students. How could that goal be accompll-shed without

invoì-ving rnyself in conversation with other teachers, the

studentsr or indeed, their parents? At our research

meetingr ür€ talked about how things r^¡ere changing for us in
the classroom. The day that someone in the group said that

"the rules had changed", we were encouraged to tal_k about

this with the students with an eye to increasing their
invol-vement with the learning. It was a way to invo.l-ve
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them, to al-low them to take more responsibility for the

crassroom interaction in a conscious way. rt was a way of
'Ietting go' (Newman, 1991r p. 2ZB) .

rf. r fel-t cared for when r shared my work, woul_d this
also be va.l-uable for students to learn that their work is
val-ued, that they are cared for in a simil-ar way? f 'm in
the midst of an attempt to do this. rn the classroom, r
make many efforts to invol-ve students in conversation and

reflection about their work as students. r have been

encouraged to respect my own work and that of other teachers

and believe that the next rogical piece is to encourage

students to respecl their own work. In my classroom

stories r vrê -l-earn to wri-te evaluative and ref lective
statements and to set goals together and individual-J-y. r
give refrective ranguage and monitor how students use it and

indeed if they are J-earning how to use it. sel-f -evaluatj_on
and goal setting are a part of dairy rife in the classroom

because of the drive to integrate assessment and instruction
in the exampres given in the above stories. Goals are
jointly arrived at through teacher reflection on the
accomprishments of the individuar, through individual
ref lection on what \,vras accompJ-ished, how, and what each

person wants to do to improve. parents are a.l_so a part of
this conversation during student-l-ed discussions.
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I¡üe discuss and write down what makes a piece of work

of the híghest standard. We use the rubrics in a variety of
ways outlined in the stories to show how these standards of
excellence are used throughout the process, to help students

inform their work as it is unfolding, not just at the end.

The criteria are set during a class discussion, are typed,

copíed, and given to each student to hel-p them with the

process of whatever task the rubric represents. There are

no surprises for students when there ís a "final_"
evaluation. Students can articulate what they did or did

not accomplish according to what we set for ourselves at the

outset. students can also extend the dialogue to take into
consideration other learning faclors that arose in the

meantime that we had not predicted.

During one evaluation, the students told me that one

probJ-em with this work hras that they did not have time to
present or listen to all the projects before the two-week

winter holiday before Christmas. Something else came up for
study in class and resuming presentations in February did
not make sense. Students decided to make sure nexL time

that arl- work r^/as presented during a two day period,

starting on a Wednesd.y, and Thursday, and having Friday as

an extra d.y, for time, just in case something unforeseen

arose. Students saw this as a fairness issue We had not

considered "time" as part of the criteria on our rubric. To

rnêr this shows the pov,rer of student voice, the important
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ideas that surface when students are encouraged to refl-ect,
evaluate, and articulate the process. Students assume more

responsibJ-ity when they make some of the decisions and they

know thev are li-stened to.

The technique of peer critique was used so that we were

abl-e to tal-k about ratings and numbers and comments and

learn new language that was helpful, not hurtful-. It is a

way to provide student input, to give students the

opportunity to talk about student work, to teach language

necessary in order to do that wel-l-. Usuall_y students

present pro j ects and the teacher eva-l-uates. It is not

always necessary for only the teacher to plan, reflect,
write, and respond. Students need these opportunities
because these are life-skill-s; making judgments based on

criteria, thinking deeply about criteria and workj-ng with
those criteria, justifying decisions. This practice

encourages self-confidence. Peer critique enabl_es us to
talk about many issues students think of that I hadn't

predicted. When comments like, "She gave me a 2 just

because I gave her a 2 even though my project hras better"
enabled us to explore feelings and ner^r language and much

larger ideas such as "subjectivity' and "objectivity".

Caring involves i-ncreasing the student voice. When

students started to group process during the cooperative

learning Ìessons, they worked together, they reported to the
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c.l-ass as a whole, they kept track of progress, and Jul-ie,
bl-ess her heart, used this as a goar-setting and

organizational tool- for future work. she recognized thís
tool- and red the crass to make this connection with the
charts as well-. Jul-ie also deriberatel_y took her brue

sociar studies binder off the shelf and shared. it with her

mother in an assertive and articul_ate manner that
overwhelmed me and completely confused her mother. This was

the first 'real-" student-l-ed discussion that r witnessed and

had inadvertentry engineered. As time went orrr for me this
meanl, that students had more choice over selections for
their portfolios and increased opportunities to discuss
their sel-ections. The stories graphicaì_l-y show what went on

during peer presentations, student-red discussions,
increased conference time with the teacher, arL of which

added to the practice of the practice.

caring means authentic invorvement with parents.
rncreasing parent voice means that parents, students and

teachers have more opportunity to talk about skills and

goals, study habj-ts, and resources. lrlhen the staff decided

to look at portfolio collections as alternative assessment

practicer wê knew that arrangi-ng more time to talk with
parents was important. we knew that asking parents for
feedback to guestions and surveys wourd help us with the
communication process. Enabring parents to herp in the
goal-setting with student and teacher increased their
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invol-vement with the process of developing student

portfolios and assessing student interests and abii-ities.

In our school we have many families who do not speak

English as their first language so were aware that

communicatíon was not going to be simple. Vrle hoped that

with student-l-ed dj-scussions focussing on the portfol-io that

school talk would happen in a variety of languages. That

happened very naturall-y. We were there to help with any

clarification that v¡as needed. trde often see siblings at the

discussions, the older ones often invol-ved in transl-ating.

In our school there are many parents who work shift-work and

often both parents work, but there ís a high percentage of

parents who attend student-Ied discussions.

We have asked parents to fiII out surveys. We struggle

with the wording on these questionnaíres to keep them free

from jargon and academic language to encourage

participation. Often the students and parents dj-scuss the

questions, talk in their own language, and then the student

writes the parent response. One mom sai-d she was not very

good with English, so if I didnrt mind, she wanted her

daughter to write for her. The parents contrj-bute val-uabl-e

i-nsights. As a school we have used parent comments to inform

and to change our practice. One comment \^/as repeated

throughout, for example, that the portfolio discussion took

a long time. Parents did not begrudge the time spent with
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thej-r children, conments were positive about the quality of
the time. Teachers and students are well aware of the time
required to teach and learn refrective practice. r have

thought hard on that and have managed to rearrange the
portfolio itself, encourage fewer and more indepth student

refrections on work samples, and made curricul_um summaries

shorter.

rncreasing parent voice al-so means that we are going to
hear things that are critical of our practice. As the
teacher, r have fe.l-t l-ike a target Ínstead of a partner at
times. As r refrect on the first student-red discussions

where r had not included a lengthy growth commentary, r feel-

rike a target. Parents were impatient with a change in
format, frustrated because they were in a room ful-l- of other
parents and students and could not talk freely. The mopping

up r fel-t r had to do af ter exposing myseJ-f Ín that
situation took months of more tark and meetings with
parents, students, and the principal-. As a teacher r was

taking risks and struggling to meet the charlenges of the
decisions r had made. This h/as not for the faint-hearted.
At one point with a group of difficu.r-t parents, r fert r was

running out of words. r was not meeting the parent needs

and did not know how to do that.

r continue to rearn about authentic invorvement with
parents and struggre with how to share that meanj_ng with
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them while involving them. Do parents see the student-l-ed

discussion, student self-evaruation, refrection on

accompl- j-shments and goal-s, goal-setting, as an ef f ort to
bring them croser to what goes on for their chird and his or
her school- day? Do parents understand this to be an

improved rerationship with the chíld, the teacher, the

school-, and the chi-rd's ì-earning? How do T show respect

for the learning of the parents in this process of
atternpting to increase their j-nvol-vement with cl_assroom

activities? certainly, my learni-ng with this issue is on-

going and incompJ-ete. r al-so believe that through continued

examination of the practices we have created in our school,

thj-s aspect of school may become ress messy. r have l-earned

that caring invokes respect for the rearner. parents,

teacher, and students are l-earners j-n this dynamÍc, some

probabJ-y more consciously invorved than others, although r
take the riberty of naming al-l- peopte in this rel-ationship
as learners.

caring means it is not the worst thing that could,

happen if one faired. r encourage students to think about

what they courd then do, to fix the probrem. r respect

students by knowing that they can experiment and fair and

reflect and try again and rearn to succeed. r have fert it
safe to do so. T respect students by being patient with
thei-r learning and knowing that learning is not always easy

and that it takes time. From my perspect.i-ve, students who
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are able to present their portfolios and tal_k about their
work with a receiving teacher or a parent oï any other
audience they so choose, that audÍence woul_d be confronted
with work sampres and serf-evaruations as werl as teacher

evaluations from different times of the year. This wou]d be

an informative demonstration of learnins. Much more

informative and personar and respectful of the J_earning that
had gone on than simpry a rist of marksr or a set of
averagesr of a rating scale that compares one person to
another.

caring also means providing the time for rearning to
deve]-op. r have l-earned that Ìearners need t j-me and

patience and practice. Teaching about how to get along is
arduous; l-earn-i-ng those skirrs is even more so.

ïnterpersonar skills need time to develop and unrelenting
ca.re because they are the buirding bl-ocks of caring
relationships student and adult. Amy could not say the
encourager words, even after lots of group practice.
Dividing up the tasks in the cooperative group was not
always fair especialj-y the time Kenny wanted to col_or the
maps when everyone else wanted to do some map work too, and

he refused to do anything el-se. r never did give group

marks on the projects because the students were raising too
many issues that didnrt seem to fit any model_. we had

individual quiz marks which showed that students who nrt- i n
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the effort achieved higher marks on the quiz. The marks

were directly related to effort, not intelligence.

This caring relationship means that I step back more

and al-l-ow student to experience a disequilibrium that
accompanies all new learning. r am not as quick to change

the task, intervene in other v/ays, to rescue. when students

got noisy and restless during a task, I used to change the

task. Now r observe more and circul-ate among the students

to see what they are accomprishing and risten to what

exactly it is that is making the noise. UsuaIJ-y, it is just
louder voices and not disruptive comments. students who are

off task get more of my personaì- attenti-on than students who

do not need a teacherrs intervention at that time. when r

reviewed the tapes for the social studj-es project on the

Maritimes, for exampre, r was struck by how cooperatively

the kids were working. Before r ristened to the audio

tapes, arl r was worried about was how much noise there was

around me. r rearned to l-ook beneath the surface of the

classroom tone and tempo.

students rearn from practice with reading. stude.nts

can lead: they can negotiate high standards of work, they

can examine their work and decide what needs to be better
and how they can go about accomplishing that. They a-re

developing confidence and skiII with language to speak

cJ-early about their work. students learn about cooperating
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by have interdependent as welÌ as independent work to do.

Besides cooperative rearning strategies, many teaching

strategies are revealed in the stories that enabl_e the

learning process.

caring means that the learning is negoti-ated. This is
a r^/ay of J-etting go. students have skil-ts to l_earn and

develop through a wide range of curricurum activities and

student choice is an important component in that range. A

variety of perspectives is honoured as is rearning styre,
interest, and ability. rn i-ndependent study projects,
students set themselves a probJ-em and then journey to
investigate what sorutions there are. There is no rush to
supply answers before one finds out what the question can

read to. lvhen students have an interest in what they would

l-ike to learn more about, sometimes they end up ques'tioning

what exactry it was that they first set ouL to discover.
usually an investigator finds out there is somethinq erse

she needed to fÍnd out about, someLhing unpredicted.

caring means that the risk is worth it. Ïle cared

enough about assessment and communication about learning
with students and parents to take personal risks with our

own learning and to have that risk-taking open to
di-scuss-Í-on, and at tj-mes, heated debate. We \^rere a group of
teachers who, for my part, hardry knew each other yet were

drawn together with enough commonal-ities that focussed us on
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what we wanted to do that made things better for kids.
There was and still is a commitment and a choice. The

commonalities have been establ-ished and we are genuinely

interested in what each one is doing, where the research and

J-earning is going , what seems to be new on the agendas.

'The commitment is to cared-fors and to our own continual-

receptivity, and each choice tends to maintain, enhance, or

diminish us as ones-caring." (p.l-75) . The poínt of teaching

is student learning and the manner in which r^/e teach

(Fenstermacher, L992) reflects our moral knowledge and

behaviour.

A common thread through the

collaboration, being together to

ecìucational- experience for kids.

is another connective tissue

conversations.

above discussi-on is that of

improve the quality of the

The norm of coll-aboration

that helps sustain the

Col-l-aboration

The more I became involved with others and their
conversations about teaching and learning, the more r became

convinced that good teaching is col-l-aborative at crucial
points arong the r"¡ay. For me this means that within an

educational community committed to the construction of what

it means to improve the quarity of education for students,

we need to be in touch with others in order to do that.
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This notion j-s in danger of oversimpl-if ication again;
however, ret me simply say that because of collaborative
ef f orts in a particular interr-ectual_ crimate and

environment, r was able to connect some ideas and

experiences, construct meaning for myse]-f, about myself, and

about teachinq.

The first critical incident v/as collaborative in
nature. This began with the investigative stance introduced
to me my Joanne, seven years ago. rt was fortuitous that r
devel-oped relationships with other teachers who supported

this dj-rection. Many voj.ces resound f rom the riterature as

well-. For me, the work of stenhouse offered a new image of
schooring and there was an opportunity for me to explore
that with a group of individuar-s in whom trust was pJ_aced.

Trust and openness is at rj-sk when teachers talk about their
ideas and frustrations.
everything, arenrt they?

concerned with this 'expert' thinking. There is a visj_on of
individuar teacher growth connected to curricul_um and

professionalism focussing on the notion of re-search as

educative and deveropmentar as werr as important to the
wider world of schoolpeople.

ï experienced an independence and an interdependence in
coÌlaborative efforts. The collaborative part was the
expJ-oration of notions with a group of teacher researchersr

Teachers are supposed to know

Teacher as researcher is not
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working with these ideas in the classroom, writing about my

personal experience with these ideas and classroom events,

and then talking to colleagues. Writing for a wider

audience is also an important part of the opening up of

teacher work for dialogue. The independent part is the

personal cultivation of some of those ideas that I shape

into connections with ideas that hel-p to develop my Ìearning

and understandings. An enabling cl-imate al-l-owed for this.
TLrere is a respect f or teachers as l-earners. Some guiding

words for me are:

Good teachers are necessarily autonomous
in professional- judgment. They do not
need to be told what to do. They are
not professionally the dependents of
researcners or superintendents or
innovators or supervisors. this does
not mean that they do not we.l-come access
to ideas created by other people at
other places or j-n other times. But
they do know what ideas and people are
not of much real use until they are
digested to the point where they are
subject to the teacherrs own judgment.

IF] or only teachers are in the
position to create good teaching
(Stenhouse, in Hopkins, 1985, p. 69).

To me the words of Stenhouse reveal- a powerful respect

for teachers as l-earnersr âs autonomous and independent,

all- the while respecting the col-l-aboration that is necessary

aJ-ong the journey towards increased understandings about

teaching. The notion that teachers are capable of making

j-nformed decisions partnered with the idea that teachers

welcome ideas created by others is a powerful image for me.
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This notion has been very i-mportant in my }earning. First
it validates the respect r feer r warrant for being capable

and intelligent and then it validates a second important

idea that in order to do my work r need to work in concert

with others. r think r needed to l-earn to be autonomous

before r coul-d rearn to be part of a corl-aborative effort
and r needed the col-Ìaboration in order to be independent.

I visualized this at first as my stepping out of the
photograph of the students of a classroom picture. The

classroom photograph had an empty space at timesi the

outl-ine of that empty space was my outl-ine. Then r stepped

back in to the photograph. The stepping out may be the time

when r need to digest a new idea to make it subject to my

own judgment. when r step back in to the picture r see it
as an indj-cation that I have l_earned something, I have

changed, r am ready to exprore collaboratively this idea

again. r have changed because of the ideas generated from

the groupi notions that have struck me from what students

have said.

It is a .l_ot of f un to extend this cl_assroomn

photograph to see students opting in and out at times. rf r

all-ow mysel-f the freedom to step back or step out, do r also

arlow respect for the other learners to take the same

freedom? The picture coul-d as easily be a photograph of a

teacher as researcher groupr a student--l-ed discussion, a
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staff meetingr a university class, a team meeting with those

teachers wíth whom r cl-oseJ-y work, my famiJ-y. of course,

learners need to step in and out at different points along

the journey. stenhouse speaks to me i-n a way that
varidates my own autonomy and judgment concerning my

stepping in and out, respects the time and space others need

to .l-earn and do their own stepping in and out, and also

binds me to the social- construction of the meaninq that
enables that autonomv.

An important piece of this stepping in and out of
the picture is the concept of ref l-ectj-on. Because of my

work with other teachers as researchers, because of
colraborative as wel-l as individuat effort, r have developed

a commitment to knowredge and understandj_ng with an

emphasis on the process of refl-ection (schän, 1gg3r 19gr) .

There is a wj-de-awakeness that is needed; a caref ul-

consideratj.on between thoughts and action, a stepping in and

out of the photograph, if you wilÌ. Now r see schoor-s as

centres of inquiry and the l-ocus of teacher research is what

happens in the c-l-assroom so that students learn. when there

is an aspect of practice that appears probrematic, a

questions arises instead of a headÌong rush to "fix' the
problem.

A coll-aborative effort is expended during our team

meetings at school- to organize .l-earning for a thematic unit.
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Teachers bring a variety of perspectives on what the theme

meansr w€ l-ook at our students and make decisions about what

might work, we col.l-ect resources both inside and outside the

school. lfe invol-ve students in preliminary discussions to
see where the areas of interest l-ie. we attempt to involve
parents as resources. we combine classes of students so

that they are working and playing with students in other age

groups. r rearn much from this experj-ence. r rearn about

friendship and professionalism. r l-earn that others have

unique approaches to problems and I am less stuck in my own

thinking. r am more wilring to try somethi-ng new because if
r fail r have friends around me who care. There i-s no such

thing as the rrfrr word, fail-, because I have l_earned that I
always learn something worthwhile. All this is the easy

part. The hard part is developing and nurturing the

rel-ationships among peopre. Being cl-ear about what we are

doing and why, being purposeful_ and deliberate, being

mindfuÌ of ethical- ideal-s, is an artistic bal_ancinq act.

Fenstermacher (1990) advocates dial-ogue in the

classroom that draws attention to what we a.re doing and why.

This arlows students to see and understand educational-

intentions upon whj-ch we reflect jointJ-y. As a teacher, I
give knowledge by sharing it. When I first wondered if
teaching cooperative rearning skil-l-s to students wourd

improve the relationships in the cJ_assroom, or when I
wondered about how r could demonstrate a different way to
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assess learning because now r was teaching differentÌy, r

was setting the stage for an examination of practice that
involved the studentsr parents and children, other teachers,

other educational- researchers. Fenstermacher also believes
that \^¡e must know the l-earner well, and that in the
practising and failing and practising again, by expending

effort, there is a reciprocity of effort and a commitment

to the responsibility to learn (p. 137). when he speaks of
reciprocity r read corraboration and from this r see

connectedness and commonality on a larger scal-e which r caII
communi-tv.

Community

communi-ty is another part of my language that extends

the notion of belonging. Not I'beJ-onging" in such a way that
indj-vidua-r thinking is overtaken by a mentarity of "group
think"; that woul-d be destructive j-n its ignoring of the

individual creativity so important to the dynamic. But in
the sense that there are ones carj-ng and those being cared-

for in a reciprocal relationship. This attempt to define
this notion is in danger again of oversimpl-ification;
however, the descri-ptions from the stories mal¡ add to the
clarity of the notion.
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Collaborating represents connectedness and

commonal-ities in a community of learners. The community may

represent the classroom, the school, the school_ division as

groups of schools, including the mult j-cultural

neighbourhoods of which we are a part. As teachers we

cannot ignore that we are al-so a part of the political- and

social- dynamic of this cÍty and province wíth its traditions
and ways of thinking. Local-ì-y, I have more control- over

decisions and r wirr begin by describing the smal-I community

of which I am a part.

üJe become learners bound together in certain ways. My

goa]- as a teacher is to facil-itate students' understanding

of their connectedness to their ovrn learning. And I have

narrative experience to guide me. SergÍovanni (1994)

extends this idea and speaks of school- as community; it
provides a sense of beJ-onging (p.67) and ties teachers and

students in a speciar re.l-ationship to something bigger than

themselves. This "something bigger* is shared values, and

a higher sense of self-understanding and commitment to these

vaJ-ues. A sense of bel-onging is what is good for kids, a

precursor to sel-f-esteem. He speaks of teaching as

sLewardship: " .. Ioving students not only helps them learn,

but it is a good thing to do (p. 1O2). He speaks of care

(p. 91) and rel-ationships (p. l-02 ) : curri_culum and pedagogy

reflect collaborative inquiry, some aspects of which are

student ínitiated. sergiovanni focuses on va.l-ues and urges
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schoolpeople to select practice that is consistent with
those values. when r expì-ore val-ues with my students r ask

them what their goals are and indeed we dj-scuss student

goals with their parents.

tr{hat do students va.l-ue? students write about working

hard, doing their assignments, listening to the teacher,

fol-l-owing reasonable directions. There is more resistance

to planning. There ís also some resistance to the j-dea of
reflecting on their work, although most students seem to be

able to do this very wel-I. Students have a great degree of
sel-f knowledge when it comes to their schoo.l- work. They

varue fairness. They value the opportunity to speak their
own opinj-ons. They need to feel- Iistened to. They want to
be treated as i-ndividuals and they want to work with their
friends. It seems to me that i_n Middl-e School, students

have a lot of difficulty making connections beLween their
school work and their l-ives outside of school_. By

observation, Middle schoor students have one large concern

and that is rel-ationships. They have insatiable curiosities
about many topics. Relationships: is that not what I have

been talking about all- this time? For me at this point

there seems to be a gap between my aspirations and practice;
making their work, curricul-um decisions, rel_evant. And

just when r thought things were clearer, ideas get muddied

asain.
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How is community fostered? It is valued, how then can

it be realized? hle need an opportunity to explore what in
fact the connectedness and commonalities mean to us as

individuals and the implications of the individual meanings

on the workings of the group. Does collaborating with

students gi-ves them support and courage through a process

that has many challenges? Coll-aborating with a group of

teachers has certainly given me the support and courage I
have needed throughout a process that has many challenges.

It has allowed me to see, through the give and take of

dj-alogue, that there are choices to be made and that I can

make them. This needs to be made as real- i-n the

relationship between student and teacher and parent as it ís

between teacher and teacher.

The strategy of independent study gives students

control over what they want to find answers to. Involving

students in the decisions about learning during the teaching

of thematic units provides an opportunity for decision-

making, creativity, individuality, cooperative work, and

emphasis on pÌanning and refl-ection. Students have tol_d me

each each that the best part about their school work is this
type of work because they get to decide what they want to
do. It always involves making contact outside of school-

based on their interests. They hardly expect such out of
school experiences to be possible. Conferencing, co-

teachj-ng, and arranging large blocks of time, is a large
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part of the management of these student tasks and

accomplished because student choice and student voice

valued. I bel-ieve it gives them a sense of belonging.

I have been an active member of several teacher groups

who herd a view of educating as inquiry and have received

support for teacher work through the groups. The school-

division organized a fledgJ-ing action research group of
teachers who were interested in investigating their own

practice and committed to mutual support. I have been a

member of a teacher group j-nvestigating the Teachers'

Association interim poJ-icy on teacher eval_uation by

interviewing teachers over tj-me, interpreting data on their
changing views of practice, writing about what all this
means for teaching, and presenting the findings to an

international- group of educators. r have been a Teacher

Team Leader in our Division and encouraged teacher

initiatj-ves, and organized critical- dialogue opportunities

in schoor that centred on i-ssues specific to our school.

ltïe are co-teachers in our school. Having a learn.i-ng buddy

is a wonderful- experience and we have teacher tark-time as

part of our weekly schedules. I¡Ie research and discuss

educational- j-ssues as part of our grade group meetings that
happen weekJ-y. V[e have a grant for our schoo]_ which

provides the money to hire substitute teachers that al-l-ows

time for teachers to work in small groups to research our

progress with al-ternative assessment, teaching strategies,

l-s

J-S
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parental ínvolvement. r see this as an effort to uncove-r

our connectedness by values.

The l-eadership in the schoo.l- divisíon has enabled these

collaborative conditions which in my experj.ence are so

necessary for the j-mprovement of re.l-ationships between

teachers and therefore teachinq. Graduate student

experience and relationships with University peopJ-e has

enriched and enabled my learning and made me aware of my

changing view of teaching. At the moment the university of
Manitoba and a collective of interested teachers in
secondary and middl-e schoo.l-s are meeting with pre-service

teachers to invite them into a wider conversation to enhance

the perspective on the work of school-s.

Community J-ends itself to the ideas of a central_ focus,

or at l-east some focus. Each of these groups about which r
have just written are research groups. we are investigating
something we find problematÍc j-n our practice with a view to
improvíng that practice. Participation teaches me valuable

l-essons about trust and caring and al-so about group dynamics

and a healthy sense of self-worth. The consciousness of
which becomes part of my attitude and approach to people and

hopefulj-y into the cl-assroom curriculum. The assumption of

the healthy sense of sel-f-worth became the single motivating

force behind what cooperative learning theory was beginning

to mean for me. This is important for all- learning because
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Iearning is risky. Issues of trust and collegiality ,

restructuring leadership rolesr power, and networking are

on-going and provide the challenges in col-Iaboratíve work.

Community becomes an over-arching idea with caring and

col-laboration as important pieces.

Community ef forts involve ref -l-ection in and on the

action in any J-arger scal-e reform effort. Kemmis (1987 )

reiterates this connectedness when introduci-ng the notion of

critical- theory to action research which is to " ... adopt a

dialectical- perspective" "that school-s can only be

reformed by reforming the practices that constitute it" (p.

ó¿). Kemmís speaks of emancipation through critique,

coll-aborative action research, a democratic ideal- achj-eved

through dialogue, theorems and action. Coul-ter (1,992)

refers to Kemmisrs interpretation of action research, the

rel-ationship between theory and practicer ês a "double

dialectic" involving thought and action, individual and

society. Winter (1987, cited in Coulter, 1992r p. 10)

speaks of reflexivity, self-crj-tical- reflection in

narrative, that in j-ts thick description establishes grounds

for theory, a theory which grounds its validity in

experience. The story teller becomes her ov¡n critic and is

charged with identifying the contradictions in the dialectic

of action and research. " [E] ducation is a normative

concept" (Cou.l-ter, p. 22) and action research is not onJ-y a

technology but is purposeful actj-on with moral and ethical
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constraints involved. the dialectic is never fulIy resolved

(Briskin, 1989). When educators approach their work with

these understandings, teaching has a tendency to become less

rn€sslr at l-east for moments. If there are cofirmon values,

their identification and reference helps clarity when

teaching becomes messy again. Articul-atlon and clearness of

values helps me to make even the small-est decision.

Col-laborating in the ways mentioned has been

energizíng. That is not to say that re.l-ationships with

people have always been harmonious or based on mutual_

understanding, nor at all times respect. Sometimes the

ene-rgy is destructive rather than constructive when

re-l-ationships and language get confused. lrlorking together

has been meL with an openness as wel-I as varying amounts

of temporary or longer term misunderstandings, fear, risks,
and changes that get in the way of clear understandings.

The effort to establish a common language itsetf is
difficult. What is meant by "reflection in and on the

action"r or "student voice" or "coJ-1egiality"? Indeed,

what is meant by "improving" the quality of educatíon for
children? It seems to me that the efforts to arrive at

commonal-ities of understanding are what creates community.

It also seems to mean that there needs to be a resistance to
a type of group thinking that would exclude chall-enges and

stifl-e actions. It is the tensions and confl-icts that make

the dynamic.
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rt is the dynamic that supports J-earning when there is
a purposefuJ- effort towards goals. That is not to say that
learning is always easy. However, corrective action and a
collaborative spirit can be a posÍtive force in that it
breaks down isoration and opens discussion to enable

rearning. The effort our entire staff has invested in
portfolios as a tool for student assessment is an example of
col-Iective action toward at least a few cornmon goals. lrle

are free to experiment, reflect on that, share, begin again.
tr{e are arso supported by the adminstration to do this.
Linda Briskinr s feminism (1999) describes a sense of
belonging that frees the individual-. This reminds me of
what stenhouse has meant to me. r have worked with groups

of learners in ways that have both enhanced i_nterdependence

and independence. participation in the group. effort has

allowed me to see myself as an agent of change. Fj-rst of
al-l I have l-earned to be an agent of change of my own

behaviour; then it may be possibJ-e to be able to teach that,
once r have l-earned it myseJ-f. "To l-earn to be human is to
develop through the give and take of communication an

effective sense of being an individuarl_y distinctive member

of the community' (Dewey, 195? ltgz7l, p. L54, as cited j_n

!üebb and Sherman, 1989, p. 2St. 'One can be jndjvjdually

distinctive onJ-y as a member of a group. The aim is not to
free individuals from socj-ety but to create freedom jn
society" (hlebb & Sherman, p. ZS) . Sergiovanni (1994 )
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describes belonging as crucial to finding meaning,

significance and strengthening one's own personal identity
(p. 67).

Osborne (l- 9 91 ) describes pedagogy as polítical
practice and describes education as acting. r see a rink
with what he writes and his crassroom practice and then to
mine. To me, osborne tal-ks about morarity when he tal-ks of
civics education, and community when he speaks of the

teachÍng about citizenship: discipline and crassroom

management practj-ce strategies reflect a central view of
val-ues. ülhen we choose to teach fairness, torerance,

cooperation, whose val-ues are these and how do we act
because of them? Ours of course, carefully considered,

chosen, and acted upon overtry discussed with the other
members of the classroom community, Nor are we neutral_ in
another sense. '... [s]chool- is not simpJ-y a buirding or
an organizational convenience... it teaches j-n its own

right. . . Iand r^¡e] cannot aff ord to ignore its pol-itj_cal

content" (p.241 . To rnêr political- means that whj-ch rerates
to the communitv.

Briskin's (l-989) feminism describes pedagogy as

political practice and describes education as acting as

well-. Her practj-ce invorves a sharing of power j-n the

classroom. she incl-udes the notions of collaboration and

community in her writing. There is a l-ink between practice
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and curricul-a with an emphasis on process. Briskin
advocates that an aspect of curricul-um is that we teach

about power. we dontt just assume power as teacher, or
adult t oE expert; we teach explicitJ_y about power.

osborne extends this when he speaks about teaching

about citizenship; vre expect students to be criti-cal and to
chal-lenge, we show them their agency outside the cl-assroom

when we teach about democracy in social studies l-essons.

when classrooms are viewed as centres of inquiry, rather
than places to transmit informatj-on, we design j-nquiry with
such questions as "do we need l_aw?" (Osborner p. 11) or
*what can \^/e do about sexism, racism?" (Briskin, 19g9, p.

14). we are teaching about relationships as we attempt to
nurture them.

Both of these educators, and many more cited in the
reference list, advocate an active, cooperative and

coll-ective effort to arrive at shared understandi_ngs of
problems and relationships amonst peopre. Both of these

writers write about their work as teachers in an integrative
way- r read, J-isten, tark , and learn. r l-earn about the
value of a col-laborative spirit when r recognize the
enabl-ing conditions for rearning that are created for me

because of the opportunity to tal-k about teaching and

learning. rt seems to me that when we teach directry about

community and the rel-ationships that make up its dynamj-c, r^/e
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are making a closer

life. I am closing

and that is another

to be.

connection between student work and real_

the gap between aspiration and practice
aspect of what I believe good teaching

Reflection

Good teaching is, often enough for fii€r a long term
project that requires a great dea_l- of refl_ection both in and

on the practice. There are few quick fixes. For me what is
better, is informed refl-ective actj_ons.

"The gap between aspirat j-on andpractice j_s a real- and frustrating one
[which] can be cl_osed only by

adopting a research development .ppro."È
to oners own teaching, whether alone or
in a group of cooperating teachers
(Stenhouse, I975, p. 3) .

Teacher as researcher is immersed j_n a wide variety of
readi-ng to inform my educati-onal theory. The work of El_riot
and ?üinter (1991-, 1987, in couJ_ter, j_994) ) for example,

reveal broad conceptions how we make meaning for ourselves.

There is another l-evel- of theory that re.l_ates to whol_e

J-anguage and other theoretical perspectives by such writers
as Newman (1990), htel-Ìs (rgg4), John Mayher (L9g0),

cl-andinin & connel]-y (1999), Duckworth (19g6), and Fl-inders
(1989) ' who provide a wide variety of readings against a

backdrop of teacher as reflective, active practitioner.
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There is a systematic, investigative role to be prayed in
the conscious acguiring of evidence in cl-assroom inquiry.
The variety of perspectives encourages teachers to examine

their beliefs about the nature of knowledge, what counrs as

rearning, roles of schoolpeopre, constraints, tensions.
Descriptive writing that emerges as a learning fog of these
theorists does much to enhance learning about the
Lheory/practice re_l_ationship .

Feminist and critical- pedagogy ( Noddi.ngs, 19g9),

Gi]-ligan (1,982), Weil_er (j_98B) , McNeiI (1988), Newman

(1-990) , Giroux and McLaren (1989) have also had thej-r
infruence. Moral- phirosophers such as Noddj_ngs (1984),

Goodl-ad (1990), and Fenstermacher (1996), are also inci_uded

in this group.

r began to see different patterns of interacLion and

classroom routine when r l-ooked back at my journal writing
and documentation r had saved as artifacts of the teaching
experiences r was learni-ng to keep track of. writing in a

variety of forms has enabred me to refrect on practice.
when r do this, r see a new way to.l-ook at self. There is a

different sense of confidence and authori-tiy about knowJ_edge

gained in the classroom about the part.i_culars of the
interactions of l-earners. Irüritíng, ref Iecting, tarking to
others " - - . has emerged from the dialecti.c of tmyl

experiences as both Ipractitioner] and Iresearcher] and from
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Imy] unwillingness to privilege one role over the other rl

(Cochran-Smith, LytIe' 1-993) .

A number of feminists advocate reflection as a norm.

Net Noddings (1-986) builds a phiì-osophical- argument for an

ethic of caring emphasLzLng moral attitude rather than moral

reasoning. Carol- GilJ-igan (1982 ) has a similar agenda.

Kathleen Weiler (L988) is a qualitative, ethnographic

researcher who analyzes racet gender, and c-l-ass as a link

between theory and practice. Anti-racism, anti-sexi-sm, and

J-eadership are taught as strategies for social change.

Cooperative ways of J-earning is a feminist pedagogical

approach that attempts to add the experience to the learning

process. Briskin (1989) al-so recognizes that change needs

to be systematic. Refl-ection on this approach to the

teaching and learning experience validates a sense of self

through writing and the narrative experience. Good teaching

has resulted when I look back, reassess, reformulate the

next step.

I have l-earned to appreciate the rewards of patience

that I learned through reflective practice. The writing

experience over several- years had allowed me to reconstruct

experience. It ís a vehic.l-e for refl-exivity and refl-ection.

hfhen I became a writer, I could teach about writing because

there was a conmon ground of experience on which to meet my

sludents. Our struggles were símilar and we coul-d both
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learn to write better, to be more artj-culate, to be clear,
and to be perceptive. Donal-d Graves (1983), Nancie Atwelt

(1981) | Lucy Calkíns (1986), Frank Smith (l_983) were as much

among my beginning teachers as were my students. When I
became a writer I became conscious of writing as a process

and a way to read myself. f coul-dnrt become a writer simply

by reading al-l- the wonderful stories in my experience but I
could learn about writing by deconstructing and

reconstructing that experience by writing. If my intentíon
was to encourage great writers then f had to behave like
one. I had to do to understand and I had to understand to

teach.

Research methodoJ-ogy (Hopkins, 1915, Patton, 1-990)

provides a rationale and a procedure for systematically

studying some aspect of practice that includes reflection.
The journalling in addition to other forms of writing
recommended in this process has al-l_owed me to separate

emotion and fact, to get a better perceptual grip on matters

not only a better conceptuaJ- grip through reflection. I
came to see the framework that Hopkins (1975) tal-ked about

as a r¡¡ay to organize my thinking and my work in such a way

as to make better sense of the actualities of classroom

life. For example, in the cooperative J_earning story,

activities I planned for students became cooperative

J-earning projects students carried out. Through my own

reflections, this became a cl-oser look at roles and
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relationshíps among students and between students and

myself. I also developed student refl-ections. I involved

the students in evaluating their work and mine which had a

positive effect upon the group. I becarne more conscious of

a variety of teaching strategies and investigated them

purposefully with my journalj-ing as a way to guide me along

the journey. I learned in future years to involve the

students consciously j-n their learning and to write about

what that meants to them. I also J-earned to invite, if not

expectr parents to come aJ-ong. For improvement Stenhouse

(1915) says:

we cannot expect to leap for a
sol-ution to the compJ-exities of
educational- problems: we can only aim to
embark on a .Ij-ne of poJ-icy development
which wiÌl- give promise of a fairly J-ong
process of systematic and thoughtful
improvement. Such developmental style
towards a tradition of curricul-um
research focuses on the study of
problems and responses to them rather
than on the invention of ambitious
sol-utions before the problems have been
properly studied (p. 1-25)

Learn.Í-ng takes time. Learning about my teaching and

Iearning to articulate that has been a complex and time-

consuming process made more successful by the reflective
process, writing, and "community-building" efforts. It has

taken about six years for me to arrive at a better

understanding of patience with learnJ-ng for myself, other
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col-l-eagues, and with chÍÌdren . There are times when

teaching is less rnessy simply because I have glimpsed how

ext.remely complex it realJ-y is. I am stíIl- acutely aware

that mothers and fathers are noL even close to being

partners in the discourse and maybe for this to happen we

will- need a great upheaval- rather than patience and time.

I learned that good teaching is developing a

reflective approach to consideration of curriculum. My

curriculum in the cooperative learning project was the

teaching of social- skills such as listening, discussion, and

an understanding of roles and dj-vision of J-abour. Whil-e I
was asking groups to reflect on what they had done well- and

what they would do differentl-y next time, their assessment

was directed to the nroduct. I¡le looked at the

accomplishment of the social- studj-es .activities and not

consciousl-y to their "cooperative' skills that were being

built. I began to see the "curriculum" as my method and

manner, t.he moral- choice to teach cooperative skil-Is and

values, as rnuch as the study of the geography of the

Marj-times. Without keeping a journal, being abl-e to talk to

other teachers about what I thought was going on in my

classroom during this turbulent learning time for rûêr

wj-thout the opportunity to write about the experience at a

distance of a few years later, I may never have discovered

this connection between teacher purposes and intentions and
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what is traditionally described by provincial curriculum

documerrts, as curricuLum.

RefÌectíng on curricul-um now has come to be defined as

a better conceptual grip on matters beíng taught. Getting a

better conceptual grip was what drove me that day in the

prol-ogue as I stood in the warm window surveying the chaotj-c

aftermath of yet another bewildering schooÌ day and such

has been affirmed by Barrow (L984) and Egan (1-990). I have

learned there is a .ì-anguage for a concept that is becoming

cl-earer. For the unruly class that loved to be read to, I

discovered that they needed a central- focus, a story about

people just like they were to provide some calm and respite

in their l-ives. For Greg and the many others l-ike him, he

needed to make a cl-oser rel-ationship' a connection at school

to help with the pressures at home. How often it is the

student. who is the most unlÍkable who needs to be liked.

The concept of curricul-um is connected to caring and

co.l-laborative efforts in the v/ay that Hlebowitsh (1-990' p.

156) describes as involving a justication of aims and

content t.hat puts the learner in tune with subject matter

and values and aims of societv.

Coherent, fu1ly explained concepts are needed and the

implications of these ideas must be spell-ed out so that this

theory as it deveJ-oped may be clearly communicated.

Through the process of reflection, individuaÌ and
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collectíve, in the study of problems and our responses to

them in the educational communities of which we are a part,

we have the opportunity and the responsibility to nurture a

developmenta.l- style of curriculum research.

If our schools were to be carinq and collaborative and

reflected community, we would have to admit that
classroom activity is driven to a great degree by the

bel-ief s and practi-ce about rel-ationships.

"lnlhat I have been emphasizíng so far is
the central- importance of dialoque in
nurturing the ethical-"
It] training for receptivity invol-ves
sharing and reflecting aloud. It
involves the kind of close contact that
makes personal history valuabl_e A
relationship is required"
p.121-1-22) .

(Noddings,

ït seems to me that teacher as researcher opens up

the possibility for teachers to take a cl_oser l-ook at

rel-ationships and school. The entire magnitude of the

teacher as researcher projects is a search for a greater

understanding of our work as teachers and l_earners. fnquiry
is central. Question-asking is the basis for this search

for meaning so that decisions v,¡e make are good for kids,
that we improve the quality of education for the young.

Bel-iefs and val-ues drive the decision-making. And of
course, what type of decison-making wilÌ take place?
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I have also Iearned through a caringr collaborative'

community-f ocussed, ref -l-ective process that there are

important questions to be asked and that questions wil-l-

probably always drive the investigations. These questions

are now part of the characteristics of my practÍce. They

are part of an evolving understanding of the four aspects of

teaching I have come to identify and the connective tíssue

that binds them.

The questions continue to surface now that I understand

better that educating j-s inquiry. How best to facÍl-itate

that for kids and parents is somehow connected to how best I

understand that for myself. That continues to be the more

complex part of teacher work. As I l-ook at my day planning

book, I see notes in alI margj-ns, reminders for the next

day, arrows to show last minute changes' Severa.l- cofors of

pen and pencil- marks. It's a messl But out of that comes

some order and that I can describe by showing in the

following chapter, what it ís I have l-earned and what j-s

still to explore. The evocative and representational

concept of teacher as researcher wiII continue to evolve.
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EPILOq'E

Teacher as Learner- A Chanqinq View

In some sense f am back where I started from. I stil-I
have many questions, yet I have a better understanding of

how I go about being and teacher and what thaL ímplies. I
have examined how it is I go about teaching through the

research methociology and philosophy of the concept of

teacher as researcher as I have come to understand it. Now

I think of educating as inquiry and am more comfortable with

the incompleteness of teacher work.

Through thoughtful consideration of how I ought to

organize people and activities in my work as a teacher, I am

mindful of the central importance of relationships.
Connected to this notion of relationships are the norms of

caring, collaboration, ccmmunity, reflection, and refl-ective
practice, that I have uncovered as I l-ooked more cJ-oseÌy at

what it was I was teaching, how I went about that, how I
assessed and eval-uated that work, as wel-l- as the moral-

dimensions of that wav of v¡orking.

It was a simple matter of becoming more wide-awake, in
the words of Maxine Greene (1-9?B) . ConscJ-ous, deliberate,
purposeful action are the organizing ideas within the

teacher as researcher notion which provided a valuabl_e
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framework for me to l-ook at how r went about beinq a

teacher. Taking risks no longer is accompanied by the

anxiety of f airure:, r reassess and gro\^/ and real-ize

perfection is often an j-deal-. The making of commitments to
processes r didn't fully understand and the strength and

will-ingness to persevere in the search for social_ meaning

has held risk, but r have rearned to ask " vlhat erse is
education for?"

I also learned how caring about teacher work is a

powerfuJ- constituency in schoors and have tried to find ways

to show that caring about their own work can be a powerfuJ_

force in the lives of students. The variety of perspectives

gained from colraborative efforts is positivery energizing

even if at times it is frustrating and possibly destructive.
Language makes a difference with ideas; thinking about

school-s as community rather than institutions conj ures a

different set of values, metaphors, and consequentry,

different ways of acting. Refl-ective practice that is
productive in a purposeful \"¡ay continues to be my goal; it
is a routine r draw on when r need it. r am learning to
become better at reflecting about what T have done and am

more comfortable with its articulati_on.

Teacher as researcher, characterized by dial-ectics and

dialogism, has become part of the teaching cul-ture and part
of my approach to professional-ism. Teachinq is
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transactional; teaching and learning are part of the

surfacing and working out of clivergent views among

participants in the development process. Belief sysLems and

values are socially constructed (Vygotsky, 1978) and

reconstructed in the rnidst of cultural diversity. There is
an interdependentce and exchange. There is an effort to

decentral-íze decisíon-makinq and a resistance to

standardization (Toffl-er, 1980) with the real-ization that

there is no one best \^/ay to approach any teaching and

learning; this is a contextual- process. Where do issues

such as inteqration and inclusiveness fit? How do

communities value tolerance, understanding, and caring in

our consciousness of gender, racer colour and such

diversity? There are many more questions that I have yet to

explore that both serve as a conclusion for this piece and

the beginnings for future stories.

"What am I trying to accomplish?" becomes a question

for all learners, not just a teacher question. *Is what I
am doing right now help me to accomplish my goal?" "I¡ühat

arrangements do I have to put in place to get where it is I
want to be?" It seems to me that questions such as these

demystify the educational- process and open the process to

conscious question-askíng and decision-making. Putting

onesel-f in the positíon of asking the questions puts oneself

in control- of the possible solutions, orr at the very J-east,

responsibl-e for pursuing the l-earning possibilities.
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What 'reform" is necessary to meet the challenge of

learning along with the child of the next century?

Certain-l-y the transactional- nature of caring, collaborating,

negotiating what is to be taught and learned, valuing

rel-ationships, thoughtf ul-, ref lective behaviours, are a-l-I

Äac¡rinl-arc ^f what I believe will" work r traa¡n ,.¡ith anvvYu¡r

inquj-ry, diaj-ogic approach to come to grips with the

messiness of teaching and proceeded to ground my actions in
the norms I uncovered.

Am I trading one kind of al-ienation for another? Am I
al-ienating myself in a different hray because I am meeting

resistance from others? I am certainlv al-i-enated from the

nnl ì{- i¡al =n¡*.,J economic agendas of th" present provincial
government decisions about what I ought to teach, how it is
to be done, how it is to be assessed when I. read some of

Renewi-ng Education: New Directj-ons (1994). I am advocating

teacher decision-making and the exercise of that collective
power at a time when teachers f eel- most vulnerabl-e and

powerless. I have said it before; "There is no going back."

Am I alienating kids because I expect them to think and

act differently? They meet some powerful- opposition when

their peers and parents expect them to "measure up" to

external- standards. Teaching about socia] control, not just

controlli*g, and teaching about power, not just using it, is
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curriculum.

1{r6

mr¡qo I f would sav ís relevant

How is time and place to be organized? Structures such

as time and timetables sometimes Eet in the way. How I

decíde to organize student and teacher time is influenced by

hov¡ I think about my rel-ationships with those peopl-e and

what it is we hope to accomplish together and alone. It
requires a clearer view.

To what exLenL can we remai-n isolated from each other

as teachers? To the extent that isolation is not what we

value. There has been a breaking down of the isol-ation by

creating more opportunities to talk about teacher work and

al-so build relationships as f riends and as prof essional-s

when we meet for team meetings, co-teach, prepare for
Critical Dialogue, involve ourselves in school- research

projects about aspects of practice that we i6ls¡f-i Frr â<

probl-ematic.

I¡Ihat risks do I take and at what cost? For example,

poorJ-y thought out attempts at reform may cause my own l-oss

of credibil-ity. Some parents were running out of patience

with the "portfolio system" when in my classroom, they did

not know how to read the portfolio along with their child
and I had not provided much assistance for them to do so.
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At the same time, many parents see the students' devel-opment

toward independence and value that. The dilemmas are many.

How do I learn from this way of knowing about teaching?

How do I step in and ouL of the pict.ure? Ref l-ective

practice forces me to explain for myself what it is I value

and how I \^/ant to act. Standing back f rom my practice as I

demonstrate now, allows me to think and write about what it

is I believe.

There is a continuous incompleteness about learning; it

is not static, is often open-ended, and this l-eads to new

discoveries dispelJ-ing "old truths".

As much as I have set for myself new problems to be

i-nvestigated at some future time, I also find myself in the

classroom at present. I attended a teachers' meeting two

days ago and our goal was to develop our thematic unit in a

more concrete way so that we coul-d begin class discussions

soon. There were moments when I thought of this as a "fit
of col-lective insanity" (H. G. We1l-s, i-n Osborner 1-995) .

Then I reminded myself of my status of learner. I was one

"l-earner among a smal-l group of others who had al-so

marshalled their resources toward a group goal and who were

in conversation about that. Then I though of the kids

hopefu.ì-ly soon to be engaged with curiosity in relevance and

meaning. I take heart:
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What on earth am I realJ_y up to here?
Why am I giving these particular lessons
in this particular way? If human
society is anything more than a fit of
co.l-l-ective insanity in the animal
kingdom, what is teaching for? (H.G.
I¡Iel-l-s, in Osborne, 1995) .
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